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Preface

A s we have just entered into the new millennium, two unstoppable processes are taking place in the world:
the globalization of the economy;
the information revolution.
As a consequence, there is greater participation of the world population in capital market investment, such as bonds and stocks and their
derivatives: options, contracts, swaps, ... etc. Therefore there is need
for risk management and analytic theory explaining the market. This leads
to quantitative tools based on mathematical methods, i.e. the theory of
mathematical finance.
Ever since the pioneering work of Black, Scholes and Merton in the 70's,
there is rapid growth of the study of mathematical finance, with involvement of ever-sophisticated mathematics. However, from the practitioner's
point of view, it is desirable to have simpler and more useful mathematical
tools.
It is therefore a primary goal of this book to introduce the hypermodel
method (based on Robinson's infinitesimal analysis), as a simple and practical but mathematically rigorous technique for modelling finance.
Consequently, this book is suitable for students and practitioners in
financial markets who
want to acquire fluency in applicable mathematical modelling tools
but have in possession only minimum mathematical sophistication
such as first year calculus.
vii
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A secondary goal of the book is to indicate to mathematicians that
application of hypermodel techniques infinanceis both possible and fruitful.
In mathematical finance, one often encounters the following dilemma:
discrete-time models are easy to use but inadequate in applications; on the
other hand, although continuous-time models are strong enough in solving
problems, the theory requires mathematical sophistication which is beyond
the reach of most practitioners—such as stochastic analysis. Our new approach here bypasses this difficulty by taking advantage of the so-called
hyperfinite time set, which can be manipulated formally as a finite object
and yet it contains all information about continuous time. Indeed, this
hypermodel approach is both intuitive for practical needs and rigorous in
mathematical details.
It is clear that the full potential of hypermodels in mathematical finance
is far from being materialized by a volume such as this, as it is probably
the first one of this kind and as the author's ability is limited. Nevertheless
the purpose of this book is considered fulfilled if further research in this
area can be stimulated by its appearance.
The book is organized as follows.
In Chapter 1, we introduce the basic concepts, definitions and practice
in financial markets. The main objects of study of mathematical finance
are defined, namely stocks, bonds and options.
In Chapter 2, we outline the mathematics that we need and explain
hypermodel approaches to modelling.
In Chapter 3, the absence of arbitrage, the main assumption behind
mathematical finance, is developed through the use of hypermodels, from
it the Black-Scholes type equations for options can be derived.
In Chapter 4, explicit solution to European option pricing and that of
European barrier option are derived.
In Chapter 5, the binary tree hypermodel approach, based on the CoxRoss-Rubinstein theory is developed, and pricing formulas are derived. Numerical examples for various options are given.
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In Chapter 6, further applications to the Greeks and the term structure
of interest rates are given. Of particular interest is the simple derivation of
the Malliavin weight formula from the hypermodel.
Chapter 7 is an independent unit that gives more complete coverage
of the mathematics behind hypermodels, i.e. infinitesimal analysis. This
chapter is intended for readers who are mathematically matured and interested in knowing more the mathematical background.
Chapter 8 contains various kind of MATHEMATICA programs that practitioners may easily adapt for their own purpose.

Siu-Ah Ng
Pietermaritzburg
July 2002
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Website for the book:

http://hyperfinite.com/hmmf
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NOTATION AND CONVENTION
N and M. denote the set (system) of natural numbers
and real numbers respectively
x :—

means x is defined as

E , EM , E< ] denote expectation, expectation
w.r.t. fj, and the expectation conditioned at time t
V[-] denotes the variance
given a security S, St (or with superscripts
stand for the price at time t

Si)

the $ sign are often dropped, so we write x = 10
instead of x = $10
no distinction is made between "value" and "price"
stock prices are assumed uniformly bounded away
from 0
"bounded" means the absolute value is bounded by a
finite number
"S-continuous," "S-bounded,"... are simply called
"continuous," "bounded," ... when it is clear that
they don't mean * continuous, * bounded, ...
Cn means possessing continuous nth (and hence
all lower) derivatives
+ is the maximum function, i.e. (x)+ = max{i, 0}
elements o/*R T are written as u> = {a>t}tgT instead
of a sequence

Chapter 1

Basic Concepts and Practice in
Finance

t> efore we consider the mathematics of hypermodels and modelling finance with them, we give in this Chapter a basic review of the concepts,
definitions, terminologies and practice in financial markets. No doubt they
will be familiar to financial practitioners, but may not be so much for academicians.
An overview and hopefully some feeling about financial market activities
are produced in this chapter. Introduction to financial securities such as
stocks, bonds, options is given. Together they form the fundamental objects
of our study in this volume. Their prices, risks, sensitivity to various parameters pose a complex challenge for mathematical modelling. Although
intense research has already been underway for sometime in almost every
corner of the globe, the science of financial modelling is still in its infancy—
to say the least. From this perspective, in order to gain any insights to the
problems, it is important for academicians to have a good feel of or even
take part in financial activities.

1.1

Introducing mathematical finance

As indicated in the preface, the globalization of the economy and the information technology revolution create new and even democratic opportunity
for almost every citizen of the globe to take part in financial markets of
some sort: from the accounting office of a giant multinational corporation
to the food stall of a small village, activities are intricately linked, with
perhaps the exception of those few nations in the world that are isolated
(hence immunized) from the rest of the humanity.
With the almost freeflowof wealth in various form, one seeks investment
and trade from a huge spectrum of possibility, such as bonds and stocks
3
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and their derivatives: options, contracts, swaps, ... of course in the hope of
maximum profit and minimum risk. For long term gain and the desirability
of creating a healthy win-win situation for every one, participants of the
market need to come up with the notion of fair prices even though common
consensus is hard to come by.
Therefore there is need for pricing, risk management and analytic theory
explaining the market. This leads to research in quantitative tools based on
mathematical methods, i. e. the theory of Mathematical Finance. Especially
since the pioneer work of Black, Scholes and Merton in the 70's, there is an
explosive growth of the study of mathematical finance.
From the literature, one finds a numbers of names for parts or the whole
area that can be called the science of finance.
Mathematical finance and financial engineering
We just comment on the term Financial Engineering. It appears that the
following distinguishes financial engineering from mathematical finance:
financial engineering concerns more the design and the implementation of new financial instruments, whereas mathematical finance
deals with the quantitative and analytic theory and pure modelling
of existing financial instruments;
financial engineering is a group effort involving mathematicians
as well as people like computer programmers, financial analysts,
lawyers, traders, ..., whereas mathematical finance is becoming a
pure academic discipline of its own right.
Since the last quarter of the 20th century, new mathematical theory
and techniques have transformed the investment process and the financial
market. Investment firms and banks constantly utilize such new theory and
techniques to gain competitive advantage from better risk management and
profit strategies.
Mathematical financial models based on advanced mathematical theory
are being implemented by powerful computers and used to predict returns,
measure risk, and set prices. These developments have led to greater need
for the study of mathematical finance.
The core objects of study of mathematical finance is that of securities.
Cataloging securities
We will consider securities such as stocks, bonds, options, ... etc. They are
divided into two types:
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basic securities
derivative securities
they will be reviewed in the first two sections.
Loosely, any claim on the wealth of an individual, a corporate or government can be regarded as a security. Formally, a security is just a
certificate—a financial contract—indicating a realized or potential ownership or indebtedness of some instrument or commodity traded in a market.
By basic securities (or primary securities) we mean stocks, bonds, bank
accounts, currencies and commodities, although in this book we will deal
with the first two kinds only.
Derivative securities form a special kind of financial contracts. As the
name suggests, their value derives from basic securities. Usually such a
contract is constructed so that there is afixedexpiry date and the contract's
value is determined on the basis of market prices of its underlying basic
securities at or before the expiry date.
Examples of derivative securities are options, future and forward and
swaps, and in this book we will concentrate on options only.
Another common name for derivative security is "contingent claim."

6
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Basic securities

As mentioned above, we refer to stocks, bonds, bank accounts, currencies
and commodities as basic securities. They are further categorized into fixedincome securities and variable-income securities. Only stocks are variableincome securities, and for the obvious reasons the rest belong to the fixedincome category.
In this volume, as in most other books on mathematical finance, the
main basic securities we deal with are stocks and bonds, for their representative features and also for their popularity. Note that typically a
corporation issues either stocks or bonds to raise fund for purposes such as
expansion, research and development.

1.2.1

Stocks

A stock is a legal certificate that proves your ownership of certain percentage of a corporation's asset and earnings. This partial ownership is
represented by shares. When you are in possession of them, you are referred to as a stockholder or a shareholder, and you are said to have equity
in the corporation; hence stocks are also called equities. Depending on the
number of shares you owned, as a stockholder, you are entitled to some degree of decision making power, such as some voting rights in an election of
new Chief Executive Officer (CEO), decision on restructuring and merger,
... etc. Most investors usually vote in absentia through a proxy.
Stock exchanges
Most publicly held companies issue stocks in order to raise fund. The
amount can be as much as billions of shares. Once shares are issued to the
public and listed in a stock exchange (referring to as IPO—initial public
offering, or "going public"), they are continuously traded as long as there
are buyers and sellers. For example, IBM (International Business Machine)
was first listed on New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on November 11,
1915, and as of March 14, 2000, its total number of outstanding shares
is 1,793,761,000, with closing price $108 5/8, giving it a total value of
$194,847,288,625 (Market Capitalization). On that day, 1,974,000 IBM
shares changed hands, this is referred to as the Trading Volume.
NYSE is probably the most prestigious and the largest floor-based stock
exchange in the world, where 3,025 companies are listed with over $16 trillion total market capitalization. They represent a cross-section of U.S.
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companies as well as some international non-U.S. companies. To be qualifiable for trade on NYSE, a company must meet certain standard. For
example, for U.S. companies, there must be at least 2000 U.S. round-lot
holders (a round-lot is the usual trading unit, which is 100 shares on the
NYSE), the number of shares floated must be at least 1.1 million, pretax
earning must be at least $2.5 million for the recent year and $2 million for
the two preceding year, ... etc. For non-U.S. companies, the requirements
are 5000 worldwide round-lot holders, 2.5 million shares and $100 million
pretax income for the last three years, ... etc.
Other well-known U.S. stock exchanges include the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), Boston Stock Exchange, Cincinnati Stock Exchange and
Pacific Exchange (PCX). They are approved and regulated by the federal
agency Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). (SEC was created by
the U.S. Congress to monitor securities trading and has the power to punish
regulation violators. For example, SEC overseesfilingof company financial
history and management, as well as policing activities like insider trading—
it is illegal to use information not available to the public in order to gain
profit: a CEO in negotiating a merger cannot use such information to buy
stock in anticipation of its capital appreciation.)
Over-the-counter
However, many stocks are not listed on a stock exchange for reasons such
as their size or reluctance to disclose its financial state. They are normally traded in the Over-the-counter securities market (OTC). OTC is a
decentralized market where dealers are electronically linked together.
The National Association of Securities Dealers Automatic Quotations
(NASDAQ), began its operation on February 8, 1971, is the world's first
electronic stock market. It is a fast growing market and currently, on a
per day basis, it has the largest dollar volume, and trades more shares
than any other market in the world. On NASDAQ, 5,126 companies are
listed, many of them are hi-tech companies. On November 2, 1998, the
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), and AMEX announced
their merger and the formation of The NASDAQ-Amex Market Group.
The Arizona Stock Exchange is another electronic marketplace with lower
trading volume. Both are self-regulated.
Stock exchanges of the world
Most countries in the world do have their own stock exchanges. To name a
few, there are Tokyo Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange, Frankfurt
Stock Exchange (i.e. Deutsche Borse), Amsterdam Stock Exchange, Bourse
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de Paris, Swiss Exchange, Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Australian Stock
Exchange, Singapore Stock Exchange, Taiwan Stock Exchange, Kuala
Lumpur Stock exchange, Bolsa de Madrid, la Borsa Valori Italiana, Oslo
B0rse, OM Stockholmsborsen, K0benhavns Fondsb0rs, Bolsa de Valores do
Rio de Janeiro, Johannesburg Stock Exchange, The Russian Exchange, Korea Stock Exchange, Stock Exchange of Thailand, Jakarta Stock Exchange,
Bourse de Montreal , Nagoya Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
Shanghai Stock Exchange, Istanbul Stock Exchange, Palestine Securities
Exchange, Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, Santiago Stock Exchange, Gielda Papierow Wartosciowych w Warszawie, Burza Cennych Papiru Praha, National Stock Exchange of India, Jamaica Stock Exchange, Botswana Stock
Exchange, Namibian Stock Exchange, Ghana Stock Exchange, ... etc.
Types of stocks
There are two general categories of stock: common stock and preferred
stock (or preference share). The common stocks are more influenced by the
successes or failures of the company. In time of success, common stocks give
the holder a share in a company's profits through dividend payments or the
capital appreciation as the market value of the stocks increase. (Whether
after-tax earnings are distributed to shareholders as dividends is a decision
to be made by the company's board of directors.) Common stock holders
are also given some voting rights on company issues. In contrast, preferred
stock holders are given dividends prior to common stock holders. Most
preferred stock pays a fixed dividend, stated in a dollar amount or as a
percentage of par value. Preferred stock does not usually carry voting
rights. However, in the event of liquidation, preferred stock holders are
given priority to reimbursement. Normally a company only issue preferred
stocks after all the common stock has been distributed. Although preferred
stocks carry less risk, common stocks holders benefit more from company
profits. Most traded stocks are common stocks.
Quality of stocks
Stocks can be broadly classified into four basic levels, depending on value
and risk characteristics of issuing companies. On the top are the Blue
Chip Stocks or Income Stocks, these are the safest and most reliable stocks
available, but they also require more time to profit with. They are issued
by mostly older and more prestigious companies with large market capitalization and the ability to operate profitably in good and bad economic
times—as proven by their consistency in growth and dividend payments.
IBM, Exxon, AT& T and General Electric are examples of blue chip. (The
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name blue chip has the original meaning as the most valuable chips in a
poker game.)
Next in the ladders are Secondary Issues, these are issued by large wellestablished companies with almost certainty in growth. They are good
investment but such companies are hard to identify.
Moving down another level, there are growth stocks. These are issued
by newer companies with smaller capital but high potential for success.
Instead of paying dividends, these companies typically retain their earnings
and reinvest them for further growth. As a consequence of such growth,
the market price of their stocks generally increases and brings benefit to
holders. Since such companies are generally less stable, their stocks carry
more risk than the previous two levels. Most fast-growing high technology
companies belong to this level. Microsoft and America Online are examples
that come to one's mind. Until 1997 Microsoft has never paid a dividend.
Even then, it was paid to preferred stock holders only.
In the bottom of the ladders are the Micro-cap and Penny Stocks. These
are low-priced stocks (many at less than $1 per share) issued by the smallest
of companies with very risky prospect for growth. People buying them are
usually gambling at possible spectacular return at very low price. In most
cases, reliable information about the management and finances of these
companies is scarce. Sometimes investors even become victims of false
information spread by fraudsters. In the U.S. many such companies do not
file financial reports with the SEC, and often their assets worth less than
$1 million.
Trading orders
There are different kinds of orders in stocks trading. Market orders i.e.
orders of buying and selling of stocks are conducted through a registered
agent called broker who charges a commission for the service. Other types
of orders are limit order—setting limit of the price the broker can buy or
sell, and stop limit—setting a limit to sell before the stock drop below it.
Typically a brokerage firm has two kinds of brokers: the stockbroker or fullservice broker who does research on stocks and give advises such as stocks
to pick and to set the appropriate limit and stop orders; and the discount
broker who is just the intermediary in the transactions. The order a broker
received is relayed to a member of a stock exchange, called the floorbroker,
who does the actual buying and selling.
Regulations
In order to protect the investor, membership of a broker in a stock exchanges

10
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is regulated by the stock exchange or by a government body such as SEC.
In recent years, online trading of stocks has acquired increasing popularity. These are done via the Internet to online brokerage firms such as
Charles Schwab, Ameritrade, DLJdirect, ... etc. The attraction is that
online broker fees are lower and the investor has more control on trading
decision but he won't receive the kind of advises and services available in
a traditional brokerage firm.
Price listings
Stock listings are published in newspaper and available online. Usually a
stock is identified by a ticker symbol (such as MCD for McDonald's restaurant). The listing includes information such as 52 weeks high and low,
dividend that the company will pay each year, percent yield (calculated as
the dividend divided by closing price), PE ratio (the ratio of closing price
to earning per share) , volume of stock traded during that day, and quotes
like high, low, close and net change during the day. Traditionally in U.S.
stock exchanges, the basic unit of price movement, called tick, is measured
in either 1/8 of a point or 1/16 of a point. (NASDAQ is planning to adopt
decimals soon.)
However, the high and low in stock listing is only a crude reflection
of the actual activities during a trading session. During the session, each
stock has two prices called out by floor brokers: the ask price which is the
price at which a seller is willing to sell and a bid price which is the price
a buyer is willing to buy. The prices change according to the supply and
demand of the market. During a trading day, these two prices fluctuate
almost continuously between the high and low given by newspaper listing.
Stock indices
People also use indices calculated from stock prices as a general measure
of the stock market and even of the state of economy. Some well-known
indices are: Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), NASDAQ composite,
Standard and Poor's 500 (S&P 500), NYSE composite, AMEX composite,
FTSE 100 (Financial Time and London Stock Exchange, the "Footsie"),
FTSE World Index, Nikkei Index (Japan), Hong Kong Hang Seng Index,
DAX 100 (Germany), GAC ^0(France), ... etc.
The DJIA is an index of 30 blue-chip U.S. stocks, chosen by the editors
of The Wall Street Journal The DJIA is calculated as an unweighted
average and uses a divisor which is not just the total number of stocks, but a
number that is continuously adjusted whenever stock splits take place. (For
example, a company may decide a two-for-one split resulting the number
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of shares doubled but each share is worth half what it was. Without an
adjustment, the new index would be a distortion of the market value.)
Most other indices are calculated as weighted average, usually with a
large number of stocks, with greater weight given to companies of higher
market value. The NASDAQ composite index measures all common stocks
listed on the NASDAQ Stock Market, resulting in over 5,000 stocks being
included. The FTSE World Index measures a large number of stocks from
30 countries and is intended to reflect the global state of the economy.
DJIA is named after its inventor Charles H. Dow and his cofounder of
"The Wall Street Journal", Edward H. Jones over 100 years ago. S&P is
named after Henry V. Poor's finance services and Standard Statistic Company. The Nikkei Index is run by Nihon Keizai Shimbun the main financial
newspaper in Japan.
Dividends
The dividends received from holding a stock clearly affects the stock price.
So the date when dividends are paid is important. The ex-dividend date
refers to the day before which an investor must have purchased the stock
in order to receive the dividend. On the ex-dividend date, the previous
day's closing price is reduced by the amount of the dividend (rounded up
to the nearest eighth) because purchasers of the stock on the ex-dividend
date will not receive the dividend payment. This date is sometimes referred
to simply as the "ex-date," and can apply to other situations; for example,
splits and distributions. If you purchase a stock on the ex-date for a split
or distribution you are not entitled to the split stock or that distribution.
However, the opening price for the stock will have been reduced by an
appropriate amount, as on the ex-dividend date.
Weekly financial publications, such as Barren's, often include a stock's
upcoming "ex-date" as part of their stock tables.

1.2.2

Bonds

A bond is a security representing a long-term debt issued by a corporation,
a bank or by the government (including municipal governments). These
establishments sell such promissory notes in order to raise capital. The
seller of the bond promises to repay the face value (or par value, i. e. the
principal amount of the loan, generally stated in $1000 increments) at a
specified time. This time or the duration is called the maturity. In contrast
to stocks, bonds have a specific lifetime. Normally bonds have maturities
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ranging from one year to 30 years. Interest-bearing bonds pay interest
periodically at coupon rate (the annual rate of interest on the face value).
The issuers of bonds do not necessary keep a record of holders. For such
bonds, coupons are attached to the bonds and the holders send them to
the issuer for interest payment on a timely basis. So the interest income is
referred to as coupon yield or coupon income. On the other hand, holders
of registered bonds are paid interest by check. There are also bonds that
pay interest only when the issuing establishment earn enough profit.
In contrast to stocks, bonds do not represent ownership in the issuing
establishment.
Bond yield
The value of a bond is determined by its yield. Bond yield is the rate of
return on a bond calculated from the purchase price and the coupon rate.
Types of bonds
Bonds can be secured or unsecured—also called senior bonds or junior bonds.

The former is backed by a legal claim on some specified assets of the issuer,
whereas the latter is only backed by the issuers credibility in their promise
of interest and principal payments.
Mortgage bond is an example of secured bond backed by real estate
assets. When the issuer fails to make the scheduled payments on the bond,
the bondholders are entitled to compensation by selling the assets. Bond
may have other usage; for example, if there is a lien against the asset, the
asset owner may post a bond to the court. The court then remove the
lien and the parties argue over the bond instead of over the asset. An
interesting example of mortgage related bonds is the so-called Ginnie Mae
passthroughs. They are issued by the U.S. agency Government National
Mortgage Association. Until maturity, the holders of such bonds receive
monthly payments from GNMA as a result of the agency " passing through"
mortgage payment made by the mortgages. The payments are guaranteed
by GNMA and by the U.S. federal government.
Whether or not a bond is secured does not play as important a role as
one might imagine. The quality of bonds are generally determined by the
issuers' credibility, so although most bonds issued by government bonds
are unsecured, they are nevertheless treated as risk-free. Bonds issued by
corporates are considered to be riskier; to compensate this, they generally
offer higher coupon yield.
Government bonds
In most countries of the world, government bonds are issued by various
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levels: the central government, government agencies, states and provinces,
cities, school districts, water districts, ... etc. The U.S. Department of the
Treasury issues bonds of various maturities under various names: Treasury
Bills (maturities of one year or less), Treasury Notes (maturities of more
than 1 year but less than 10 years) and Treasury bonds (maturities of 10
years to around 30 years). They are commonly called T-bills, T-notes and
T-bonds. In Japan, bonds are authorized by the Ministry of Finance and
issued by the Japanese central bank—Bank of Japan. More than half of
Japanese government bonds are specially selected to dominate trading in
the market, these are called benchmark issue.
Some government bonds have the attractive feature of being tax-exempt.
There are bonds sold in one country and in that country's currency but
issued by a firm or government of different nationality. For example, the
Yankee bonds are those issued by non-U.S. entities trading in the U.S. and
in U.S. dollars denomination. Similarly, Samurai bonds are Japanese yen
bonds traded in Japan but issued elsewhere. These type of bonds are called
foreign bonds. On the other hand, another type is the bonds denominated
in a currency of nation X but issued by another nation or an international
syndicate and sold to non-X investors. These are called Eurobonds. For
instance, Euroyen bonds are bonds sold outside Japan by international
syndicates but their denomination is in Japanese yen. Foreign bonds and
Eurobonds together form the international bond market of a country.
Bonds are very popular over the world and the total funds of the world
invested in bonds is larger than in stocks or other securities. Typically
pension funds invest a large portion in quality bonds, because of its relative
risklessness and its predictability in interest and principal payments.
Quality of bonds
The quality of a bond—its riskiness—is rated and published by agencies
such as Moody's, Standard and Poor's, Duff and Phelps and Fitch Investors
Service. Under these ratings, bonds are classified as high grade, medium
grade, speculative and default, and each category is subdivided into different
levels. For example, in S&P rating, AAA and AA are high grade, A and
BBB are medium grade, BB and B are speculative, CCC, CC, C and D
are default. In Moody's, they are respectively Aaa-Aa, A-Baa, Ba-B, CaaCa. The best bond, i.e. AAA-rated in S&P, indicates an extremely strong
capacity to pay principal and interest. AAA bonds are also called gilt edge
securities. At the bottom are the D-rated bonds, whose issuers are classified
as in default with principal or interest payments in arrears. These bonds
are extremely speculative and should be valued only on the basis of their
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worth in liquidation or reorganization. Speculative bonds (BB or below in
S&P) are also referred to as Junk Bonds. They are low-quality and high-risk
bonds, although sometimes they are misleadingly called high-yield bonds.
Bond exchanges
Bond issuers often use investment banking firms for public offerings. After
that, bonds could change hands directly between traders, or more commonly, they are sold or bought by investors through brokerage firms in the
same way as stocks. The actual trade takes place in an exchange, most of
the stock exchanges also deal with bonds. For example, NYSE, ...etc. Bond
quotes are listed in major newspapers such as The Wall Street Journal. The
quotes includes the name of the bond (e.g. DaytH 103/4 13 refers to a particular bond issued by Dayton Hudson carrying coupon rate at 101 and
maturity in 2013), the current yield (calculated as the ratio of coupon to
current market price expressed as a percentage), the volume, closing price
and the net change.

1.2.3

Others: bank accounts, currencies and

commodities

There are various kinds of basic securities other than stocks and bonds.
Some are familiar instruments that everybody deals with in everyday life.
Bank accounts
Each bank offers many types of bank account and people need such services
for the purpose of saving and, to a lesser extent, investment. The main
attraction is its convenience in transactions, liquidity and low risk—because
most banks are insured. A bank account is a kind offixed-incomesecurity
and the depositor is just a lender of money to the bank. Bank accounts are
similar to bonds in that the bank is obliged to pay interest and the principal
on demand. A certificate of deposit (CD) usually requires a minimum
deposit and a fixed maturity and interest rate. But other accounts such as
passbook account, check account and saving account have no maturity.
Currencies
Next to some commodities, money or currencies are probably the oldest
fixed-income securities. One often finds on banknotes a fine print stating
something like the central bank (or the queen/king in the case of a kingdom)
promises to pay the bearer such and such amount. Currency represents only
liabilities of governments or banks, there is no direct claim to real properties
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or assets. Currency is the most liquid form of security, with which one
can trade for goods and services. So currency is a convenient medium
of exchanges. Nowadays, transactions in currency are often conducted by
credit cards, checks and through electronic means instead of in banknotes
and coins. In fact, in developed countries, only a small portion of currencies
are circulated as notes and coins.
Currency in the resident country is called the local currency, the rest are
called foreign currencies. With so many trading activities across national
borders, there is need for conversion of one currency into another. Such
activity is referred to as foreign exchange (FOREX or FX). In many countries there are restrictions such as buying and selling rates and amounts—
imposed by national governments in order to protect their economy. Although with the globalization of the world economy, the trend is towards
freely traded currencies and monetary union such as the creation of the
euro.
In many ways, the FX and exchange rates reflect the nation's economic
health. For example, a devaluation of a currency to U.S. dollars is an indication of weakening of purchasing power in comparison to the U.S.. With
freely convertible currencies and the coming down of trading barriers, one
finds also opportunity of speculators and certain (at least short term) damages to susceptible nations—as witnessed by the south-east Asia economic
crisis in 1998-99.
Commodities
Economic goods such as an agricultural products or mining products are
considered commodities.
Examples from the agricultural category are: wheat, corn, rice, soybean,
sugar, coffee, tea, cocoa, wool, ... etc as well as livestock like cattle and
hogs. Examples from the mining category are: precious metals (gold, silver,
platinum), metals (copper, tin and other), energy(crude oil and fuel oil),
...etc.
Commodities can be physically bought and stored and they are treated
as fixed-income security.
There are specialized markets in which trading of commodities and their
derivatives (rather certificates of such) is taken place. These are commodity
exchanges (COMEX). For example, the Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
of New York (CSCE) and the Commodity Exchange of New York.
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Derivative securities

Derivative securities, or just derivatives, are financial contracts constructed
in such way that its realized value in the future is determined by some
specified underlying securities. Derivative securities are also referred to
as contingent claims. The best-known among them are options, futures,
forwards and swaps. The underlying securities could be stocks, bonds,
currency, commodities and even interest rates and indexes—where the last
two are not really securities—a notional asset has to be devised to reflect
the price or index movement so that the settlement can be delivered in
cash.*
Basically, an option is a right to buy or sell a security at certain price
during certain time, while a future is not just a right but an obligation to
do so.
Informal and unregulated trading in options and futures has a long
history. The Flemish traders in the 12th century dealt with futures, and
the 16th century feudal lords in Japan conducted option on rice.
In the past, derivative securities are often associated with negative connotations, due to some well-known examples of failure in the past, such
as the spectacular collapse of the tulip bulb options in Holland in 1637 or
the highly speculative activities and abuses in stock options in the 1920s
and 30s. But with the introduction of more strict securities legislation and
regulating bodies such as the SEC, there are now very few instances of
major irregularities. (Even the well-publicized Nikkei index option trading
associated with the Baring Bank failure in 1994 is not really an abuse of
option trading per se.)
Indeed, with sound regulations in place, a rapidly increasing number
of investors discover the use of derivative securities as versatile method in
managing risk exposure—we will explain this in the next subsection.

1.3.1

Options

An option written on an underlying security is a contract issued by an
individual, a corporation or an investment bank that gives the buyer of such
contract the right to buy or sell the security at a particular price (jargon:
strike price or exercise price) during a set time in the future before an expiry
date specified in the contract. Notice that this is only a right—an option, so
*More recently, derivative on weather is offered in places such as the Deutsche Borse
for the purpose of hedging against financial risks due to weather fluctuation.
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the buyer can decide whether or not to exercise such a right. (In contrast,
for buyer of future contracts, it is not an option, but an obligation.)
The underlying
The security underlying an option is either a stock (usually a common
stock), or a stock index (such as S&P 500), or a bond (such as T-bond), or
a currency, or a commodity, in fact it could be anything of value. We call it
a stock option (or equity option) if the underlying security is a stock. Likewise we may have index option, bond option, currency option, commodity
option, ... etc. For definiteness and ease of describing basic features common to most options, for the rest of this subsection, we will concentrate on
stock options, and by the stock we mean the security underlying the option.
Call and put
The party that sells the option is the writer, while the buyer is the holder
(or owner). Generally each contract represent 100 shares of the stock and
options are traded in whole numbers. A call or call option, is simply a
contract that gives its holder the right to buy 100 shares of the stock at the
strike price. Likewise, a put or put option gives the holder the right to sell
at strike price. When the stock is actually purchased in a call (or bought
in a put) at the strike price, we say that the right is exercised.
As a call option buyer, if the stock price is lower than the strike price,
the holder would buy the stock at market price instead of exercising the
option. On the other hand, if the stock price is higher than the strike
price, then the holder will exercise the right and gets a profit by reselling it
back to the market—provided the difference is greater than the cost of the
option. Similarly, for a put option holder, it is exercised when the stock
price is lower.
When an investor buys a call, he is anticipating a price upward movement in the stock before the expiry date; this is the bullish attitude. The
investor buys a put, if he is anticipating downward movement—the bearish
attitude.
Moneyness
During its lifespan, an option is classified as either in-the money, or at-themoney or out-of-money. It is called at-the-money if the strike price equals
the market price of the stock.
A call is in-the-money if the stock is trading above the strike price. It
is out-of-money if the stock trades below the strike price. But a put is
in-the-money if the stock trades below the strike price and is out-of-money
if it trades above the strike price.
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At and after expiry, option becomes worthless. But before that, it
always has some value: When it is in-the-money, the difference between
the strike price and market price of the stock gives it the intrinsic value.
That is, the amount by which an option is in-the-money. In other cases,
there is no intrinsic value. The intrinsic value is always less than the selling
price of option. The positive difference is called the time value, this is the
value for the chance that the price of the stock may move to the favorable
direction before expiry date. With slight confusion, the time value is also
referred to as the premium over intrinsic value.
Options closer to expiry has less time value, and hence are sold at lower
premium.
It is worth noticing the following: Options are not issued by the corporation of the stock; nor is the corporation in anyway responsible for the
trading activities and settlement; call holders have no rights to vote nor to
receive dividends from the stock unless the option is exercised.
Long and short
There are different positions (or market commitments) that an investor can
take. Long call or long put means the position of a call or put option holder.
On the other hand, short call or short put means the position of an call or
put option writer—who has an obligation to meet the terms of the option
if it is exercised by its holder.
The terms long and short are also used in stocks. So long stock position
is the position in which an investor has purchased and in possession of the
stock. But short stock position (or short selling) refers to borrowing stock
from a broker and selling it in the open market then at a later date buying
it back (hopefully at lower price) and returning it to the broker.
The writer of a call may nor may not be long stock position. If he is
writing a call against an equivalent amount of long stock, he is said to be
a covered writer and the call is a covered call. Example: writing two XYZ
May 60 Calls while owning 200 shares or more of XYZ stock. If the same
writer is not in long stock position, but in long call position on at least the
same amount of the same stock, he is also a covered writer.
Covered and naked
Likewise, a call writer on a stock not fully collateralized is an uncovered
writer or naked writer, and the call is a uncovered call or naked call.
There is no covered put, but uncovered put or naked put referred to a
position in which the writer is not short stock or long another put.
Naked option and short selling are allowed at a brokerage if the investor
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has a margin account. This practice is called trading on margin basis. A
margin account requires a deposit to collateralize an investment position,
this could amount to for example 10% of the investment.
Before expiry, options can be freely traded in an exchange and the
market price of buying it (determined by the marketplace) is called the
premium.
Option exchanges
In the U.S., there are four standardized exchanges that trade options:
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), AMEX, Pacific Stock Exchange
(PSE)and Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX). (All regulated by the
SEC) The NYSE withdrew from the options trading business in 1997.
Opened on April 26, 1973, the CBOE is the first one among them. It is
also the world's largest options marketplace and the founder of this product
line. (In 1983, CBOE first introduced index option on S&P 100, and it
immediately became very popular with investors.) All options traded on
U.S. exchanges are issued, guaranteed and cleared by a clearing corporation
called the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC). OCC is registered with
SEC and was rated AAA by S&P.
There are over fifty option exchanges around the world. The London
International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) is Europe's
premier financial derivatives exchange and the third largest futures and
options exchange in the world. MATIF is the French futures and options
exchange. Most exchanges are working together with a clearing corporation
similar to OCC. Each exchange has its own set of rules, products and
customs. For example, in the U.S. the expiry date of options occurs on
the Saturday immediately following the third Friday of every month and
each option is assigned an expiry month. In Hong Kong Futures Exchange
(HKFE), options are also assigned an expiry month, but the expiry date is
usually the day after the last business day of the month.
An option may be traded on more than one exchange; for example one
can write and sell option in one exchange and close his position on another.
Lifespan
Most options have short lifespan, i. e. expiry date of eight months or less.
In recent years, long-term stock or index options are introduced in places
such as CBOE. They are named LEAPS, or Long-term Equity Anticipation
Securities. They are just like short-term options, available in calls and puts,
but with expiry dates up to three years.
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Why invest in options?
A major advantage of options is their flexibility. One can use options tailor
positions to suit certain criteria of risk and reward. Often this is done by
buying several call and put options with same or different expiry dates on
the same or different stocks and securities. (Popular synthesis strategies
such as Strangle, butterfly, straddle ... etc. )
Another advantage is the so-called leverage: with a call option, one can
benefit a possible stock price upward movement by a much smaller amount
than that required to buy the stock. If the stock increases by 10 percent,
for example, the option might double in value.
Unlimited profit potential?
Options have features very different from stocks, on the other hand, as
mentioned earlier, they are similar to bonds in that the lifespan is predetermined. They are also like insurance policy: for example, at expiry, a
call buyer holding it loses at most the premium, while a stockholder of the
same stock may lose much more. The same is true with puts. So buying an
option has a predefined risk but a theoretically unlimited profit potential.
(However, a short writer has unlimited theoretical risk.)
A liquid option market (i.e. with large volume and narrow spread between the ask and bid option price) tends to have a stabilizing and moderating effect on stock volatility, since the stock prices are "predicted" by
the option premium and market psychology.
An example
Here is an example illustrating the jargons and situations mentioned so far.
On a newspaper options quotation page, "1 IBM RD for $2" means that
the put option of a share of IBM stock expiring in June with strike price
$120 is selling at the price of $2. The letter "R" stands for put option that
expires in June and the letter "D" stands for the strike price $120.
Symbols for other call/put, expiry and strike are given in the two tables
on the following page.
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Table 1.1 Expiry Month
Month
January
February
March
April

A
B
C
D

M
N
O
P

May

E
F

R

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H

I
J
K
L
M

G

S

H
I

T
U
V

J

Striking Prices
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

Q

K
L

Table 1.2
Code

Put Code

Call Code

105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165

w
X

Strike Price Symbol
Code
N
O
P
Q
R
S

T
U
V
W
X
Y

Z

Striking Prices
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

7

170
175
180
185
190
195
200
37|

h 42

12

?

47 t

552 1
I
1
271

17
22
I

321

i

62§

Styles of options
Although options are divided into two types: call and put, they are also
categorized into different styles according to the way it is allowed to exercised. In fact the expiry date, strike price, market price of the stocks
together with various ways of exercising the options give rise to infinitely
many possible styles. But the most well-known ones are the following three
styles:
European options: An option contract that may be exercised only
at the expiry.
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American option: An option contract that may be exercised at an
arbitrary instant between the purchase date and the expiry.
Barrier option or capped option: An option contract that may be
exercised only during a specified period prior to expiry, and is active only the underlying asset price meets certain conditions with
respect to a predefined barrier price. Commonly it comes in four
varieties:
— down-and-out: the option is active as long as the lower barrier
(which is lower than the spot price at the beginning) is not
touched before expiry;
— up-and-out: the option is active as long as the upper barrier
(which is higher than the spot price at the beginning) is not
touched before expiry;
— down-and-in: the option is inactive unless the lower barrier
(which is lower than the spot price at the beginning) is touched
before expiry;
— up-and-in: the option is inactive unless the upper barrier
(which is higher than the spot price at the beginning) is
touched before expiry.
So combining the possibility of call/put, they make eight varieties
in total. Of course one can also put more than one barriers, or
non-constant barriers, ...
Digital options: An option contract that may be exercised only
during a specified period prior to expiry with payoff 0 if the underlying price is below the strike and $1 if it is at or above the strike.
This is a prime example of a discontinuous payoff function.
An ice-cream connection: vanilla and exotic
There are various other styles, such as Asian option, lookback options, ...
etc, they are lumped together and given the name exotic options as versus
the vanilla options: plain European option with no restriction on the underlying price movements (i.e. no barrier conditions) and can be exercised
only at expiry.
Premium: Black-Scholes formula
Writing an option consists of specifying three important numbers: the premium, expiry date and the strike price. While the last two figures are easy
to set, how does one set the premium for each style?
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So a major question is to determine the premium from the following
data: strike price and expiry date, the stock characteristics (stock price,
dividend and volatility) and the market characteristic (the "risk-free" interest rate). This was solved in the 1973 classic paper [Black and Scholes,
1973], which gives a model and a formula that uses the above data to evaluate a fair value of the option. This formula is used by investors as a guide
to determine the premium. (For LEAPS—long-term options, volatility of
the interest rate needs to be taken into account as well.)
Of course, the actual market price is affected by both market forces and
individual investor's psychology which cannot be analyzed quantitatively.

1.3.2

Other derivative securities

In this subsection, we will very briefly review other derivative securities,
such as forwards, futures and swaps.
Forwards and futures
Both forward contract (or just forward) and A future contract (or just future) have structure similar to an option, except that the buyer of such
contracts is not given a right, but an obligation to buy or sell the underlying asset. Such a contact is a legal obligation to buy (in the case of a
call) or to sell (in the case of a put) at a specified date at a specified price
( i.e. strike price; also: forward price ). These types of derivative securities are in fact older than options, for many centuries these contracts were
written between farmers and merchants, the underlying assets were grains,
corn, flour, ..., mostly for the purpose of hedging against future uncertainty
related to price and production.
Forward and future only differ in the way they are traded. Futures are
usually designed and traded in formal exchanges, and the price at which
the contract to buy or sell is amended everyday. The debiting or crediting
is recorded in a margin account; the contract is settled everyday and a new
contract is written everyday. This process is called marking to market. On
the other hand, forwards contracts are specially designed directly between
the writer and buyer without any intermediary, and they are traded overthe-counter.
As with options, the underlying asset for these contracts could be a
commodity, a stock, a currency,
It is very common for an importer to
devise a forward contact on foreign currency to hedge against the fluctuation of currency exchange rate. In this case, the importer will be guaranteed
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the foreign currency at a preset exchange rate on for example the day of delivery of his goods. Thus the risk of exchange rate instability is transferred
to the buyer of this contract; of course the buyer is betting on a possible
profit due to more favorable exchange rate on the expiry of the contract.
Future indices
Future on indices, such as S&P 500 and other stock indices are very popular
form of investment in many parts of the world. Theoretically, this has the
same as buying a future on a basket of stocks which are included in the
index. But the settlement is in cash instead of delivery of the basket of
stocks. (Just imagine the transaction costs involved. However, to simplify
our models, we often ignore commission and transaction fees, we say that
we are working under the assumption that the market is frictionless.)
Exchanges
Many of the option exchanges such as CBOE, LIFFE, MATIF deal with
future as well. Other well-known futures are: Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT), Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), Kansas City Board of
Trade (KCBT), HKFE, Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange
(TIFFE) and St. Petersburg Futures Exchange. CBOT was founded in
1848 in the middle of America's Bread Basket. The development of a futures market was a natural responds to the problem of supply and demand,
transportation, and storage of grains. But most other futures markets have
much shorter history. (TIFFE was established in 1989.)
Swaps
Swap is a new kind of contract that appeared about 20 years ago. It
involves trading one cash flow with another between two agents, i.e. the
counterparties. The more common form of swap is an interest rate swap—a
contract between two counterparties under which the series of payments
due to floating interest rate is exchanged for the series of payments due to
a fixed interest rate.
Interest rate swaps are used by banks, corporates and government agencies. The main advantage is that it gives both parties lower cost of funding
and flexibility in dealing with interest rate uncertainty. Here is a typical
scenario: A corporate, say AA rated by S&P, finds it cheaper to raise fund
by borrowing at floating interest rate—this is often the case for corporates
with higher credit rating. But due to its financial situation, it prefers to
borrow at fixed interest rate (under more favorable terms available to it)
in order to hedge against uncertainty. On the other hand, there is a, say,
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BBB rated corporate that has access to borrowing at fixed interest rate,
but prefer to bet on interest rate uncertainty and borrow at floating interest
rate under more favorable terms available to it. It may just happen that
trading between themselves the whole or part of the borrowing is a solution
for both parties.
In practice, there is no need to perform an actual exchange of the principal that both are borrowing, because it is the same amounts. Instead the
comparison is based on a notional amount of principal. There is also no
need to make direct exchange of one party's series of interest payments on
fixed rate with that of the other party on floating rate; it simply suffices to
transfer the necessary difference from one party to another party. So the
actual contract stipulates that during a preset period, each counterparty
agrees to make a stream of payments to the other based on the interest
rates difference and the notional amount of principal.
LIBOR rate
Sometimes the calculation of the floating rate is based on the LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) and the interest rate of Treasury Bills. Notice
that, at inception of the contract, the value of a swap is zero. The reason is clear: the swap is supposed to be an equitable exchange deal and
the difference between fixed and floating interest rates is fairly determined
by market force. So, unlike options, there is no premium for either party
to pay. But as time passes, this is may no longer be the case anymore.
There may be movement in floating rate interest the causes the swap to
have positive value for one party and negative value for the other. Due to
such changes, one party may desire to arrange termination of the swap or
a reverse swap with a third party. In order to do so, pricing of the swap
becomes necessary so that the party may either pay the original party an
amount to get out of the swap deal or pay a third party to take only the
rest of the commitments.
Pricing swaps
Pricing an interest rate swap requires a "prediction" of the floating interest
rate. This can be calculated from the bond yield of government bonds—such
as T-bills—with the appropriate range of maturities. That is, the forward
interest rates can be determined from bonds of long enough maturity.
So in essence, pricing an interest rate swap is the same as pricing a
forward written on a bond. This ares of study is called the term structure
of interest rate.
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Theory and practice

By its very nature, largely due to its connection to human behavior, financial market seldom exhibit rationality, regularity and predictability. Mathematical finance is at best an effort to get as much as possible rationality
out of such a situation.
We conclude this chapter by mentioning one positive feature that enables mathematical models to work: the concept of arbitrage-free, and one
negative factor that makes whatever effort hopeless: market crashes.
Arbitrage-free market
The single most important assumption that enables pricing with mathematical models possible is the idea of arbitrage-free or the absence of arbitrage.
By arbitrage we mean the possibility of obtaining profit without any risk.
This is also commonly referred to as "free lunch." In an ideal market, such
possibility should not exist, for otherwise such possibility leads to violation
of "conservation wealth." For example, if all investor uses such possibility,
then everybody gets rich with no suffering.
In reality, arbitrage possibility may exist for a very short time before
equilibrium takes effect and eliminates such possibility. More realistically,
the problem is an subjective one: one needs to formulate risk precisely in
order to judge whether there is arbitrage opportunity. For example, in every
financial model, the variance of a stock and the so-called "riskless interest
rate" are at best a guess work and hence the difficulty of translating the
apparent discrepancy into actual arbitrage.
Nevertheless, the fundamental assumption behind almost all mathematical models of finance, in one form or another, is the assumption of absence
of arbitrage, i.e. financial claims follow the arbitrage-free behavior.
When market crashes
One thing everyone knows for sure about any market is that it did and
it will crash from time to time. Moreover, crash strikes with even less
forewarning than big earthquakes.
One most recent example is the crash following the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001, although the market did almost fully recover not long
after the event.
Other major examples include the October Crash of 1987, the Asian
Crisis of 1997 and the Russian Default of 1998.
When a crash occur, parameters in a mathematical model would be
significantly altered to make it unusable.
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However, in all the above instances, market do recover and stabilize
within six months or so, and new model will be needed again.

Some reading material
The following is a list of recommended reading for further study of mathematical finance: [Avellaneda, 1999], [Baxter and Rennie, 1996],[Campbell
et al., 1996], [Chriss, 1997], [Clewlow and Strickland, 1998], [Davis et al.,
1995], [Dempster and Pliska, 1997], [Duffie, 1996], [Franses and Dijk, 2000],
[Hull, 1993], [Jarrow, 1995], [Jarrow and Turnbull, 1994], [Lipton, 2001],
[Lo and MacKinlay, 1999], [Malkiel, 1973], [Mikosch, 1999], [Musiela and
Rutkowski, 1998], [Neftci, 1996], [Pliska, 1997], [Shaw, 1998], [Shiryayev,
1999], [TaveUaet al., 2000], [Zhang, 1998].

Chapter 2

Infinitesimal Analysis and
Hypermodels

A. as minimal as possible introduction to the background and methods in
infinitesimal analysis is given here. This will be needed for construction of
hypermodels for options. Only results are mentioned, the interested reader
can find proofs and other mathematical details in Chapter 7.

2.1

Motivations

The original basis of infinitesimal analysis is to make sense of the concept of
a positive number which is small in comparison with respect to any positive
real numbers.
Such a notion is not as far-fetched as it first sounds.
Why infinitesimals?
For example, everybody knows that trading takes place atfiniteand discrete
time moments; stocks are traded only finitely many times say between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m., trades never take place at every moment between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m., i.e. activities do not take place continuously. So, in
order to model trading mathematically, one would like to divide the time
period from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. into finitely many intervals so that
trades take place only at the endpoints of each interval.
Now the question is:
How do we set the size of such an interval?
Suppose we divide the above period into intervals given by finitely many
moments
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then we can let e denote the smallest (positive) size among such intervals
[ti,ti+i]. No matter how small we set the positive size e, as long as it is
a real number, there will be a chance that in the future, in some markets
somewhere, consecutive trades do occur within less than e.
In order words, in order to make the above work, we need an e so that
e > 0,

and e < r,

for all r e R, r > 0.

(2.1)

Such a number is called an infinitesimal*. In this particular case, it is
a positive infinitesimal.
Of course the question is:
Does it exist?
Let us forge ahead, postpone this question, and consider instead how
we we going to handle such numbers if they do exist.
Dealing with infinitesimals
Clearly, if such an infinitesimal e exists, there will be infinitely many other
infinitesimals:
,

,

,

,

,

these are all infinitesimals, since they share the property given by (2.1).
Then we may divide the time say from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. into
intervals:
[0,e), [£,26), [2e,3e),
where time 0 is 10:30.
Now during time ne and (n+ l)e, a shrewd trader may make a profit pn
by somehow taking an arbitrage opportunity. Normally, we would expect
that such pn is infinitesimal.
Suppose this arbitrageur repeats such activities from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., how much profit can he make?
If the market is fair, the profit should be infinitesimal.
If the market is unfair, the profit could be positive and non-infinitesimal.
If the world is ridiculous, the profit could even be infinite!*
'Later we will also allow 0 to be included as an exceptional infinitesimal. But most
of he time infinitesimal refers to a nonzero infinitesimal,
arbitrageur in heaven
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What we are driving at is:
The sum of positive infinitesimals could be
infinitesimal
or positive and non-infinitesimal
or infinite.
Therefore we need to devise a reasonable and useful arithmetic for
infinitesimals—the first step towards infinitesimal analysis.
For people who are used to limits of real numbers, they would notice
that the above correspond to whether a sequence converges to 0, converges
to a positive real, or diverges to infinity.
But it turns out that, through this book, handling such distinctions is
much easier with infinitesimal analysis.
Hypermodels: mathematical idealization
Now we take up the issue of the existence of infinitesimals.
The first rigorous justification of such existence was due to Abraham
Robinson's use of model theory from mathematical logic. Techniques from
this study allows one to build a structure similar to the structure of real
numbers ("similar" relative to elementary algebraic properties), yet the new
structure contains elements that "ought" to exist, such as the infinitesimals.
This process of enriching a structure is referred to as "idealization,"
this method is general enough that it is also applicable to structures other
than the system of real numbers. In fact it forms the basic methodology of
infinitesimal analysis and the enriched structures are what we call here hypermodels. We thus also call hyperanalysis instead of infinitesimal analysis.
Now under the application of idealization to the system of real numbers,
one obtains a hypermodel of real numbers, where infinitesimals and infinite
numbers (those larger than any real numbers) do exist.
Existence, uniqueness, standard part
The availability of hypermodels lends a great deal of convenience and simplification in mathematical modelling, since a lot of things that "ought to
exist" do exist in the hypermodel. To put in another way, it lends power to
the existence of solutions of mathematical problems such as those defined
by equations. However such abundance of objects also make the uniqueness of solution hard to come by, as compared to conventional not-so-rich
objects, where one can often characterize a solution up to uniqueness.
To remedy such short-coming, a great part of the infinitesimal analysis
deal with relating hypermodels with not-so-rich models (often regarded as
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"standard models"). This is frequently done via constructing mappings,
called standard part mapping from the hypermodel. Obviously, one also
want to find connection the other way around, this is done via mappings
called liftings.
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Hypermodels and analysis

As indicated in the last section, structures can be enriched in some way to
form hypermodels. This process of enrichment is nontrivial when applied
to infinite structures.
In order to perform the enrichment in one stroke, the collection of all
"ordinary mathematical objects" is considered, and the enrichment, i.e.
idealization, is applied to this collection directly .
So all ordinary mathematical objects X, such as sets
N

IB

TV

or functions
sin,

tan,

F,

are simultaneously extended to hypermodels and idealized objects denoted
by *X i.e.
*N,

*R,

*Lp,

or functions
* sin,

* tan,

T,

The idealization satisfies two main principles, we first state them formally, then we will explain a bit more by examples. (More can be found in
Chapter 7.)
(i) X and *X share the same first order properties*;
(ii) Any countable family F of first order definable subsets of *X has
the property that if the intersection of any finitely many elements
from T is nonempty, then the intersection of the whole family, i. e.
n J7, is nonempty.
The existence of such extensions can be proved by methods from logic,
such as an argument using Godel's compactness theorem or ultraproduct
construction.
Here are some examples that illustrates (i) and (ii):
% First order refers to a certain kind of formal language for mathematics. Cf. § 7.1.1.
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The real number system M and its hypermodel *R above obey the
same arithmetic rules. This is due to the fact that these rules can
be defined using first order language.
For example in *R there are elements denoted by 0,1 such that
Vz € *R (x ^ 0 =* By € *R(x

y = 1)),

since the corresponding property is true of M. That is, in both M.
and *M, each nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse.
Roughly speaking, objects satisfying arithmetic rules of M are called
fields, and field properties are expressible in first order language,
so, by (i), the hypermodel of a field is necessarily a field.
The hypermodel of the natural numbers, *N, is a subset of *M :
This follows from the fact that
\/x € *N (a; G *M)
is a first order property and hold true for N and M.
To be more precise, we are actually applying (i) to the hypermodel
of N U 1. This shows also the advantage of applying idealization
simultaneously to all ordinary mathematical objects, since we will
then be able to maintain the same connections between different
objects before and after the idealization.
Let No, Ni, JV2,... be a countable sequence of elements in *N.
Then for each m, the set

Sm := {x € *K, 10 < x < - J - }
is first order definable.
Note that for any m < m', we have Sm D Sm>, so any finitely many
of the Sm have nonempty intersection.
By applying (ii) to the countable family
T := { 5 m | m = 0,l,

}

we have that tlJ7 ^ 0,«.e.
> 0 A K —

No

Ax<—r A
JVi

meaning that there is a nonzero infinitesimal that is smaller than
the —— simultaneously.
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Let H € *N and let / : { 1 , . . . , H} -> *R be a first order definable
function. Suppose that for each n £ N, there is i such that f(i) > n.
Then there is i such that for all n € N, /(i) > n. i.e. /(i) is infinite.
Proof.

Define

(Yn is therefore first order definable from { 1 , . . . , H}) let
T={Yn\n£N}.
Then by (ii), TXF is nonempty.
We simply pick i € C\T.

Remark 2.1 (1) In (ii), an element from nj7 can be thought of as a
"limit" of some ordinary mathematical objects. But this "limit" is taken
with respect to some first order properties instead of a topology. The explanation of how complicated standard limit methods are replaced by elementary hypermodel constructions actually lies behind this observation.
(2) It is usually easy to distinguish first order definable sets from those
who are not first order definable. For instance, M is a subsets of *K, but
not definable from *~R using first order set-theoretic properties, so (ii) fails
for a countable family of subsets of R.
(3) Sometimes certain links between a first order definable sets and a
non-first order definable set may give power to hyperanalysis. One example from below and reappear many times in this book is the standard part
mapping and lifting between T, a subset of * [0,1] and [0,1] itself.

Some main points
Here are some important definitions, concepts and basic results in hyperanalysis that we will need in the following chapters.

Elements in *N are called hyperfinite, they behave likefinitenumbers and can be handled as such, even though they are actually
infinite objects.
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Let Y be a first definable set such that there is a first order definable
bijection between Y and { 1 , . . . , H} for some H G *N. Then Y is
called a hyperfinite set. These sets behaves like finite sets even
though they are actually infinite.
In particular, one can apply finite combinatorial methods to such
sets.
The bijection linking Y and { 1 , . . . , H} serves as counting, and the
Y has size H. (Written \Y\ = H.)
Let r, s € *R. If for each n G N,
.
. 1
r — s\ < —,
n
then we say that r, s are infinitely close, and we write
r « s.
Elements in *R that are infinitely close are considered as indistinguishably as far as "standard" properties are concerned.
If r « 0, we say that r is an infinitesimal.
Note that this is consistent with our earlier use of infinitesimal. An
infinitesimal could be either positive or negative or zero.
Usually, by infinitesimal we mean a nonzero infinitesimal.
Let r € *K. If for some n G N, \r\ < n, we say that r is finite and
write |r| < oo.
It can be proved using the separable property of K that for each
finite r G *M., there is a unique s G l such that r w s.
We denote such s by °r and call s the standard part of r.
Let N G *N \ N, i.e. N is infinite but hyperfinite. Let At := 1/JV.
Let
T := {nAt \n € *N, |n| < N2}.
Then T is first order definable from *R.
T contains multiples of At.
Note that T is not of the form *X. Note also that it is hyperfinite
since the size is
|T| = N2 + 1.
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T is called the hyperfinite timeline - a discrete analog of the real
line (—00,00).

This version of T or other modifications will appear frequently
throughout this book.
Let f2 := {—1,1}T equipped with the counting measure.
Note that

Hence, for a first order definable subset S C fi, the counting measure assigns the following probability to S :

Note that the S is necessarily hyperfinite.
This example is a hypermodel for the random walk and is the basis
of the binary tree hypermodels that we will use frequently in the
book.
The above hypermodel can be modified as follows.
Let Q := *MT.
Note that *MT can be identified with *TSLIf2+1, i.e. a hyperfinite
dimensional Euclidean space.
Equip Q with the first order definable probability measure /x given
by .A/"(0, Ai) T , the Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance
At. Then we have a hyperfinite product of Gaussian measures. (In
fact T many independent copies.)
Elements of £2 are written as

Under the Gaussian measure, each factor at index t has density
V2TTA7

So for a first order definable measurable function / : £1 —> *R we
may form the following *Lebesgue integral:

(dw :=
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One should think of w< in the above as the increment of the random
sample path u> at time t, as in the sense of Brownian motion; i. e.
one can intuitively think of u>t as dbt, the Brownian increment.
The product Gaussian measure on the above SI is not cr-additive,
even when one uses °fi, i.e. taking standard part of values of the
measure. But fi is *cr-additive, in particular, finitely additive, so °fx
is also finitely additive as an ordinary measure. By combining (ii)
with the Caratheodory extension, the measure °fi extends uniquely
to a cr-additive measure denoted by /i£,. Then /i£ defines the Wiener
measure on Q. (Confer [Cutland, 1987].)
The above procedure was first studied by P. Loeb, hence the measure obtained is called the Loeb measure. The first use in Brownian
motion and Wiener measure is due to Anderson. Its modification
in the example here was first given by [Cutland, 1987].
Although Loeb measure theory will not be explicitly used in he
book, but it may be useful for comparing what's being done here
with the literature.
We now define a version of the hyperfinite time line ( similar to the one
given in Definition 7.3.1) which serves as a hyper model for [0, T], where
T £ M.. Note that the factorial used here is a common trick that makes
some computations we use later simpler.

Definition 2 .1 Hyper timeline:
Fix N = K\ for some K e *N \ N. Let At = \/N and
choose s o m e . Z> sothat LAt PS T, for some given T> Oin
R. We define the hyper time interval as
T

= {kAt : 0<k<L}.

Chapter 3

Absence of Arbitrage

1 he key concept in the theory of pricing derivative claims (*. e. contingent
claims) is that of arbitrage, i. e. the opportunity of making a profit with no
possibility of incurring a loss. This is also commonly referred to as "free
lunch." In an ideal market, such possibility should not exist, for otherwise
it would lead to violation of the "conservation wealth," for example, if all
investors use such possibility, then everybody gets rich and nobody suffers.
After the brief introduction § 3.1, we consider in § 3.2 some formulation
of the absence of arbitrage for the hyperfinite time line. There are various
ways of doing this, since the concept of infinitely close is involved. We
consider one that compared with the riskless interest rate. Under this
assumption, the constraints of the price movements of a contingent claim
can be established.
In § 3.3, we will see how Black-Scholes type equations arise from such
formulation of arbitrage free.

3.1

Introduction

In reality, arbitrage possibility may exist for a very, brief time before equilibrium takes effect and eliminates such possibility. More realistically, the
problem is an subjective one: one needs to formulate risk precisely in order to judge whether there is arbitrage opportunity. For example, in every
financial model, the variance of a stock and the so-called "riskless interest
rate" are at best a guess work and hence the difficulty of translating the
apparent discrepancy into actual arbitrage.
The fundamental assumption behind most mathematical models of finance is the absence of arbitrage, i. e. financial claims follow the arbitragefree behavior.
39
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In this chapter, we will first examine the notion of arbitrage in various
simplified settings and then in hypermodels with application for pricing
derivatives and the related concept of hedging.
The hypermodel approach here is very elementary in nature, no L2
stochastic theory nor SL2 nonstandard stochastic theory are needed in
the development which leads to a formulation of the absence of arbitrage
and Black-Scholes formulas via differential equations in the hypermodel.
However, the SL2 nonstandard nonstandard approach is described with
references given later.
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3.2.1

A mini-model

To motivate, we first begin with the following highly simplified setting,
then throughout the course of our discussion generalization will be made
by weakening each assumption.
(i) The market consists of only one stock S and cash (or zero-coupon
bonds).
(ii) There are only two moments of time: present 0 and terminal T,
with T > 0;
(Hi) There are only two possible states of the world at time T. The
current value of the stock is So and the value at time T is ST, denoted by
S% in STATE+ and S^. in STATE-, where S% > So > S^ > 0 and
S£ > iS£. (The values S£ and S^ are assumed to be known at time 0, but
there is no certainty about which state will occur at time T.)
(iv) One can freely borrow any amount of money at zero interest rate.
We represent these using the following diagram:

/

So

where Sj, > So > S^

and

S£ > S^.

One can consider inside this model claims given by an arbitrarily chosen
set of terminal values. We now show under the no arbitrage assumption
that any such claim is equivalent to a derivative whose portfolio consists of
shares of S and some cash amount.
First consider the claim of paying $1 in STATE+ and $0 in STATE-. It
is easy to check this claim has the same terminal values at T as the portfolio
consisting of l/(Sj, — S^) shares of S and —5^/(5^ — S^) amount of $'s
(i.e. borrowing). This portfolio is what commonly known as the hedging
portfolio, since it can be used to hedge against losses from the claim. Note
that this portfolio has present value
on

p:=

Jrp

Orp

-

Ijrri
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Hence under the no arbitrage assumption, the above claim must have the
same present value, since any discrepancy leads to riskless profit by using
the claim against the above portfolio.
Similarly, the claim that pays $0 in STATE+ and $1 in STATE- has
present value

Note that this is just 1 — p. i. e.

p

(1-p)
N

0

where p=

So —'
,_

M

Now the claim C that pays $a in STATE+ and $6 in STATE- has an
equivalent portfolio of shares of S and cash with present value given by
ap + 6(1 - p ) = (a - b)p + 6. If we think of p as the probability of STATE+
(notice from the definition of p that 0 < p < 1) and 1 — p as the probability
of STATE-, then ap + 6(1 — p) is simply the expectation of CT- i.e.

where
'jrp =

Co = E [CT] = ap + 6(1 - p).

b

In particular, if we consider a European call option C which gives the right
to buy a share of S at %K at expiry time T, where Sj, > K > S^, then
the option will be exercised only in STATE+, hence the claim C pays
$(S£ - K) in STATE+ and $0 in STATE-. Therefore the value of the
claim, i. e. the premium of this option, is Co = E [CT] = (Sj, — K)p.
Let's comment that, in this model, there is only one source of uncertainty derived from the only risky asset, the stock S, hence the probability p
depends solely on S. This probability is referred to as "risk-neutral" probability, under which So — E[Sr], »-e. the potential gain from exposure
to risk vanishes. (Under the "true" probability, one expects 5 0 < E [ST] ,
otherwise an investor would better put money in bonds.)
We illustrate the discussion so far with an example.
Example 3.1 Suppose we have a European call option C which gives the
right to buy a share of IBM at K = $120 in one year's time, i.e. at expiry
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time T = 1. The current value of the share is SQ = $100 and ST has values
S£ = $160 and S^ = $80. Then p = - .
Since the option is exercised in STATE+ only, C T has values C^t =
160 — 120 = 40 and C^ = 0. Using the discussion above, we can calculate
that C has the same present value Co = $10 as the portfolio consisting
of 1/2 shares of IBM and $40 loan (or short this much in bonds). If for
example there is a market in which C is traded at a premium $8, then
an arbitrage opportunity exists from the portfolio consisting of one option,
1/2 share short and $42 cash, for this portfolio costs nothing at present
($8 - |$100 + $42 = $0), but will have values $40 - |$160 + $42 = $2 and
$0 - i$80 + $42 = $2 in STATE+ and STATE- respectively, i.e. the
possibility of riskless profit.
Positive interest rate
Now we generalize the assumption (iv) a bit by allowing the riskless interest
rate over the period to be a positive constant r. So each $1 present deposit
has return $(1 + r) at time T. Then modifying the portfolio by discounting
the cash part by the factor

1
s
/°
p'
q'
v

, we arrive at the following:
1+r

where p' =

\

"+
Ijrri

1+r

J

and p' + q'

~~ tJrrt

and

C£ =a
Co

where

C o = E [CT] = ap' + bq'.

While generally in a realistic model the above (p', q') is a pair of positive
numbers, it need not give a probability since the sum need not equal 1.
However, let
(3.1)
and
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then (p, q) forms a probability (the "risk-neutral probability) under which
the expectation of CT is Co- Such property of (Co, Cr) is called martingale.
Example 3.2 We modify the previous example by assuming that the
riskless interest rate is r = 10% over the period. Then p' = ^ | and the
premium of the option is $13.64.

3.2.2

Binary tree model

We can now let the above mini-model for S evolve along time 0, t%, t2, ... ,T
such that there are two states STATE+ and STATE- at time tu three
states STATE+,+ , STATE+- and STATE-- at time t2, ... and with
corresponding values
Stl = (S+, Srj

with 5+ > So > S£, (5+ > SfJ,

and
5(2 = (S+'+, S+'~, S~'-)

with S+' + > St > S£~ > S~ > S~>-

The result is a binary tree model* for S :

+

+

_

_

^

'

K
\

Time: 0

t\

/

ti

* Strictly speaking, this is not a tree in the graph-theoretic sense, since paths join up
to the right.
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Note that the order of upward and downward movements is not important
here, any two sequences of the same number of up's and down's lead to the
same price.
This new model simultaneously generalizes the assumptions in (ii) and
(iii). For given any specification of finite time set and the associated finite set of possible values of S at each time moment, we can embed this
} (adding extraneous values if
specification using a subset of {0,t\,t2,
necessary).
This model is also versatile enough to have variable interest rate built
in, as a "stochastic (simple) interest rate" r<j over the period [0, t\\ and
r*i = (rtiirt1) o v e r t n e period [*i,£2] according to the states, ...
Under no arbitrage, for each STATE^ at time tn, (so ^ is a set of n
+'s or —'s), there is a risk-neutral probability

where (p^, 1 — p^) corresponds to the (p, q) in the Eq. (3.1), so that a claim
C which excludes arbitrage opportunity must satisfy the expectation
(3.2)
At this juncture, we mention that ji^, is the "transition probability," the
probability of changing from the state ip to the next, and the whole riskneutral probability structure is the "martingale measure" under no arbitrage and < —=# > is regarded as a martingale process.

1 1 + r '« J

More than one stock in the market
So far we have been working under assumption (i). In general, when there
are more than one stock with stock value specifications in different states, it
may not be possible to find a martingale measure in a consistent way. This
means that the stocks are not consistently valued and arbitrage opportunity
does exists.
One may resolve this by working on a portfolio of stocks and work
with the value specification of this portfolio treated as a single stock. For
example, a stock index such as DJIA may serve reasonably well as a proxy
portfolio.
In other cases, one may be working with a collection of stocks whose
price movements are regarded as independent of one another, say for example oil sector and communication sector, then one can first construct
martingale measure from each stock and then take the product of these
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individual measures. In this way, the states one consider will be products
of the stock states.

3.2.3

Binary tree hypermodel

Although the above time set {0, tlt t2,
is finite, in practice, one
needs to consider a large number instants, corresponding to moments when
trading of S takes place in some markets. Since there is no a priori assumptions on the number of trading activities, it is reasonable to use the
hyperfinite time line given in Definition 2.1, i.e.
T = {0, At, 2At,

, T},

(time unit is 1 year)

where At = l/N for some N € *N\N, and T = (K+l)At for some K <E *N,
with °T > 0. For convenience in notation, we assume that T — °T. Then
any set of trading instants (finitely many and non-infinitesimally apart) can
be embedded into T. The size of T is |T| = K + 1.
We continue to think of states at different time as a collection of +'s and
—'s. A possible evolution of the world through T is a sequence of , we call
it a sample path, or simply path. Now we denote the collection of all sample
s instead of s are used.) So a sample
paths by £1 := {—1,1}T\W.
. We denote
path u G n is a sequence {u}t\t € T, £ < T}, with u)t =
the truncated initial sequence {ws|s < t} by w|t. The connection with the
earlier is that a state at a given time is uniquely associated with the event
of a path passing through the state. For instance, the state {+, +, —} is
represented by the subset
{u G O. | (wo, « A t, W2A«) = (1,1, -1), (1, -1,1) or (-1,1,1)} .
The stock price at time t associated with states given by a path w is denoted
by St(u>) or S(tv,t). So for a; from the above set, S(tv, 3At) is the same as
^3At'~ m t n e e a r u e r discussion. S is thus a function from fixT->*I and
St : n -> *K, for each fixed t € T .
The collection fi will be made into a probability space. The size of Q, is

|n| = 2*.
It turns out that a versatile, satisfactory and manageable mathematical
theory is possible under the following simplification. We postulate that the
price movement of S from time t to the next moment t + At consists of a
predictable component and an unpredictable one. To be more precise, one
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should consider the return rate
ASt
= predictable + randomness,
where the increment ASt := S«+At — St. Here we consider the return rate

instead of St+At because different magnitude of investment in S should
have the same rate of return; for example, if an investment of $1000 in S
has 5% return, then the return for $10000 investment should be the same
5%. We denote the prediction made at time t by at and the unpredictable
randomness by
, i.e. random change in either direction with unbiased
equal magnitude. Now we write

ASt
—- =

i.e. St+At(v)

= (1 + at(w) +et(w)wt) St(u>),

(3.3)

where it is understood that both at(u)) and ct(u>) depends on {u>s \s <t},
since they are deduced from data and information exists priori to time t
only. Such property is referred to as "adapted." Observe also that the
direction of random increment et(ijj)ijJt depends on UtIn view of the fact that we take no biased attitude toward the random
shock, not only the magnitude is assumed equal, the chance of moving
in either direction must be assumed 50%; i.e. for each t, the transition
probability is | for each of w t+At = 1 and vt+At = —1- From this it is clear
that we should assign equal probability to each path UJ in SI. Therefore we
define the counting measure on ft :

Annualized return and volatility
We would like to analyze the Eq. (3.3) more closely and give a justification
for rewriting it in the form

= (l + mt(u))At + <r,(w)VSw t ) St(u).

(3.4)
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First let's consider a price process (claim) P following an evolution in
time similar to Eq. (3.3) but with a and e constant instead:

Pt+At(w) = (1 + o + a*) PtH,

(3.5)

We would like to compute the annual return and annual variance from
it.
First solve 3.5 recursively, one arrives:

s<t

p

At t = 1 = NAt, the return over a year -~ has the following mean:
Po

where we move the expectation inside the product by using the independence between (1 + a + euja) for different s's, and then we use E [ws] = 0.
Writing a = mAt, one gets

the return compounded continuously using annual rate m. From this we
compute the return rate for the At interval as mAt. (Simple rate is used
here, as an approximation for compound rate emAt — 1.) Now we have:
= (1 + mAt + ewt) Pt{u)),

(3.6)
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Next we calculate the instantaneous variance at t:

L Pt J

("

L Pt
-[E

\)

L

\)

= E (1 + mAt +
= e2.
In finance, the standard deviation of stock prices (square root of the variance) is called the volatility of the stock and is widely used as a measure
of the risk associated with investing in the stock. We would like to compare the volatility over the At period with volatility computed over a noninfinitesimal finite period.
Let t = HAt, with 0 < °t < oo. The variance over the interval [0, t] is

Po

eo; s ) 2 j-m( 1+mA *) 2 )
= E 1 mAt ews 2
n V+ + )]
~(i+mAtfH

= E

8<t

- ((1 + mAt)2 + e2f - (1 + mAf)2ff .
For the ease of notation we now consider m = 0, and the above becomes
(l + e 2 ) H - l . Note that

Hence the variance over the finite time interval [0,t] is finite iff
finite and in which case the variance is

VSt

IS
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In this expression,

is regarded as the annual volatility rate calculated

continuously. One notices in addition that the variance is infinitesimal if
PS 0. In the other extreme, it is unrealistic to allow infinite volatility;
for this reason, we do require
volatility as
a =

^=
yAt

,

VAt

be finite and define the annualized

and thus the variance is (l + e2)" - 1 « e^* - 1.

(3.7)

In the above argument, we let m = 0, but one can argue similarly for the
general case m > 0. Therefore we write
+ ™At

oVAi) Pt(w).

At this point, we modify the hypermodel a bit (replacing 1 by
later convenience and summarize our discussion as follows.

(3.8)
) for

Definition 3.1
The binary tree hypermodel is £2 = {—y/At, s/A~i}T^T^ with counting measure fi where T = {0, At, 2At,
, T}, step size At = l/N
for some N € *N \ N, and the terminal time is T = (K + l)At for
some K € *N, with °T > 0.

Definition 3.2 In the binary tree hypermodel a price process
{Pt} is said to have admissible volatility if for all t the volatility
y/V[Pt+.-Pt]i8
(1) finite over finite time interval [t, t + s] D T and
(2) infinitesimal over infinitesimal interval [t, t + s] D T.

Theorem 3.1
Consider in the binary tree hypermodel a price process
{Pt} of the form Pt+At(u>) = (l + a + aujt) P«(w), where w G J] (Hence
ivt =
and a, a are constants. The following are equivalent:
(1) {Pt} has admissible volatility;
(2) {Pt} has finite volatility over finite time interval;
(3) a is finite.
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(Note the change from e/\/A£ to a in this redefined fi.)
The following notion was alluded to already, but let's formalize it now.
Definition 3.3 In the binary tree hypermodel a process {pt(v)}
is said to be adapted if for all t, pt(uj) is a function of {I*JS \s < t};
i.e. the value of pt(w) depends only on the historical information
prior to t.

When the above is applied to each time point t, we get a justification
for the form in Eq. (3.4), i.e.
w)At + <Tt(w)wt) St(u)

(3.9)

or

ff.(w)w.)fib,

(3-10)

s<t

where mt(w) and 0"t(u>) are bounded and adapted, representing the instantaneous annualized return rate and volatility rate. One remarks that they
are both stochastic.
Estimating mean and volatility
In real application, given time t and say observed closing prices Sti for the
ith trading day before t, one use the following estimate for mt :
250 ^

Stn+1

Here 250 is chosen to account for the rough number of trading days in a year
in annualizing the return. The sequence of estimates mt can be thought of
as a "moving average" of the returns. Similarly, the annualized volatility
o"t is estimated by

In this formula, (n—1) days instead of n days is employed in order to remove
the statistical bias contained in taking closing prices and the square root
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I 250
\
is adopted because from Eq. (3.7), the volatility over the (n — 1)
V n—1
day period
n-1

is approximated by

3.2.4

crJ?^.

Fmiteness o/ siocfe prices

In a realistic model, the stock price must be finite and positive. But the
equation 3.10 does not guarantee finiteness of St(uj); in fact for the particular path u) where wt = At for all t, and m t = 1, at = 1, 5 0 = 1, we
have

At + Vj
smce

What we need now is to place some restrictions on mt(u>) and <xt(w) so that
St is finite for almost all w in f2. (Here "almost all" in the sense of the Loeb
measure of the counting measure fi.) First a simple general result:
Theorem 3.2 Suppose the mean return rate process {mi} is bounded
adapted and the volatility process {at} is adapted. Then given each t, under
the Loeb measure, for (ii,-almost all w, St is finite.
Proof. Let /? be the upper bound for {mt}, i.e. mt(u>) < /? for all t and
CJ. We prove the case when So = 1 and t = 1, the general case is similar.
We first show that E [Sx] is finite. From Eq. (3.10),

mt(u)At
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hence by adaptedness of at, we have:

< (1 + jSAt)^
< e0 < oo.

by induction

Note that Si(w) > 0, since it is a product of positive numbers. Then by
Chebeyshev inequality, for each infinite K,
I SI(CJ) > K }) < —E [Si] w 0,

therefore by saturation,
HL {{UJ 15j(w) is infinite }) « 0.

D

In practice the above conclusion may not be strong enough: it merely
ensures that at each given time, the price is finite for almost all sample
paths w; it does not rule out the possibility of reaching infinite value before
coming down to finite value again at time t on such paths. (It is not hard
to construct such examples.) Hence the following result is important:
Theorem 3.3 Suppose the mean return rate process {mt} is bounded and
adapted, the volatility rate process {at} has the form at(tj) = <j>(St(u}),t)
for some nonnegative function (f> continuous in both arguments. Then under
the Loeb measure [Li, almost all w has the property that St(uj) is finite for
allt.
Proof. We continue to let j3 be the upper bound for {m<} as in the proof
of last theorem. Then for each u> and t we have:
0 < St(w) = So exp
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where the second step uses ln(l + a;) < x and the last step uses the upper
bound /3.
If we make the additional assumption that 0"t(w) is bounded, then according to Lemma 7.19 (ii) in Chapter 7 (applied with o-t(w) = <j>(St(uj),t)
being 5-simple), usingfif-continuity,for almost all w, J23<t as(ljJ)ljJ* is finite
for all t. Therefore the above inequality gives finiteness of St(w) on almost
all paths for all t.
Now for the general case, one notes that for each n G N, there is ln such
that |a;| < n => \<t>{x, t)\ < ln holds for all* G T. We define:
4>n = min{4>,U

and S?{w) = [ J (1 + ma(u)At + <j>n(S?(w),a)) So.
s<t

By the above argument, there is a subset An C fl of full /ZL-measure on
which S?(w) is finite for all t. Let A = n n€ NA n . Then A is still a full set.
Moreover, one can easily check that:
Va» G A (Vs < * |5?(w)| < n => S?(w) = St(w).)
Consequently, the conclusion of the theorem holds for all u> G A.
Remark 3.1 (1) The above volatility is automatically an admissible one.
(2) This theorem assumes the stochastic volatility varies in an unpredictable way but continuously with respect to both time and stock price. This
appears to be sufficient for most applications.
(3) The same method can be used to prove the following more versatile
result; this can be applied for example in situations where the volatility is
correlated to stock returns over several past periods.
Theorem 3.4
Suppose the mean return rate process {mt} is bounded
and adapted, the volatility process {at} has the form

for some nonnegative function <j> continuous in all n+ 1 arguments where
Pt(u),
.,Pp(w) are adapted processes which are finite HL-a.e. Then m,
almost all w has the property ihat 5t(w) is finite for all t.
Remark 3.2 By Theorem 7.17 in Chapter 7, the volatility assumption
used in the last theorem can be further weakened. In fact it suffices to require
SI? property for <Jt(cj), in which case the volatility need not be admissible.
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Risk-neutral measure for binary tree hypermodel

Now we would like to consider this setting under the absence of arbitrage
and derive the corresponding risk-neutral measure (martingale measure). In
earlier discussion, the specification of the stock prices is considered and a
probability (martingale measure) is deduced from the absence of arbitrage.
Let's assume that there is an adapted process rt(w) for the stochastic
interest rate. It's natural to assume adaptedness here, since interest rate
decision at time t is made by the central bank according to economic data
available before time t. We assume that the interest rate is annualized,
giving rate rt(u))At at each interval.
Then according to the no arbitrage argument earlier, using Eq. (3.1),
t and let St+At, &t take the place of ST, So, it is
the fact that wt =
straight-forward to find the risk-neutral transition probability at t:

i.e.

<3U)

(We remark that this is applied when at is non-infinitesimal positive, hence
both terms above are positive. Moreover, they are f» 1/2.)
In principle at least, when one apply this formula recursively (starting
from the expiry date T and working backward), this formula will lead to
the pricing formula for options and any other derivative claims. We will
turn to direct application of this measure later.
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Black-Scholes type PDE from virtually arbitrage-free

We first begin with a discussion of some consequence of the no arbitrage
assumption and how certain partial differential equations are derived under
this assumption.
Consider the mini two period model from last section again, this time
we use two time moments 0 and At. Suppose there is a financial instrument
with prices (Po,PAt)- Let r be the riskless interest rate. If the increment
A P := PAt - Po is determined by Po, i.e. there is no uncertainty, then it
AP
must be the case that —— = rP0, for otherwise one can either take a loan
on bond and long P or alternatively short P and invest in the bond to get
a riskless profit from the discrepancy between the deterministic payoff of P
and the bond at time At. Here we can modify and exclude non-infinitesimal
AP
riskless profit by simply requiring the weaker condition —— w rPp.
We can carry out the same argument for each time point t € T.

3.3.1

Virtually arbitrage free

At this juncture, a formal definition for excluding arbitrage from a
financial instrument should be made. In the table on the following page,
we state this formulation for no non-infinitesimal arbitrage only, since
apparently this is the only relevancy in practice.
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Definition 3.4
We continue to use the binary tree hypermodel.
By a price process we mean some P : fixT->'R that represents
the price of some financial instrument.
Write the forward increment at time t as APt :— Pt+At — PtThe process P is almost adapted at t, if there is X : ft —> *R
which is adapted at t such that Pt(w) ^ X{LS) a.e.
Assume that there is an adapted riskless stochastic interest rate
process rt(u)). The price process P is virtually arbitrage-free at
t if the following holds:
AP
APt
almost adapted at t => r t
— almost adapted at t => —r— « rtPt a.e.
P is virtually arbitrage-free if for almost all paths ui the above
implication holds at all time t £ T.
The assumption of (S, r)-virtually arbitrage-free, or (S, r)-v.a.f.,
is the assumption that given any continuous function / if
Pt(u) := f(St(uj),t) is an adapted price process, then it is
virtually arbitrage-free under the given stochastic interest rate
process rt(u>).
Here, as in many other occasions, one takes advantage of nice properties
of hypermodels: If on a given path u>, ones gets at most infinitesimal return
rate of arbitrage profit at each time t, then at the end of a finite time
interval, the accumulated arbitrage profit is still infinitesimal. This is so,
APt
because the process —r—
is internal, and by taking the maximal arbitrage
profit return rate e (which must be infinitesimal) over hyperfinitely many
time points, the total arbitrage profit will be bounded by the infinitesimal
e-fmax times the time interval length. Note that here we are dealing with
the return rate; for profit itself, it is possible to accumulate infinitesimal
profit at each time and obtain a non-infinitesimal total profit.
It turns out that given S and r, many derivative claims written on S
can be uniquely priced under (S, r)-v.a.f., as we will see in the options case.
Although only one stock 5 is consider, it seems that in a more complex
market with many risky assets traded, one may still apply this theory using
say for example a stock index such as DJIA as a proxy stock for (S, r)-v.a.f.
purpose.
The following ties up the notion of (S, r)-v.a.f. with that of risk-neutral
measure (martingale measure) discussed earlier.
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Lemma 3.1 Suppose the stock S has bounded and adapted mean return
rate process {mt}, and the volatility process is <T«(U>) = <j>{St(<jj), t) for some
nonnegative continuous function <j> as in Theorem 3.3, or suppose S satisfies
conditions given in Theorem 3.4, so that fii,-almost all u; has the property
that St(ij) is finite for all t.
Let rt(uj) be an adapted riskless stochastic interest rate process.
Assume (S,r)-v.a.f. Then given each continuous function f, the price
process Pt(w) := f(St(v),t), satisfies:
(1) For almost all paths u>, for all t € T, Pt(w) we have
E« [Pt+At(w)] «* (1 + rt(u>)At)jP«(w) with respect to the risk-neutral
measure given by Eq. (3.11).
(2) For almost all paths u, for all t G T,
Pt(u) «
8<t

Proof.
that

(1): On a full set we have under (S, r)-v.a.f. that for all t G T
AP
- ^ H

« rt(u)Pt(u>),

i.e. for some process et satisfying et(w) saOon the full set that

By transfer principle, on each such path, there is r/ s» 0 such that |et(w)| < r],
hence
H ] - (1 + rt(u)At)Pt(tj)\ < rjt m 0.
(2): We have in additions that on these paths, for any t € T that:
Pt(u>) =
s<t

where ^ e s ( u ; ) A t < rjt fv 0.
s<t

s<t

s<t

Chapter 4

Explicit Option Pricing

A contingent claim such as options has pre-determined terminal values.
Such terminal values and other possible constraints on the price movements
of the claim naturally defines a barrier on the binary tree and conditions on
it. In § 4.1, we consider the Black-Scholes type partial differential equations
derived from the binary tree hypermodel and relate barrier conditions to
initial and boundary conditions for the differential equations.
In § 4.2, we solve the differential equations using the classical method
of Green's function and get the option pricing from the solution.
In § 4.3 the method is extended to the barrier option. In both these two
sections, we obtain explicit formulas for the option pricing.
We briefly mention the more difficult problem of the American put option in § 4.4. Approximation solution to such option will be dealt with in
the next chapter.

4.1
4.1.1

From hypermodel to P D E
Barrier conditions for derivative claims

Quite often one considers a contingent claim with either specified terminal values depending on the terminal stock price, or specified values at
other time moments depending on stock price levels at those time moments.
A typical example is the binary tree in Fig. 4.1, where the convex boundary represents what we will call harrier conditions of the claim, i.e. a prespecified values of the claim, based on the time and stock price level. One
is interested in values of the claim for nodes on the concave side of the
barrier. Starting from the barrier, one uses the convexity and conditional
expectation with respect to the risk-neutral probability to calculate values
59
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of the claim at other nodes. This can be done directly by numerical methods or indirectly from a PDE associated with the price evolution, as we will
elaborate in a moment.

Pig. 4.1 The convex barrier conditions

Definition 4.1 Fix a binary tree hypermodel for a stock S. By
convex barrier conditions we mean a set of pre-specified values on a
convex curve that disconnects the binary tree into two pieces, with
one bounded convex part in the concave side of the curve; nodes
whose standard part are in the interior of this part are said to be
in the interior of the barrier.
The pre-specified values are functions of {St,t) of the nodes (time
and stock prices) on the curve.

To give some examples, we mention that a plain vanilla European option
has specified terminal values at expiry T. Given strike price K, this is
(£<r(w) — K)+ for the call option and (K — Sx(u>))+ for the put option.
The following Fig. 4.2 represents the barrier of a vanilla European option. Here the barrier corresponds to the boundary of the binary tree itself.
Meanwhile, a barrier option is one like a European option, except the
there is a pre-set constant stock price level, out of which the claim will
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Fig. 4.2 The convex barrier conditions for European option

render valueless after a rebate is paid. Hence we have Fig. 4.3 for the
barrier of a barrier option.

Fig. 4.3 The convex barrier conditions for barrier option

It seems that all varieties of options available in the market can be
slightly modified and fall into the broad category of convex barriers.
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4.1.2

Tangible price processes

For a derivative claim V of the above kinds, it is sensible to assume that,
in the interior of the barrier, the claim has a market value Vt at any time
t £ T and moreover, such value Vt should depend continuously on both
the underlying stock price St and time t in a rather smooth manner. This
motivates the following definition. We will use all notation and assumption
about S from Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 3.4 in the last subsection.

Definition 4.2 Let 5 be the stock satisfying assumptions in either Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 3.4.
A price process ^ : fixT > *M is called tangible if there is a
smooth function v : *R2 —> *K, written v = v(x, t), such that:
On almost all paths w € fl, v{St{w),t) — Vt(w) holds for all t € T
such that (St(u>), t) belongs to the interior of the barrier for V.

Remark 4.1 Recall that under our convention, "smooth" means
S-differentiable for any finite order n. As a matter of fact, all we require
of v for the results below is that v G *C" and on almost all paths UJ £ fi,
v and its first, second derivatives are finite at (St{uj),t) for allt£T and v
has S-continuous third derivatives.

Remark 4.2 In concrete application, one is directly given (or one can
unambiguously deduces) only the barrier conditions of the claim. Then one
makes use of the above-mentioned continuity assumption to find a function
v that shows these barrier conditions is part of the values of a tangible
price process, hence the contingent claim is in fact a tangible one. The
natural question now is whether this v is the unique one with such property,
i.e. whether the claim has a unique price structure. It will be proved later
that under (S,r)-v.a.f. and unique solvability of certain partial differential
equations that we do have a unique tangible price process for the claim.
We emphasize that a large number of financial contacts written on the
stock S are indeed tangible. We will show this later for various options
written on a stock.
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In the following discussion V is taken to be a tangible price process
given by the function v in Definition 4.2. Let P be the portfolio consisting
of 1 share of V and —pr- shares of S, hence the price of P at time i is
ox

Intuitively, — gives the rate of increase in the value of V with respect
to the change in 5, hence — I -^-(St,t) 1 St cancels the value change in V
due to the price change of S, making P deterministic, i.e. riskless.
Notice first that price change in P comes from changes in V and 5 only,
hence we can calculate for those paths u> on which v(St(w),t) = Vt(uj) for
all t that:

APt AVt fdvlr,
A ASt
(5t
At ~ At (fl£ '*V At

(St,t)

8v
at

(St,t)

R(St,ASt,t)
At

where the last two equalities are obtained from Taylor expansion and, since
V is tangible, for each u) from a full set, there is some finite c € l such that
the error term satisfies:

\R(St,ASt,t)\ <c(AStSo for these paths, we have
—^-^-——- pa 0.
At
It follows from ASt = ("i t At + <r«we) St that

by using w2 = At.
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Then using V tangible and conditions on v, for almost all paths,
APt
At
i.e. under Theorem 3.3 this would be

(4.1)
We are still working on paths w on which Vi G T v(St(tJ), t) = Vt(w). Note
that the right side of the equation is adapted at t and hence —— is almost
adapted at all t € T. It is of interest to see that mt disappeared completely
from the right side.
Now according to the (S, r)-v.a.f. assumption, we must have:

If we assume in addition that there is a bounded function p so that for a. a.
paths <J that rt(u>) = p(£t(cj),t), then

H , t) (»(«,, t) - ^
We summarize the discussion so far:
Theorem 4.1 Let Vt(uj) = v(St(w),t) be a tangible price process given
by v : *R2 —> *M, and the stock price process S is given by
St+At(w) ~ (1 + mt(w)At + <Tt(u))ujt) St(w)
with bounded and adapted mean stochastic stock return rate mt(u>), stochastic volatility o~t{w) = <t>(St(<jj),t) for some nonnegaiive continuous function
<j), and in a market where the stochastic interest is rt(u>) = p(St(u>),t) for
some bounded function p.
Then under the (S,r)-v.a.f. assumption, for almost all w the following
is satisfied by x = S^w) and allt G T such that (St(w), t) is in the interior
of the barrier for V :

t) + -4>2{x, t)x2-^{x, t) + p(x, t)x-£(x, t) - p(x, t)v(x, t) « 0.
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Note that the above is not quite a homogeneous equation, since the right
side has an infinitesimal term. If this were 0, we would have a second order
homogeneous linear partial differential equation of parabolic type, which is
an extensively studied subject.

4.1.3

Differential equations in a hypermodel

Before we relate the above equation to a standard parabolic equation, we
need to notice that care has to be taken when applying the standard part
— ] = 0, and °v = <f>, we better have
dxj
— = 0, although this is not available in general situations.
ox
First we look at the one-variable case:
Proposition 4.1 Let f : [0, T] -> *R be such that f is bounded and
continuous. Let f and f have standard parts <j> and 0 respectively. (That
M, V * G [0, T], f(t) » </>(°t) and f'(t) » 0(°t).) Then
4? = 6,

i.e.

| ° / = °(/')-

Proof. The proof is basically an application of the Fundamental Theorem
of Calculus.
Fix any t0 G [0,T].
By / ' being bounded and continuous (which actually means 5-bounded
and .S-continuous under our convention), / ' is an 5-integrable lifting of 0,
hence for all t € [0, T] :

<K°t) « f{t)
-

I f(s)ds + /(to)

«

f°*
/
d(s)ds + <j>(°t0).
J°t0

From this we obtain
ft
<t>{°t) = /
J°t0

0{s)ds + 4>{°to),

therefore </>'(°t) = 0(°t) for all t G [0,T].

D
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The above proposition can be generalized, but we only formulate a version that is needed for second order PDE. Further generalization for functions in more variables and for higher order derivatives is straightforward.
Theorem 4.2 Let M C *K. Let v : M x [0,T] -> *R be such that
v = v(x,t) and its first and second partial derivatives are bounded and
continuous. Assume that °v = u and suppose all first and second derivatives ofv have standard parts. Then the standard part operation commutes
with differentiation up to second order, i.e.
°v = u,

°(vx) = ux,

°{vtx) — Utx,

°{vt) = ut,

°{Vxx) = Uxx,

°{vtt) = Utt-

Proof. The proof is done by iterated applications of Proposition 4.1.
Let x G M be finite. Fix t 0 G [0,T]. Then from vt being S-integrable,
we have:
u{°x,°t) PS v(x,t) = / vs(x,s)ds + v(x,t0)
Jt0

ft
« /

°vs(°x,s)ds + u(°x,°tQ),

implying
u(°x, °t) = /
J°t0

^.("a;,,) ds + u(°x, °t0),

hence, by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus,
WG[0,T]

° (vt(x, t)) = ut(°x, °t).

Since this holds for arbitrary finite x G M, it follows from continuity of v
tha,t°(vt)=ut.
With this conclusion, we next let x G M be a finite element andfixany
finite x0 € M, then
ut(°x,°t) « vt(x,t) = /

vty(y,t)dy + vt(xQ,t)
x

~

/
J°xa

\vty)
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and similar to the previous case, we obtain °(vtx) = ikx.
It should be noted that if we first proved °(vx) = ux, we would get
°(vxt) = uxt\ but Fubini's Theorem applies here in our context and utx =
uxt.
We leave to the reader proofs for cases involving other derivatives.

Remark 4.3 (1) In Theorem 4-2, we can weaken the hypothesis a bit by
assuming v and its second derivatives are bounded and continuous. The
boundedness and continuity for the first derivatives follows automatically
by applying Taylor's Theorem to each slice.
(2) The conclusion in Theorem 4-2 can be thought of as some compactness property: If one considers the Sobolev space H2(M x [0, T]) with norm

a\<2

where |||| 0 denotes the usual I?-norm, then the theorem simply says that
the v has a standard part under the Sobolev norm. That is, by Robinson's
compactness characterization, the set of continuous v with fixed bound for
itself and second derivative is compact under Sobolev norm.

4.1.4

Black-Scholes type PDE

We now apply the above Theorem 4.2 to tangible price processes, by combining it with Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 4.3 Let Vt(uj) = v(St(u;),t) be a tangible price process given
by v : *M2 —» *K, and S satisfies assumptions given in Theorem 4-1Let u = °v. Then under the (S,r)-v.a.f. assumption, for almost all w
the following homogeneous linear parabolic PDE is satisfied by x = °5t'(w)
and all t = °t' € [0, T] such that (x, t) is in the interior of the barrier for
V :
ut{x,t) + -<t>2{x,t)x2uxx(x, t) + p(x,t)xux(x, t) - p(x, t)u(x, t) = 0.

The above PDE or its variants is referred to as "Black-Scholes type
PDE."
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In application, one finds a solution u of the above PDE with conditions
given on the barrier, then u(°St(uj), °t) gives an arbitrage-free valuation of
the claim V. Moreover, if the solution to the PDE problem is unique, then
one gets a unique arbitrage-free valuation.
The Black-Scholes PDE with the European barrier (plain vanilla European call or put option) in Fig. 4.2 corresponds to an "initial value problem"
(actually a "terminal value problem" with time variable reversed), whose
solution is unique.
The Black-Scholes PDE for the barrier option (for most common forms)
in Fig. 4.2 corresponds to an "initial- boundary value problem," where many
uniqueness results are also known.
There is sort of converse to Theorem 4.3 that we will apply to price
derivative claims.
Theorem 4.4 We continue to use assumptions in Theorem \.l about
S. Let Vt(uj) be a price process satisfying some barrier conditions on the
binary tree for S for a. a. CJ. Suppose a smooth function u : K2 —> R is the
unique solution of the Black-Scholes PDE in Theorem 4-3 together with the
standard part of the barrier conditions.
Then Vt(u>) is virtually a tangible price process given by v(St(uj),t) in
the sense that for a.a. u> it holds for all (St(w),t) from the interior of the
barrier that Vf(u;) ss *v(St(w),t).
Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and 4.3
and definitions.
In the next section, we will describe unique pricing of European option and barrier option by solving the Black-Scholes PDE and by applying
Theorem 4.4.
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Pricing options explicitly

Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 set up the stage for using PDE in pricing
options. The advantage of having a PDE description of the derivative claim
prices lies in the possibility of analytic information about the underlying
dynamics. This is especially so when explicit solution in closed form can
be obtained. We will demonstrate this for European option and a barrier
option.
4.2.1

The classical Black-Scholes formula

The PDE in the original work of Black-Scholes requires constant interest
rate p(x, t) — r > 0 and constant volatility <j>(x, t) = a > 0. So an application of Theorem 4.3 gives:

ut{x, t) + -a2x2uxx(x, t) + rxux(x, t) - ru(x, t) = 0.

(4.2)

For a European call option with strike price K > 0 and expiry T, since
the option will exercised only when Sy > K, the barrier condition, a terminal condition, u(x, T) = (x — K)+ is added. More precisely, one express
it using right limit:
u(x,T-) = (x-K)+,

(4.3)

or as the following in our hypermodel:
u(x, T - At) « (x - K)+
We denote the Gaussian distribution function by

Af(z) = V2TT
-4= J-f
Then it can be directly checked that the classical Black-Scholes PDE problem for European call option

ut(x, t) + -a2x2uxx(x,t) + rxux(x, t) - ru(x, t) = 0,
x>0,t<T,
u(x,T~) =

(x-K)+.

(4.4)
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has solution given by

(4.5)
Note that the solution depends on the time to expiry T — t.
Example 4.1 Suppose we want to write a European call option on IBM
stock when the current price x = $120, at strike price K = $110, maturing
in six months, i.e. T — t = 0.5, while the volatility of IBM stock is a = 25%
and the riskless annual interest rate is r = 3%.
Then, computing using the above formula (4.5), we obtain the price
u = $15.16.
We now describe methods from classical PDE that can be used to arrive
at the Eq. (4.5).

Reduction to the heat equation
We first show that the classical Black-Scholes equation with constant coefficients Eq. (4.4),

m + -^-x2uxx + rxux —ru = 0
can be reduced to a much simpler equation of the form:
vt = vxx,

(4.6)

which is the (one-dimensional) heat equation (also called diffusion equation)
from the physics of heat conductance on a rod.
We first let K = a2 /2 and replace the time t by the time to expiry T — t
and obtain a usual initial value problem:
I ut - KX2UXX — rxux + ru = 0,

(4.7)

(We also write the last condition as u(x, At) « (x — K)+ in our hypermodel.)
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Now we set:
u(x,t)
v(y,t) = -i '-, where
X

y =

Inx+ t(n + r)
7=
-.
yK

(4.8)

Then it is straightforward to check that:

vt(y, t) - vyy(y, t) = - (ut(x, t) - KX2UXX(X, t) - rxux(x, t) + ru(x, t)).
X

Note that x = exp {yfny — t{n + r)), hence

v(y,0+)

= ( l -

and Elqs. (4.7) reduces to

vt(y, t) = vyy(y, t),

y>0,t>

0,

(4.9)

As a classical result, such as [John, 1982] as well as [Tveito and Winther,
1998], Bqs. (4.9) is solved by
1
v(y,t) = ^ ^

^
(4.10)

Before we derive Eq. (4.5), we briefly review some ideas from PDE.

Nonstandard delta function and the fundamental solution
In our hypermodels, there are many choices for representation of Dirac delta
function, i.e. a function 5(z) having the property that

/

6(z)f(z)dz « /(0),

(4.11)

for a large classes of functions / . (Say those / with rapidly decreasing
derivatives, i.e. Schwartz functions.) Note that we also have
6(z-y)f(z)dz*

f(y).
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Robinson was the first to consider the following nonstandard smooth delta
function:

K0

^

for positive e f=s 0.
It can be verified that this delta function satisfies St(y,t) = Syy(y,t),
and hence for a piece-wise smooth function / , if we let

v(y,t)= f 5{z-y,t)f{z)dz =

f

then v(y, At) s=s f(y) and hence we have a solution to the following classical
heat equation with initial condition:

) = vyy(y,t),
v(y,0+) = f(y).

t>0,

(4.12)

Moreover, according to classical result ([John, 1982], for example), the
solution is the unique bounded solution when / is bounded. It is also unique
when sufficient boundary conditions are specified.

Remark 4.4
arriving at

See for example [Kevorkian, 1990] for a justification for

/Ant

(4.13)

the so'called fundamental solution for vt(y, t) = vyy(y, t) for f(y) = 0, i.e.
with zero initial condition. In [Kevorkian, 1990] one can find a derivation
of the heat equation from basic physical principles.

Solving the classical Black-Scholes PDE
According to the above solution to Eq. (4.12), the solution to Eq. (4.7) is:
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u(x,t) = xv(y,t)

*

(4.14)

The first term can be transformed into the following by letting
z-y
w=
inside the integral:

— /

2-s/Jrt
TTt 7iajc
JlnK

e

4«
*

dz =

2y/iri

r^ +t( ^) e -^^

2tdw

i

=

-£-/'

W2

e

2 aw

y'2 7r _/_

= xjsf

Similarly, by letting w =
term becomes:

-^=

\ /it

— T In— + r + —

—

inside the integral, the second

2J a
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Now Eq. (4.5) is obtained once we replace the time t by the original
time to expiry T — t.
Moreover, it follows from the maximum principle (for example in [John,
1982] ) that this solution is unique in the sense that when we set any
arbitrary bound on x, i.e. the stock price, this is the only bounded solution,
and hence Eq. (4.5) gives unique pricing for the European option.
Classical Black-Scholes for put options
So far we have only discuss the classical Black-Scholes formula for European call options. One can of course apply the PDE in Theorem 4.3 and
Theorem 4.4 to price a European put option; the only difference being that
the final pay-off at time T is
u(x,T-) = (K-x)+,
representing the fact that it is only worth exercising the right for a put
option (i.e. the right of selling the underlying at strick price) when the
spot price is below the strike price.
On the other hand, imagine that if an investor owns a portfolio consisting a long European put and a short European call option on the same
underlying asset with exactly the same T and K, then the final pay-off will
be:
(K - x)+ - (ar - K)+ = K - x,
which is just K — Sx, and corresponds to the tangible price process
Vt{u>) = Ker(?-V

- StifJ).

Note that this is equivalent to the portfolio of holding a bond (cash) maturing maturing to %K at T and shorting a stock S.
Hence at time t we have the following value for a European put option:
(European Put) = (European Call) + Ke~r{-T~^ - St.
This equation is called the Put-Call Parity.
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The barrier option

We continue to work under constant interest rate p(x, t) = r > 0 and constant volatility <f>{x, t) = a > 0. There are various kinds of barrier options,
but as an illustration, we consider pricing a down-and-out European barrier
call option. Recall that this is a claim which gives the right to buy a share
of the underlying stock S at strike price K on expiry time T, unless the
stock price breaches the barrier L before time T, in which case the contract
expires instantly and is rendered worthless. It is assumed that L is lowered
than the current price at the time the contract is written.
The barrier conditions for a barrier option has the form in Fig. 4.3.
As before, we write n for <T2/2 and also replace t by the time to expiry T — t throughout. We now formulate the problem as an initial- and
boundary-value problem for the Black-Scholes PDE. For simplicity, we first
scale prices so that L = 1 and the boundary condition says that u = 0
when x = 1 :

ut —

KX2UXX
+

— rxux +ru = 0,

t > 0,

1 <x < L> K

+

u{x,0 ) = (x - K) ,

(4.15)

.«(M)=0,
In contrast to Eq. (4.7), this is an initial- boundary problem. We will solve
the problem by using Green's function of the first kind and the method of
images (see [Kevorkian, 1990]), which we will briefly review.
The image method
We now describe solving some heat equations with basic initial- and boundary conditions. See [Kevorkian, 1990] for more details.
Consider
) = «w(y,*).

y>0,t>0,

+

v(y,0 ) = f(y),

(4.16)

v(0,t) = 0.
Note that we put the requirement y > 0.
We can check that

«(»,*) = f°° f(z)g(y,z,t)dz,
Jo

(4.17)
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is a solution, where
-

e

Since the problem Eq. (4.16) is stated for y > 0, we can identify f(y) with
a function vanishing for negative y and integrate in Eq. (4.17) only over
positive reals.
The function g(y, z, t) is referred to as the Green's function of the first
kind, it is obtained by adding together the fundamental solution (4.13) and
its image part. This has the effect of satisfying v(0, i) = 0 for all t > 0,
while retaining Vt(y,t) = vyy(y,t). In physics, the terms
1

(*-v)2
o

it

and

are respectively identified with placing on the rod a positive heat source
at position z and a negative heat source of the same strength at position
—z. The result is having 0 temperature at the origin, as illustrated by the
following figure:

Pig. 4.4 Superimposing a positive heat source with a negative one

Now consider a problem similar to Eq. (4.16) but with a different boundary condition:
**) = vyy(y,t),
+

v(y,o ) = /
vy(0,t) = 0.

y > 0, t > 0,
(4.18)
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This time we have solution
«(»,*) = f°° f(z)G(y,z,t)dz,
Jo

(4.19)

where
1

/

(z-v)2

+ e"
called the Green's function of the second kind, is obtained by adding two
fundamental solutions so that at the origin the slope with respect to x
vanishes.
For heat equations problem with other types of initial- and boundary
conditions, we modify above by constructing the right Green's function in
order to obtain a solution.
According to classical theory, one can prove that the solutions to the
above problems are unique.
Solving Black-Scholes PDE for the barrier option
To solve Eq. (4.15), we use the following transformation which is slightly
different from (4.8) in last subsection again.
u(x,t) = xv{y,t),

In. or
where y = —=.

(4.20)

K -\- T

We write /? = —

, then under the above transformation, Eq. (4.15)

becomes:
vt(y,t) = vyy(y,t) + (3vy{y, t),
t/(y,0+) = (l-Ke-^)+,
v(0,t) = 0.

y>0,t>

0,
(4.21)

We will solve Eq. (4.21) using the image method and from which a
solution for Eq. (4.15) follows.
This system is similar to Eq. (4.16), and so we construct using fundamental solutions a Green's function of the first kind appropriate to the
problem. Define:
g(v,£,t) =
L (-M(-iV+Pt))' _

Py-

(4.22)
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It can be checked that for all £, the operator
L[z] := zt - zyy - /3zy

vanishes on both terms in g.
We first consider the condition needed for v(y, 0 + ) = (1 —
For any y,

f
f

(1 -

while

/

(i

0,

since y > 0.
Moreover,
g(O,Z,t) =
hence Eq. (4.21) is solved by the following

= o,
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g(y,U)(l(4.23)

Consequently, Eq. (4.15) has solution:

u(x, i) = x f

<?(^f, C, t) (1 - Ke**) df.

(4.24)

Or:

i4.

Kr(tpy/H-\n{K)-\n(x)

y/2tK

, fU-BS*

; , - + , ( $ fly/K) -2tn-

HK) - ln(a;)
(4.25)

We now rewrite Eq (4.25), using a and r instead of /3 and n, replacing
t by T —1\ also, recall that we scale L to 1, we now replace
u, x, K
by
u x K
1
L'L L
and summarize the results as follows:
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Consider the down-and-out European barrier call option written on a stock
of constant volatility a with expiry time T, at strike price K, a lower barrier
L < K, assuming that x > L, otherwise the option is rendered worthless.
Moreover, assume that the riskless interest rate is a constant r. Then when
the stock price is x at time t, the option's price is given by:

(4.26)

Remark 4.5 One obtains the solution to the classical Black-Scholes formula Eq. (4.5) by letting L —> 00.
Now compare the following with Example 4.1:
Example 4.2
Price a down-and-out European barrier call option on
IBM stock when the current price x = $120, at strike price K = $110,
maturing in six months with lower barrier set at $108, given also that the
volatility of IBM stock is a = 25% and the riskless annual interest rate is
r = 3%.
Then, computing using the above formula (4.5), we obtain the price
u = $12.17.
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Down-and-in European barrier call option
Recall that a down-and-in European barrier call option differs from the
down-and-out European barrier call option in that the option becomes activated only when the lower barrier has been touched during the life time
of the contract.
Similar to the Put-Call Parity, there is this In-Out Parity which allows
one to price a down-and-in from a down-and-out (or vice versa):
(down-and-in) = (plain vanilla European call) — (down-and-out).
The proof of this is similar to that of Put-Call Parity, namely, one considers
a portfolio consisting a down-and-in European barrier call and a down-andout European barrier call on the same underlying asset with exactly the
same T and K, the result is equivalent to a vanilla European call option.
A note on nonlinear stochastic volatility
Traditionally one obtain the variance from historical data of asset prices;
this procedure only gives a very rough estimate of o~t. Empirical studies
tend to suggest that o~t is nonlinear and stochastic. (Note also we left room
for such possibility in the general theorems in this chapter.) Indeed nowadays there is a great deal of interest among practitioners in such volatility
process. (See for example [Pranses and Dijk, 2000].) So it is of interest to
consider stochastic volatility of the form
a (St{u), t, ut{St{w),t), ux(St(w), t)).
We state the following result for barrier option; the technical proof is
omitted:
Theorem 4.5

If there is a constant C such that
\uxx(x,t)\<Co-2(x,t,ut,ux)ul

for all x € [0, St], then the corresponding European barrier option pricing
has a unique solution.
For other kinds of nonlinear volatility Black-Scholes PDE, see [Barles
and Soner, 1998].
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The American option

Recall that an American option differs from a European option in that the
contract allows early exercise prior to expiry. Note that when the option is
exercised early at time t <T, the exercise price is at discount from time T,
i.e. at er^I'~t^K, where r is the riskless interest rate.
We first comment that the price for a vanilla American call option is
the same as that of a vanilla European call option. To see this, we compare
the following two strategies:
exercise the right for buying a share of S at time t, where t < T (i.e.
early exercise);
hold the call option and exercise it (if it is advantageous to do so) at
expiry time T.
In the first strategy, one finances the exercise by shorting a bond that
matures to er(-T~^K at time T and uses the proceed K to buy the share
at time t at price K. So the value of this investment at time T is

On the other hand, the value of the investment using the second strategy
is simply the pay-off at expiry, i. e.
(ST-K)+.
Now since the interest rate r is positive, we have
(Sr - K)+ > ST -

e^-^K.

Therefore one should not exercise the vanilla American call option before
expiry, and hence it has the same price as a vanilla European call option.
However, here we made an implicit assumption that the underlying
asset does not pay any dividend during the Me time of the stock. Without
this assumption, we cannot arrive at the above inequality and the above
argument breaks down. In fact American call option is of interest when
dividend payments are taken into account.
Now we turn our attention to vanilla American put option.
The basic PDE for solving the pricing problem of an American put
option is similar to Eq. (4.4), but with a much more complicated boundary
condition:
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ut(x, t) + -a2x2uxx(x, t) + rxux(x, t) - ru(x, t) = 0,
if

(M)GA

if

(x,t)G[0,T}2\D,

(4.27)

u{x,t) =
where D = {(x, t) £ [0, T] 2 | u(x, t) > (K - x)+ } represents the set of (x, t)
at which it is not optimal to exercise the option. Note in particular that
the above contains the following terminal and boundary conditions:

v(x, T) = (K- x)+

and «(0+, t) = 0.

Equations (4.27) is an example of free boundary problem, as the boundary of D depends on the solution u. Such problems are in general difficult
to solve explicitly. Although solution to Eq. (4.27) do exist, so far there is
no known closed formula for the solution, only approximation schemes are
know (see for example [Zhang, 1998] for an analytic approximation due to
Barone-Adesi and Whaley).
See Example 5.2 and § A.2.2 for a practical binary tree approximation
for the American put option pricing.
For a hypermodel approach based on stochastic optimal stopping time,
see [Cutland et al., 1997].
We now summarizes the main types of PDE we have seen in this section:
European option => Initial value problem;
European barrier option
Boundary value problem;
American option =* Free boundary problem.

Chapter 5

Pricing with Binary Tree
Hypermodels

W e first introduce in § 5.1 the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein based approach that
prices the option using binary tree hypermodel, then we relate it to the
classical Black-Scholes formula from last chapter.
In § 5.2, we represent the binary tree hypermodel using a matrix which
we called the CRR matrix. Then we give some examples.

5.1

Hypermodels for the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein approach

We now consider in § 5.1 the derivation of the classical Black-Scholes formula directly from the binary tree hypermodel. This method was pioneered
by Cutland, Kopp and Willinger in [Cutland et al., 1991] (see also [Cutland,
2000], as well as [Cutland et al., 1993a], [Cutland et al., 1993b], [Cutland
et al., 1995] and [Cutland et al., 1997] for further developments) and is
based on the approach of Cox-Ross-Rubinstein in [Cox et al., 1979].
To price options using the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein approach, we need to
work under a more strict form of no arbitrage assumption, the kind use in
subsection 3.2.2, which guarantees the existence of the martingale measure
between any time t and t + At. This is stronger then the virtually arbitrage
free in subsection 3.3.1.
Recall that m denotes the annual return rate of the underlying asset, a
its volatility and r is riskless annual interest rate.
To simplify our notation a bit, we first normalize the stock price and
expiry to units ($1 and 1 year):
So = 1 and T = 1.
Then use the interest rate rAt during the basic unit, the argument from
85
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p. 43 gives the transition probability at time t:
=

(l + rAt)St-Std

and
q = 1-p,
where
u = 1 + mAt + ay/At,
d = 1 + mAt - ay/Al,

(5.1)

denoting respectively the upward and downward movement ratio. So we
can also write
(r — m)y/A~i-\-(T

(5.2)

q=
(They correspond to p' and q' on p.43.)
It is worth mentioning since So = 1 that

s<t

and therefore since T = 1 that

Sr(u) = undN~n,
where n = n(uj) is the number of positive signs in (wt)t<iIn the binary tree hypermodel, each terminal node corresponding to
n(w) = n is given the probability

*

(l + rAt)N

(the binomial coefficient corresponds to the number of ways of arriving at
this node, and the last term corresponds to discounting to present value)
and at this node, the option has value
(ST(U)-K)+

=

(undN-n-K)+.
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So the option has value:
N

(1 + rAt)) ~ N
ra=O ^

We consider the index:
min{n e *N | K " / " 1 > K}.
This is also the least n such that

i.e.
nlnQ) >]nK-Nlnd.
So we define

. inK-Nlnd .
where the function [xj denotes the integer part of a positive number x.
Then the value of the option can be rewritten as

(1 + rAt)-N J2 ( )pnqN'n (undN~n - K).
n=a ^ '

We further denote
pu
1 + rAt'
_ _ qd
9
~ 1+rAt'
Note that p + q = 1, and the will be interpreted as probability.
Now the value of the option can be expressed as:
P=

( f ) (p)n(q)N-n ~ K(l + rAty" f )

HP"^"".

(5-3)

As far as a close formula is concerned, Eq. (5.3) is already good enough.
But approximation calculation with this formula for large TV is difficult, so
it would be desirable to have a better alternative.
Our remaining task is to show that the two terms in Eq. (5.3) are
infinitely close to the Gaussian distribution functions in the classical BlackScholes formula.
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We analyze them separately.

The second term in Eq. (5.3)
The binomial distribution function

^

(

n=a

^

)pnqN

™ correspond to the

/

distribution of the sum of a sequence of N independent random variables,
where each random variable has mean p and variance pq. Then the sum
has mean v = Np and variance p2 = Npq. And so, applying the classical
Central Limit Theorem, we have the following Gaussian distribution:

N

N-n.
-n.

f°°

JJa

1

<--">2

JT

Since
1

iE^l

J

f

1 _*£,
f??
—== e 2 ax = /

ax =

J

JP

V^

J

1

.^i.
— e = or,

V2^

using the notation for Gaussian distribution on p.69, we have

(5.4)
n=a

We would like to express
Np — a
in terms of K, a, r. Before doing this, we need some results from elementary
calculations.
Lemma 5.1

3A ss 1 such that

Proof. By the Mean Value Theorem, there is A between d and u, i.e.
between 1 + mAt — s/A~t and 1 + mAt + y/At such that
= lnw — lnd

= ir H A ("-<*)
and hence the result follows.
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Note that from the above Lemma, we can only conclude that
A = 1 + mAt + l\/Al
for some \l\ < a. The following result, which we will need later, gives a
sharper conclusion that in fact I s=s 0.

Lemma 5.2

In Lemma 5.1, the X satisfies

(I-X)VN
Proof.

« o.

First note that, as a complex function,
2a
ln(l + mx — ax) — ln(l + mx2 + ax)
2

has a simple pole at 0. We define
1

f{x) = x-

2<r
ln(l + mx2 — ax) — ln(l + mx2 + ax)'

One can check that
lim f(x) = 0 and
x->0+

lim fix)

= 0,

a;-»0+

and get the following Taylor expansion for small x > 0 :

i.e. for for small x > 0 we have:
1
x

2a
ln(l + mx2 — ax) — ln(l + mx2 + ax)

(See the Appendix for some of the calculations using MATHEMATICA.)
Now we have:

2a
Ind — lnw'
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i.e.
1

(

+

2
^- 6

ln(l + mAt - ayfKt) - ln(l + mAt

m) VAl + O((VAl)3) « 0.

a

Lemma 5.3
Np — a
Proof.

r
a

a
2

inK
a

Note first that
PI = 7^35 (°2 ~ (r ~

So we write
= ——, for some Ao « 1.
2A

Now we have:
Np-a
W

, / /—
2a
= Ao 2VJVp -

(5 .5)

From the definition of a, we get:
Nlnd-kiK

a

1

r-

2a

ATlnd-lnii: ^

and thus

VJV

/— ^

= « VJV + 2

a
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To continue, use Lemma 5.1 and obtain
+A

V N V A T

Art

\/N -

a
N
VN- ^_ ,\
cr

A—

+ (wi —

T> A

("^
a

\mcr

inK
a

A2

A

a

v lnif

A2

where the last step follows from Lemma 5.2.
Finally, from Eq. (5.5), we have

Np — a
I' r m
m >a
AnK\
ra— = Ao
+A--A--A
y/Npq
a
a
2
a )
r \<T
a hxK
~ a 2
<r
2

Use Lemma 5.3 and Eq. (5.4) the second term in Eq. (5.3) becomes

The first term in Eq. (5.3)
Similar to Eq. (5.4), the first term satisfies:

(5.6)
From the definition of p and q, we get:
Np — a

^

- a(l +
\/Npq
/Npu — a
arAt \

1

(

}
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since

Vud j= y (1 + mAt + aVAt)(l + mAt — a^/At) « 1
and
arAt

a l l
« 0,

using 0 < a < N, and y^9 *** ^ from the proof of Lemma 5.3.
To continue from Eq. (5.7),

Np - a
y/Npq
Np — a

Np(mAt + ay/At)
y/Npq
mp
crp
y/Npq
Np-a
fp
+<T
r a
\nK
(5.8)
where the second last step uses Lemma 5.3 and - » 1 .
q
Comparison with the classical Black-Scholes formula
By the above results, Eq. (5.3) is infinitely close to the following:

2

a )

\a

2

a )

Recall that we have normalized the stock price x and expiry T both to
units. To recover, the above formula should be multiplied by x and replace
r by (T-t)r;
a by y/T-ta;
K by K/x.
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Then we have:

which can be simplified as

ff £ )

ln ^)

. (5.9)

i.e. we obtain Eq. (4.5).
Remark 5.1 (1) The above results hold for any infinite hyperinteger N.
So by the overspill principle, we can use largefiniten in place of the N to
get an approximation from the correspondingfinitebinary tree. /
(2) Moreover, if one analyzes the preceding equations, one^lpan obtain
error estimates for such finite approximations. (The next section § 5.2 has
examples of such finite approximations.)
(2) Note that the u, d,p, q in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) depend on the m,
the mean return rate of the underlying asset. However, due to its association with only At in u and d, it disappears from our final results after
taking the standard part. Another way to see this is to note that values on
the binary tree give an approximation of the price process that satisfies the
Black-Scholes basic PDE, and this PDE is independent of the m.
The binary tree approach to other options
In principle, it is possible to derive a closed formula for pricing the barrier option, such as the down-and-out European barrier call option in the
last section, but we refrain from doing so due to the tedious and not very
illuminating calculations involved.
A more practical use of the binary tree hypermodel approach would be
to give approximation to options such as the American put option for which
no explicit closed formula is known, but nevertheless this approach we use
here with N replaced by a large finite number would lead to meaningful
estimate of the price. See Example 5.2 below.
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The CRR matrix and Examples

The binary tree hypermodel with So normalized to 1 and N = 3 together
with fixed up and down ratio u, d is the following:

u
u2
/

\

u

s \
1

s

u2d

ud
\

/

\
ud2

d

\

/

d2
\

d3

It can be represented by the (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix:
"1
d
d2
d3

u u2 u3'
ud u2d 0
ud2 0 0
0 0 0

We call this the CRR matrix. It serves as notational convenience only, since
we will not apply matrix operations on it.
In general, a CRR matrix for an JV-period binary tree model for the
risky asset S is the (N +1) x (N+1) matrix whose left upper triangle part
above and including the main diagonal has (n, m)-entry given by S o w n d"\
where u, d are the upward- / downward- ratio for S, and the lower triangle
part has only 0 entries.
Convention: Here we count the rows from the top and columns from the
left, starting from the Qth. So, for 0 < n,m < N, the (n, m)-entry locates
on the nth row from the top and mth column from the left, and corresponds
the ntii item from the bottom at time t = (n + m)At on the binary tree
model.
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Under the arbitrage free assumption, a derivative written on S is a
similar triangle matrix with entries determined upward recursively from
the main diagonal (whose values are determined from the pay-off function
of the values of S) using the transitional probability (p, q). i.e.

px + qy

a;

V
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

We illustrate how the CRR matrix can be used to estimate four different
kinds of option pricing.
Example 5.1
We construct a CRR matrix for European call option
using N — 9 for Example 4.1, i.e. with current underlying x = $120, at
strike price K = $110, time to expiry T — t = 0.5, volatility a = 25% and
interest rate r = 3%.
Then we take:

u =

tf,

V2

d = i-vo.

24'

100 + 2'

100 + 2'
We write the matrix as A — [%]o<ij<wFirst we define at the (n, m)-entry of the main diagonal the pay-off
function for the European call option at terminal time:

Secondly, immediately above this diagonal, we define:
. = JV-1,

n = 0,lJ...,JV-l.
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And we continue the same way with the entries immediately above them,
... etc.
The result is the following matrix:
15.10 20.26 26.49 33.72 41.80 50.51 59.74 69.53 79.90 90.90
9.69 13.73 18.92 25.30 32.72 40.91 49.59 58.79 68.54 0.00
5.46 8.28 12.24 17.53 24.17 31.87 40.02 48.67 0.00 0.00
2.49 4.12 6.68 10.56 16.12 23.35 31.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.78 1.42 2.60 4.72 8.53 15.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.19 0.36 0.70 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
From here we get the approximation of the current option price
ooo = $15.10, corresponding to the root at the binary tree.

Remark 5.2 Note that the above u,d,p,q and those in the following
examples, are like those given in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2), except the mean
return rate of the underlying asset is dropped. This is so, because of the
values on the binary tree give an approximation of the price process that
satisfies the Black-Scholes basic PDE, which is independent of the mean
return rate of the asset.

Example 5.2
This is a CRR matrix for American put option using
N = 9 with current underlying x = $100, at strike price K = $130, time to
expiry T — t = 0.5, volatility a = 25% and interest rate r = 5%.
This time we take on the main diagonal the following payoff for put
option at terminal time:
=

(K-xun<T)+,

= N,

n =

and immediately above this diagonal, we compare the value of retaining
the option and the value of exercising the put, then choose the maximum
of the two:
anm = max{pa n ( m+1 )+qra (n+1 ) m , xun<f"} n+m = N-l,
and so forth. The results is:

n = 0 , 1 , . . . , JV-1,
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"30.00 24.11 18.42 13.01 8.17 4.14
35.89 30.35 24.48 18.40 12.64 7.24
41.44 36.22 30.69 24.84 18.65 12.14
46.66 41.75 36.54 31.04 25.21 19.03
51.57 46.95 42.05 36.87 31.38 25.57
56.19 51.84 47.23 42.36 37.19 0.00
60.54 56.45 52.11 47.52 0.00 0.00
64.63 60.78 56.70 0.00 0.00 0.00
68.48 64.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
72.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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1.34 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.82 0.00 0.00 0.00
5.94 0.00 0.00 0.00
12.49 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Prom here we get the approximation of the current option price
= $30.00.

Example 5.3
This is a CRR matrix for down-and-out European barrier
call option with current underlying x = $120, at strike price K = $110,
lower barrier L = 108, time to expiry T — t = 0.5, volatility a = 25% and
interest rate r = 3%.
This time we take on the main diagonal the payoff for call option at
terminal time, unless the price breaches the barrier L from above, in which
case it is set to be 0 :
if
anm =

xundm>L

otherwise

n+m =

Then, immediately above this diagonal, we define as in the vanilla European
call option, except whether the price has breached the barrier from above
is taken into account as well:
I PO-n(m+l)

0

This produces the following result:

if OTn(T
otherwise
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13.11 19.52 26.31 33.71 41.80 50.51 59.74 69.53 79.90 90.90
6.37 12.40 18.57 25.26 32.72 40.91 49.59 58.79 68.54 0.00
0.00 5.93 11.55 17.45 24.17 31.87 40.02 48.67 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 5.34 10.40 16.12 23.35 31.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.38 8.53 15.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
The matrix gives the approximation of the current option price
aoo = $13.11.
Example 5.4 This is a CRR matrix for up-and-out European call option
with current underlying x = $120, at strike price K = $110, upper barrier
L = 150, time to expiry T — t = 0.5, volatility a = 25% and interest rate
r = 3%.
This example is similar to the last one Example 5.3, we only change <
to > in the definition of the anm7.87 8.59
7.13 9.16
5.00 7.39
2.49 4.12
0.78 1.42
0.10 0.19
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

8.07 5.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.87 11.24 8.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10.50 14.15 17.59 19.04 15.04 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.68 10.56 16.12 23.35 31.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.60 4.72 8.53 15.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.36 0.70 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

The matrix gives the approximation of the current option price
aoo = $7.87.

Example 5.5 This is a CRR matrix for the double barrier European call
option with current underlying x = $120, at strike price K = $110, lower
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barrier L = 100 and upper barrier H = 150, time to expiry T — t = 0.5,
volatility a = 25% and interest rate r = 3%.

7.63 8.49 8.06 5.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.76 8.97 10.85 11.24 8.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4.44 7.01 10.46 14.15 17.59 19.04 15.04 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.74 3.39 6.59 10.56 16.12 23.35 31.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 2.42 4.72 8.53 15.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
The matrix gives the approximation of the current option price
ago = $7.63.
Example 5.6 This is a CRR matrix for the digital option with current
underlying x = $120, at strike price K = $110, time to expiry T — t = 0.5,
volatility a = 25% and interest rate r = 3%.
0.76 0.86 0.94 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.66 0.79 0.89 0.96 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
0.52 0.68 0.82 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.37 0.52 0.70 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.20 0.33 0.52 0.76 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.07 0.14 0.26 0.51 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
The matrix gives the approximation of the current option price
am = $0.76.
Note: See Appendix A.2 for Mathematics implementation of the above
algorithms in the examples.

Chapter 6

Further Applications

1 n real markets, practitioners are interested in analysis of the sensitivity
of the option prices to changes in factors associated with the underlying,
such as the price of the underlying, the volatility and the interest rates.
These issues are taken up in § 6.1, where we use a translation method via
shifting paths in the sample space to give a computation method of some
sensitivity parameters called Greeks. A simple kind of integration by parts
formula (analogous to the one used in standard Malliavin calculus) is used
in evaluating one such parameter (the Vega). The results are useful in
Monte Carlo simulations for calculating these parameters.
Then in § 6.2 we mention the notation of implied volatility and its term
structure, whose counterpart is the term structure of interest rates that we
will model in § 6.3.

6.1

Sensitivity analysis

We first discuss the various quantities that measure sensitivities. They are
called the "Greeks" because of the notation, but are sometimes also referred
to as hedge parameters in risk management for their important roles in
constructing hedges against the risk connected to dealing with options and
other derivatives.
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6.1.1

The Greeks

For convenience, we now refer to the derivative security as an option P
written on a stock S. So in the Black-Scholes setting,
P = P(x,t,a,r,K)
as a function of the stock price x, time to maturity t, volatility of the stock
a, riskless interest rate r and the strike price K. From this one can consider
various derivatives.
Delta A
Delta measures how sensitive the price P is to the change of the price of 5.
More precisely, it is the rate of change in the option price P with respect
to changes in the stock price a;, i. e.

This is an important parameter in hedging. In fact, on p. 63, we apply it
to a tangible price process. In our current setting, it means that a portfolio
consisting of 1 unit of P long and A units of the stock S short will be
equivalent to a riskless investment, i.e. it provides a complete hedging
against risk associated with the option. The idea is of course that the only
source of risk with P derives from that of S, hence if we balance the price
changes of S using Delta amount of S, then we are completely safe.
For call option P, it is clear that the potential gain from it is at most
the price increase in 5, and at worst no profit at all, so we have 0 < A < 1.
When in-the-money (x > K), Delta is near 1, since any upward movement of 5 is likely to translate into the same amount of gain from exercising
P.
When out-of-the-money (x < K), Delta is near 0, since S is unlikely to
move up sufficiently to make exercise worthwhile.
As approaching to expiry, t —> 0", Delta increases when in-the-money
and decreases when out-of-the-money.
For put option, we simply change positive to negative in the above
description.
By differentiating the classical Black-Scholes solution Eq. (4.5), one ob-
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tains the Delta for the vanilla European call option as:
o. call

=

(6.1)

2J

a

(See Appendix A.3 for the calculations.) In particular, it is clear from this
formula that 0 < A < 1.
Gamma F
Gamma measures the rate of change of Delta with respect to the rate of
change of the price of the underlying stock S. i.e.
„
0A
, , . ..
F = -rr—. or, as a second derivative,
ox

d2P
-^-rox1

Since as x increases, Delta increases, so Gamma is always positive.
Also when at-the-money (x = K), Gamma increase as t —> 0~.
Gamma is the same for both call and put option. It is used to indicate
the risk in P involving the volatility of S.
By differentiating Eq. (4.5) twice with respect to x, the Gamma for the
vanilla European call option is:
FEWO. call

=

(21nf + (2r + a2)(T-t))2\
8(T - 1 ) * 2
J'

(6.2)

Vega v
Vega* measures the rate of change of P with respect to the rate of change
of the price of the volatility a of underlying stock, i.e.
_ dP
Vega is largest when at-the-money options and it is always positive for
both call and put option.
Vega decreases as t —* 0~. It is used to indicate the risk in P involving
the change of volatility.
* As a Greek letter, v should actually read "nu," whereas the Spanish word "Vega" is
originated from Arabic meaning the falling vulture—preying on dead bulls and bears?
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By differentiating Eq. (4.5) with respect to a, the Vega for the vanilla
European call option is:
call —

(21nf + (2r + v2)(T-t))2\

8(r - t)a

2

(6.3)

I'

Theta 6

Theta measures how sensitive the price P is to the change of the time to
expiry, or the time decay of the option, i. e.

"~ atWhen t is positive, i. e. before expiry, there is always possibility for the
price x of S to change, so Theta is always positive.
As t —> 0~, the time value decreases, i.e. Theta decreases.
By differentiating Eq. (4.5) with respect to t, the Theta for the vanilla
European call option is:
©Euro, call =

s/TTt
xa_

/

K

V

2;

a
2

) (6.4)
2

(21nf + (2r + (T )(T-t))' \

Rho p
Rho measures how sensitive the price P is to the change of the riskless
interest rate i.e.
8P
Note that Rho for call option is always positive, since when the interest
rate is increased, the cost for holding a call option must increase.
By differentiating Eq. (4.5) with respect to r, the Rho for the vanilla
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European call option is:
/'Euro, call

=

—t

-K

\

J

(6.5)
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6.1.2

Computing the Greeks from translating

Now we consider computation of the Greeks using the method of translating
paths. We will also have the occasion of using the integration by parts
formula from Malliavin calculus.
First we look at computation using the CRR matrix of a binary tree:
Example 6.1 We want to calculate the Delta for the European call
option with data from Example 5.1, i.e. with current underlying x = $120,
at strike price K = $110, time to expiry T — t = 0.5, volatility a = 25%
and interest rate r = 3%. We use N — 9 and take e = 0.1.
We have the following CRR matrix for x = $120 :

15.10 20.26 26.49 33.72 41.80 50.51 59.74 69.53 79.90 90.90
9.69 13.73 18.92 25.30 32.72 40.91 49.59 58.79 68.54 0.00
5.46 8.28 12.24 17.53 24.17 31.87 40.02 48.67 0.00 0.00
2.49 4.12 6.68 10.56 16.12 23.35 31.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.78 1.42 2.60 4.72 8.53 15.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.19 0.36 0.70 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
But for x = $120 + e = 120.1, we have the following:

15.18 20.35 26.60 33.84 41.92 50.64 59.88 69.67 80.06 91.06
9.76 13.81 19.02 25.41 32.84 41.03 49.72 58.93 68.69 0.00
5.51 8.35 12.32 17.63 24.29 31.98 40.15 48.80 0.00 0.00
2.53 4.17 6.75 10.65 16.22 23.46 31.13 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.80 1.45 2.65 4.79 8.62 15.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.20 0.39 0.75 1.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Giving A

15.18 -15.10
= 0.8.
0.1
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However, it turns out that computations of the Greeks with such discretization method has very slow convergence. This is mainly due to the
error from discretization of the derivatives. This is more severe for discontinuous pay-off functions such as the digital option.
We now describe a better method; for this we need to modify the binary
tree hypermodels.
A "continuous hypermodels
We presently make a modification of the binary tree hypermodel in
Definition 3.1. The basis of this method is the *continuous hypermodel
of Brownian motion to be studied in § 7.4.2.
For simplicity, we take T = 1, i.e. the expiry is normalized to a year
and take the current t — 0. The stock S is assumed to have mean return
m = 0. We replace the space 0. in Definition 3.1 by

with still

and
At = 1/N

for some N € *N \ N.

We replace
t by the random variable a>t that has Gaussian distribution
of mean 0 and variance At. So we have the following product measure on

Now the analogue to the u, d in Eq. (5.1) is that for So = x, the stock price
at time t should be:

s<t

instead of xundN~n. We can replace it by an exponential. See § 7.4.2 for
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more careful justification, here is a rough idea:

= exp (In JJ(1 + <rws)
S<t

K.S<t

Using the Taylor expansion for hi we have
1

Using the central limit theorem, instead of the p, q from Eq. (5.2) and
transition probability pnqN~n, we use the above product Gaussian measure;
and instead of (l + rAi)~N we use the "continuous version of e~r and hence
the price for the European call option is:

Computing Delta from the * continuous hypermodels
More generally, given a payoff function of a derivative at expiry time T = 1,
which depends only on the stock price

we can express the function as some

We are going to use a translation trick to compute the Delta. The main
idea is to remove the x and incorporate it into the w, then compute after a
translation of the w.
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First note that

and so we have
At),
In a; .
,
, .
In a; . .
where u> -\
At means the path (u;t -\
At)t<i.
cr

cr

We write

i.e. the Brownian motion at time 1.
By a translation using the Gaussian measure, one has

in or

(We replace wt by ujf

At in the second last step.)
a
Now to calculate the Delta, we differentiate with respect to x :

XO"

where the last step is obtained by translating back.

(6.6)
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As" an application, we get from Eq. (6.6) the Delta for a European call
option as:

AEuro. call

= ^ E [(xe" B ^+^ - K)+

BI(<A

.

Since B\ has Gaussian distribution mean 0 and variance 1 under the product Gaussian measure, we also have:
A Euro .

cal]

=

=

/ (xeT'+T-K)

Xa /2 / \

xe-rdz.

/

In Eq. (6.6), we have the form
A = E [f(x, UJ) weight].
where the weight is a random variable given by

xa
Such weight is called the Malliavin weight in the literature, and it is usually
obtained by the much more complicated method of standard Malliavin calculus. (See [Fournie et al., 1999], [Benhamou, 2000a], [Benhamou, 2000b]
and [Gobet and Kohatsu-Higa, 2001].)
Formulas for Greeks such as Eq. (6.6) are useful in Monte Carlo simulations. It has been shown in [Fournie et al., 1999] that the Monte Carlo
simulation of an expectation such as Eq. (6.6) has much faster convergence
rate than the binary tree method. This is especially significant for options
given by discontinuous pay-off functions, for example the digital option.

Computing Gamma from the ""continuous hypermodels
Since the Gamma is just the derivative of Delta with respect to x, we have
from Eq. (6.6) that:
dA

e~r

e~T
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On the other hand,

= E

Therefore we have:
(6.7)
So here the Malliavin weight for Gamma is

Computing Vega from the "continuous hypermodels
We first indicate that the payoff function can be written as a function of a
and w, and since the payoff depends only on the stock price, we can get:

and use this relation to derive by translation a similar calculation of Vega.
A substitution method similar to the earlier gives:
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Now differentiate with respect to a :

_ _

2Ai^

e

giving
*

}

2At,

e

Replacing wt by <ro;t H

— A t , we get:

fe
E

7

<T2-

t<l

/(<r,a,) ^BiM +

a

Now we can either apply the (nonstandard version) of Malliavin calculus
from § 7.7, or verify directly the integration by parts formula for Gaussian
measure. Writing U(uj,t) = ujf, then
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we would get:

a

f(a,

K " 1)1
=f
J

a

=E

d

Therefore we have the following expression for Vega:

v = e~rE[/(a,w) B\(w)\ + e~rE V ]

/(

(6.8)

We remark that for the European call option, we have

-^-f(tr,u) = \Xae
O(J

t

t<%

*T

\Q

^f6

K,

otherwise.

So the second term in Eq. (6.8) becomes

Note that some of the terms above need not have usual stochastic meaning. Nevertheless, the hypermodel approach is one way of giving "standard
meaning" to these terms. See §7.8.
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Implied volatility

Although so far we assume that the volatility of the underlying asset is
estimated from historical data, this is only one of the many ways of getting
a rough idea of the volatile nature of a risky asset. More frequently, such
historical data is only used as a parameter necessary for applying the pricing
formula for an option.
On the other hand, options are traded freely in markets, and its values are ultimately determined by investors. Consequently, option pricing
formulas can be used in an inverse way: from the quoted market prices of
options, one can solve from pricing formulas the volatility a that the market is implicitly assuming, and such reading of volatility from the market
prices is called the implied volatility.
From this point of view, the Vega v defined in the last section is just a
measure of the sensitivity of the option price to the implied volatility.
With all other parameters fixed in pricing formulas such as the classical
Black-Scholes formula, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
volatility and the option price. Hence one often find financial services quote
the implied volatility instead of the actual price.
In practice, the implied volatility given by options written on the same
underlying and the same strike price varies according to the time to expiry—
not a constant as one may assume in an ideal market. This structure of
different volatility for different time to expiry is called the term structure of
volatility. It is so called, because of the similarity with the term structure
of interest rates in § 6.3.
On the other hand, one may study a set of options written on the same
underlying and the same expiry but at different strike prices. As expected,
one gets a set of varying implied volatilities. Such a structure is called the
volatility smile. It is so called, because in the 1990's, one often got a upward
concave curve resembling a smile. Since the 1990's empirical studies do not
seem to support the existence of such a smile or other simple shapes.
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Term structure of interest rates

So far we assume most of the time that the interest rate is constant. Although this simplification is adequate for pricing a large number of options
written on stocks, it would not be of much use for options written on bonds:
these are contracts that gives the right to purchase (or to sell) a bond on a
pre-determined future date at the strike price. Bonds of various maturities
are traded in the market at prices that fluctuate with the interest rates, so
pricing such options become more complicated.
Another situation where nonconstant interest rate arises is an option
written on a foreign stock but the option is traded in local currency. Often
the currency exchange rate is correlated to the interest rate differential set
by central banks.
Other derivatives that naturally involve nonconstant interest rates are
for example the swap of one fixed interest rate for a floating interest rate.
Because of the above, the modelling of interest rates is an important
and popular subject in mathematical finance. The common name for this
area is the term structure of interest rates.
Defining the term structure of interest rates
If the interest rate were constant r, a bond that matures to $1 at time r is
simply priced at time K r as
e-r(r-t)

by discounting back continuous.
We also say that the yield at time t of the bond with maturity at time
T is
p(t,r)

=r

and the such bond has price at time t given by
B(t,r) = e-'<*'T>(T-*>.
That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between yields and bond
prices.
Now of course bonds (including treasury bills, ...) are traded at various
interest rates, or otherwise bond market would not be such an active and
huge market in terms of the amount traded. For such markets, yields (or
equivalently bond prices) are quoted and bonds are traded according to the
market force.
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Definition 6.1

The collection of yields of a given bond
{p{t,r)\t<r}

for all possible maturities T < T for some T, is called the term
structure of interest rates of the bond.
The graph of p(t,r), for each fixed T, or the graph of p(t,r), for
each fixed t, is called a yield curve.
The prices of the bond maturing to $1 associated with this structure
is given by
B(t,r) = e-'(*-T).

Since only finitely many bonds are traded, obviously the term structure
{p(t, T) 11 < T} must be a finite set of data. But in order to give an efficient
mathematical model of it, one (by interpolation or other means) describes
p(t, T) as a continuous function. How this function is determined influences
greatly the applicability of such model.
Among a magnitude of possibilities, we consider only one that is simple
enough and captures major observed data.
A hyperfinite Black-Derman-Toy model
What we are going to construct now is a hypermodel following the idea of
Black, Derman and Toy ([Black et al., 1990]).
We continue to use the binary tree hypermodel with time T. We also
use the associated CRR matrix.
The idea in Black-Derman-Toy model is to have a fixed interest rate
for each time t in certain state and the interest rate at the same time t for
other states are uniquely determined from it. Parameters for variations in
other states will be determined uniquely from the yield curve say p(0, r).
For t > 0, the rate p(t, T)(W) will be stochastic, although it is adapted
to the paths up to t.
The (instantaneous) forward rate at time t is denoted by:
rt{w) = p(t,t + At)(uj).
In our model, we assume that for each state at time t, there is a possibility for the forward rate rt to moving to two possible forward rates, where
the lower rate and the higher rate are related by a fixed factor (1 + At) :
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,r'(l + At)

i.e., in terms of the CRR matrix representation, we have:

+ At)
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

The factor (1 + At) is designed to capture the dynamics of the interest
rate movement. In order to make the analysis more manageable, we assume
that for each t, there is a lowest possible forward rate Rt, depending on t
only, i.e. deterministic, so that all other possible higher forward rate at
time t takes the form

for some power n. So if we write A = 1 + At, then the CRR matrix for the
forward rate has the form:

Ro

RMA
R4AtA3

R3AtA2
t
RiAt
RbAt

iLtAtA2
.R5 At A 2

With these requirements, we obtained from the binary tree that:
rt(uj) = Rt(l + At) n * (w) ,
-r

where
(6.9)
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Note that the function nt(cj) at time t gives how many steps the node
is away from the lowest node (at which the lowest forward rate Rt takes
place).
Since Eq. (6.9) does not correspond to a stochastic differential equation,
known analytic methods (such as the Feynman-Kac approach) fails to relate
it to a PDE.
One advantage of the model, as we will see, is that by taking Rt > 0,
the forward rate rt(cj) is necessarily positive, as against some other models
in the literature that may contain the unrealistic negative interest rates.
To complete the model, one needs to figure out the function Rt from
the yield curve. We take up this task presently.
Calibration from the yield curve
Suppose we have from market data the yield curve for a bond p(0, r), where
T < T. Or, which amounts to the same thing, the bond prices B(0, r),
then we can determine the lowest possible forward rate Rt as follows by
discounting (using simple compound instead of continuous compound since
the step size At is small) along the binary tree:

1
2\l

+ RAtAtJ

' 2\l

+

RAtAt(l

etc.
We have in general,

,r) = ^ZT £

(6.10)

where the summation is over all 77: [0, r) n T —> *N so that
Vt < Nt,
Vr-At
S< t

>

Vr-2At,
r]s < T)t.

So, at least theoretically, given Rt for t < r, one can solve for RT from the
above equation for B(0,T + At). However, a simulation for this for large
finite N is apparently a challenge. (It is not clear that whether simple
closed formula for Rt exists at all.)
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Building in volatility
We comment that although we use the simple factor (1 + At) in the above
models, one may also replace it by some
(1 + a t At),
where at is a deterministic function that models a prediction of the interest
rate volatility.
A special case
As a special case, when Rt is a fixed constant R for all t, then we have

B(0,r) = £

()

(*)ft1 + Mt\

(6.11)

where
r = (K+l)At.
Even though the assumption of constant interest rate JR is unusual, it
may still be useful for cases where the interest rate is about the lowest
possible (such as the rate for the Yen in 2001 and 2002) and there are only
upward movements in the near future.
Note also that if Rt were actually constant R, then instead of the whole
yield curve, we only need any one of the B(0, r) for some r > 0 to find R.

Example 6.2 A bond the matures $1 in 2 years is priced at $0.93. Suppose the lowest forward rate R is constant, we can solve the above by using
large N. For example, take N = 100, then At = ——. Setting K = 199, we
can solve numerically

093

T I) ft
2199 ^0\m)

A=l 1 + RAt (1

and obtain R = 4.21%.
Now we plot the value of 5(0, r).
In the plot below, the vertical axis represents 5(0, r) and the horizontal
axis represents r, (in multiple of A t ) for 0 < r < 5.
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Clearly, as the maturity date advances, the present bond price decreases.
See the Appendix A.3 for MATHEMATICA calculation and the plot done
here.

Chapter 7

The Mathematics of Hypermodels

i n this chapter, we will provide in detail a rigorous treatment of
i the mathematics behind the construction of hypermodels and
ii the mathematical study of hypermodels—i.e. hyperanalysis.*
This chapter can be read independently. We will focus on aspects of hyperanalysis which are relevant to stochastic analysis and mathematical finance.
We assume in this part of the book that the reader has a solid background in calculus and has some exposure to abstract mathematics (including some logic and set theory). While this "pure mathematics" part
of the book may not concern most practitioners, it is nevertheless recommended to the serious researchers in hypermodel applications as well as to
the mathematically inquisitive readers.
Outlines of this chapter
In 7.1, we begin by developing the first order formulas and sentences (statements), then we define some basic objects in hyperanalysis such as hypermodels of M—these can be regarded as enriched models of the geometric
line. The existence of these models is shown by two methods. The first
one uses Godel's completeness theorem. (Do not confuse this with the famous Godel's incompleteness theorem, which concerns very different matters.) More precisely, we use the compactness theorem—a general method
which does not depend on specific set-theoretic constructions. The second one uses the ultrapower construction via a free ultrafilter; the fact
that this method produces hypermodels requires Los theorem from logic.
As a starter, we first concentrate on hypermodels from the ordered field
structure of the real number system M. Then we move onto more general
hypermodels of M. These hypermodels illustrate three main ingredients in
'Traditionally, this subject is called nonstandard analysis or infinitesimal analysis.
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modern hyper analysis: the extension principle, the transfer principle and
the saturation principle. We also use these models to show how notions
such as infinitesimal, infinite numbers, standard part and monads are formalized. Continuity of functions, open, closed and compact subsets of R
are given intuitive characterizations.
In 7.2, the above methods are extended so that they become applicable
in any mathematical areas. With this extension, we will be able to handle
things like probability spaces and beyond. For this purpose, it is necessary
to introduce the notion of superstructure, which is the "universe" of mathematical objects. Then we generalize the above methods and construct the
hyperextension. This extends all mathematical objects uniformly so that
generalization of the the above-mentioned three principles are satisfied. We
give some applications and examples in calculus. Hyperanalysis of topology is also briefly touched on. Higher saturation is discussed. However, it
is used mainly in topology and logic; in most applications one seldom go
beyond oix-saturation.
In both 7.1 and 7.2, we adopt the following style: Terms like hypermodels, hyperuniverse and hyperextension are first loosely used. After they are
familiarized with, then we lay down some special properties that we assume
throughout.
In 7.3, we introduce the hyperanalysis of probability theory. For this
purpose, hypermodels of probability spaces are needed and therefore the
Loeb measure theory is first studied. Then we move onto Loeb integration
theory and liftings.
In 7.4, we give Anderson's construction of the hypermodel of Brownian
motion using hyperfinite random walk. It's connection to the standard
Brownian motion is studied. Two variants of this construction are also
provided.
In 7.5 and 7.6, we give a hypermodel approach to Wiener integrals and
Ito integrals. Both are done using Anderson's model and the hyperfinite
sum. The hypermodel model approach to Ito's lemma is included. Then
there is a brief discussion on hypermodel formulation of the stochastic differential equations and their solutions.
In 7.7 we briefly outline some main points behind Malliavin calculus,
which somewhat surprisingly becomes applicable in computing the Greeks.
In 7.8, we give a brief introduction to hypermodels for white noise analysis. Some applications of Malliavin calculus in mathematical finance, such
as those in §6.1.2, naturally produce terms that have no "standard" interpretation, but are objects in the white noise space.
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The last part 7.9 deals with Keisler's universality and homogeneity results, which explains in a fundamental way why hypermodels are so powerful in stochastic analysis.
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7.1

Mathematical logic and Classical Hyperanalysis

By classical hyperanalysis we mean the study of calculus properties of the
real number system R using hypermodels of R. In this section, we provide
this study a rigorous foundation via methods and techniques from mathematical logic. We then construct hypermodels for R i.e. hyperreal number
systems.

7.1.1

Logic and hypermodels *R

Language of an ordered field
The arithmetical structure R of real numbers forms what algebraists called a
field, a structure in which addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
obey the usual rules. If the structure has an ordering on it which satisfies
the usual properties, we call it an orderedfield.There are structures other
than R that satisfy the same rules. The ordered field theoretic properties
of R can be described using the language £ which has symbols like:
addition symbol +
multiplication symbol
inequality symbol <
constant symbols 0 and 1.
Here + and are binary function symbols (binary means taking two argument inputs), < is a binary relation symbol and 0, 1 are constant symbols
but can be conveniently regarded as relation symbols that takes no argument inputs. Note that subtraction and division symbols are not included,
as we shall see that these are just inverse operations—they can be defined
from the corresponding basic operations. The significance of the ordering
lies in the fact that we can use it to define positive and negative.
The above list represents symbols that are specific to a given mathematical structure. They are extra symbols. The primary ones in any
mathematical language are logical symbols such as
equality symbol =
unary connective -i ("not")
binary connectives A ("and"), V ("or")
binary connective =» (implication, i.e. "if ... then ... ")
quantifiers 3 ("there exists ... "), V ("for all ... ")
variable symbols:
x,y,x1,x2,...
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In addition, there are also some less crucial symbols: parentheses. These
are employed only to make our expression more readable.
We now turn our attention to the formation of finite strings of symbols.
The meaningful strings are called first-order formulas (or formulas in short).
They are formed under some obvious rules. Here is an example of a meaning
string: 3z(p(z = 0) A (x < z) A (z < yf). Hence it is a formula; while
something like x + 3y(x = y) is not.
We also allow abbreviations. For example,
. if and only if' or
" ... iff ... ") is an abbreviation: p O- q is defined as

In fact even V,=> and V can be dispensed with from the above list.
They can be regarded as abbreviations since they are defined from the
more basic ones ->, A and 3 : p V q is -i(—>p A -ig), p =4* q is ->p V q and
\/x ...

is ~3x - i . . . .

Formulas in the language of an ordered field
Formulas can be more formally as follows. In the above language £, if a set
of variables is given, say Xi, yit Zi, ..., i = 1,2,..., we first define terms.
Terms form the smallest set of expressions such that the set contains all
variables, constants 0,1 and is closed under application of function symbols,
i.e. whenever t, u are terms, then so are t + u and t u.
In language with binary symbol / , the new term f(t, u) is formed. Hence
the pedantic way is to write +(t, u) and -(t,u) instead of t + u and t u.
Therefore 0, 1, x + 0, y + (x + 1) are terms, while x = y is not. ( = is not
considered a function symbol.)
In order to define formulas, we first define the basic ones. These are
called atomic formulas. They are either of the form t = u or t < u, where t,
u are some given terms. Then we define first order formulas as the smallest
set containing atomic formulas and is closed under the logical formation
rules: whenever 4>, 6 are formulas, so are -K£, 4> A0, <>
/ V 0, <f> => 0 and
<j>
9; also whenever <j> is a formula and x a variable, then 3x<)> and Va;0
are formulas. We call a variable free in a formula <j> if it has an occurrence
that is not bound by 3 or V. We write <j>{x\,
, xn) if the free variables of
,xn. When a formula has no free variable, it
the formula are among x-y,
is called a first-order sentence or simply a sentence. Thus Vx3y(x < y) is a
sentence while 3x3y((x < z) A (z < y)) is a formula but not a sentence.
In practice, we use abbreviations such as
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y2 for y

xn for 3xi3a;2
y

+ 1)
n for 1 + (l + ( H
x < y for (a; < y) V (a; = y)
... and others,

3xn

) (n times)

as long as their intended meaning is transparent.
Once we form formulas in the above language C, we also look at structures in which they can be interpreted. A model, or a structure for £ is a
tuple M = (M, + M , M , < M , 0 M , 1M), where M is a set, called the universe
of 971, + M , -M are binary functions on M, <M is a subset of M x M and
0M, 1M are some special elements in M. We follow the convention of using
Gothic letters to denote models.
Note that 0 M , 1M, +M,... are elements of and function on 971 named
by the symbols 0,1, + , . . . and these objects are treated as distinct from
the corresponding symbols. However, for convenience, we quite often simply write (M,+,-,<, 0,1)—by dropping all superscripts—without fear of
confusion.
Given a first-order sentence <f>, we say that tf> is true in 97t, or satisfied
by 371, in symbols 971 |= 0, if the intended meaning of <j> is realized in 97t.
So in the usual real numbers 9* = (M, +, , <, 0,1), 9* |= Vx3y(y < x). But
in 9Jt, where M = K, and < M is < m n[0,1)2, 971 ^ VX3J/(J/ < x).
More formally, given a sentence <f> and a model 971 for C, the elements
0 M , 1M are assigned to symbols 0,1 and 97t (= (j> is defined recursively as
follows. For formula 9[xi,
,xn) of the form t = u, t < u, t + u — v,
t u — v, where t,u,v are terms, if elements in M can be assigned to
x
ii
> xn so that the corresponding equation or inequality holds in M,
then we say that 0 is satisfied in 97t under the assignment. This extends in
an obvious way to more complicated formulas such as ->9, 6\ A $2, #i V 02,
... etc. Now if the sentence <>
/ is 3xO(x), then 971 f= <j> iff an element in M
can be assigned to x so that 9 is satisfied in 971. If <p is \/x6(x), then 97t \= <j>
iff not 971 (= 3x-i0(z).
Syntax and semantics
In mathematical logic, formulas in a language are referred to as the syntax
of the logic. Whereas proof theory deals with inference rules and other
manipulation of symbols associated with formulas. On the other hand, the
interpretation of sentences in a model and their truth (satisfaction) belong
to the semantics of the logic. A large part of model theory deals with
construction of models based on given properties of some sentences.
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By definition, a set of sentences T in a language is called a theory. It
is called consistent if no contradiction can be derived under some accepted
inference rules. It is satisfiable if there is a model in which all sentences in
T are true.
The syntactical and semantical aspects of logic are joined together by
the following most fundamental result.

Theorem 7.1

(Godel's completeness theorem) In a given language,

a theory T is consistent iff it is satisfiable.
We say that a theory T is finitely satisfiable if every finite subset of it
is satisfiable. The inference rules in first-order logic requires that all proofs
have finite length, so we have the following immediate corollary.

Theorem 7.2

(Compactness theorem) A theory T is finitely satisfi-

able iff it is satisfiable.
For the proof of Godel's completeness theorem, the compactness theorem, as well as more detailed coverage of first-order logic, see [Enderton,
1972] or [Chang and Keisler, 1990].
In a moment, we will show how to the use of compactness theorem to
construct hypermodels of !H.
Given a model OfJt for the language C for the reals, we use Th(9Jt) to
denote the set of sentences true in SDt, called the theory of 971. It is complete
in the sense that for each sentence <j>, either <j> € Th(SD'f) or ->(/> € Th(9Jt)—
but not both. As a consequence of Godel's completeness theorem, complete
consistent theories are exactly those of the form Th(37t) for some model 9Jt.

Real closed field
Consider the language with binary relation symbols + and , constant symbols 0 and 1, i.e the language of fields (no ordering). The model of real
numbers in this language is then 9t = (M,+, -,0,1). The theory Th(9t) is
called the theory of real closed field. Two theories are said to be equivalent
if they are satisfied by the same class of models. Th(9t) is equivalent to the
theory consisting of field axioms (these axioms are first-order sentences)
together with
x)\/(y2 + x = 0))

(7.1)
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and other two sets of sentences:
Vxi---xn(xi

+ ---+xl

= 0=i>(x1=0A---Axn

3j/((on2/" +

= 0))

' + alV + ao = 0) V {an = 0))

(n G N)

(7.2)

(7.3)

(For odd n and integers ao,
an . )
Due to (7.1), the usual ordering relation x < y can be defined in the
theory by 3z(z =^ 0 A x -\- z = y), so everything can be extended in a
trivial way to the expanded language with <, the language of ordered fields.
Moreover, it can be checked that this definition of ordering satisfies the
usual ordering properties, hence any real closed field is automatically an
ordered field. That is, ordered real closed field is the same as real closed
field. But of course, it is not true that every field is a real closed field.
Diagram method
In the description of satisfaction of a sentence in a model, we associate
constant symbols such as 0, 1, with elements 0 M , 1 M in a model 97t. This
method can go in an opposite direction. For example, in the model of
real numbers, we often would like to have names for some of its prominent
members, such as TT, and form sentences about them. In fact this can
) in language £,
be done for all members. Given a model SDT = (M,
we expand C by adding names for each elements in M, i.e. a new constant
symbol Cm for each element m € M. Then we use the notation CM to denote
the new language C U {cm : m € M}, and consider a natural expansion 9#M
of SDT in language CM, in which each (^ is interpreted as m.
This method of expanding a given model is called the diagram method.
It is analogous to the field extensions technique used in algebra.
Hypermodels of the real numbers and the three principles
Here we are going to consider the hypermodel of the real numbers, we will
consider more general hypermodels in 7.2.
Let's fix 91 = (K, +, , <,0,1), and from now on, we call it the standard
real number system. (As mentioned earlier, functions such as — (subtraction) and / (division) are also definable, so all sorts of elementary arithmetic
operations are also present.) A structure 21 = (^4, +A, -A, <A, 0A, 1A) is said
to be a hypermodel of 91 (or, a system of hyperreal numbers) if at least the
following two conditions are satisfied:
Extension Principle:
R, but A ^ R.

0^ = 0,1J1 = 1 , J 4 D
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Transfer Principle:
2t|=Th(<%).
Note that by the extension principle, we can think of 21 as a model for
the language £ K . Hence the transfer principle is meaningfully stated. For
solving more technical problems, we frequently also require the following:
Saturation Principle:
Any countable collection of formulas 0i(x), i £ N, in CA that is finitely
satisfiable in 21 is satisfied in 21 by a single element.
The extension principle is used to make sure that we have a proper
extension. Quite often we do not make the distinction between j4DMor
the condition: A includes an isomorphic copy oflBL.
The transfer principle is to ensure that the truth of sentences in £R can
be transferred between the two models. That is, given n ,
, r n 6 f, a
formula is true in (A,
, ri,
,r n ) iff it is true in (R,
, r\,
, rn).
Some illustrations: By transferring a sentence or a set of sentences from
R, we know that 21 does not have a zero divisor (in fact 21 is a real closed
field), that s/2 is still an irrational number over R, that n is still a transcendental number over R, ... etc.
By transferring a set of sentences from 21, if 21 has infinitely many twin
primes, then the same is still true in R. (From now on we do not distinguish
between R and 91)
The saturation principle in the above form is commonly referred to as
wi-saturation. In set theory, w (or w0, or No ) denotes the cardinality of N,
the countably infinite cardinal. Sometimes we even write w = N. Similarly
u>i (or Ni )denotes the first uncountable cardinal.
In general, /c-saturation refers to the same statement with countable
replaced by of cardinality < K. AS mentioned, a set 5 = {0i(x) : i £ N}
of formulas in £K is finitely satisfiable in 21 if for any finite subset So C S,
there is an assignment to x of an element a S A so that 0 is satisfiable in 21
for all 0 £ So. (Here we can write 211= Aee50 ^(a)-) Whereas S is satisfiable
in 21 if there is an assignment so that all formulas in S are simultaneously
satisfiable. i.e. for some a £ A, 21 (= 0{d) for all 0 £ S.
We remark that R is not w\-saturated; for example, the set of formulas
{x > n : n £ N} is finitely satisfiable but not satisfiable in R. This is
another way of saying that R does not have an infinite element. However
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it can be shown that this set of formulas is satisfied by any model in which
both the extension and transfer principles hold.
Blanket saturation assumption on hypermodels:
From now on, unless stated otherwise, we assume that
hypermodels are w^-saturated. Hence all three principles
are required.
A "stronger" form of saturation
Remark 7.1 The saturation principle is equivalent to the corresponding
superficially stronger one in which any fixed finite list of variables, instead of
just one variable, are allowed to appear in the formulas. This strengthening
is just superficial, because, for example, if {dn(x,y) : n < u>} is finitely
satisfiable, then so is {3x f\m<n9n(x,y)
: n < OJ}. So by saturation, it
is satisfiable by some element s. Therefore {/\m<ndm(x,Cs) : n < a>} is
finitely satisfiable. By saturation again, it is satisfied by some r. Hence
we conclude that (r, s) satisfies the original set of formulas. The same
observation works for any finite list of variables as well.

Hypermodels of R are denoted by'
Hypermodels *M. are non-Archimedean
More precisely, a hypermodel of fft = (M, +, , <, 0,1) is denoted by
v\ — ( K, +, , <, u, i;,
or simply expressed as (*M, +, , <, 0,1) or simpler still, as *R. There is
a little bit of abuse of notation here, since there is no uniqueness of such
hypermodels. Unless one is willing to assume something like the continuum
hypothesis—which is independent of the ordinary set theory ZFC; in which
case the above three principles specify a unique hypermodel of cardinality
of the continuum.
In practice, once a hypermodel satisfying these principles are constructed, it is fixed throughout its applications. So it is convenient to
write just *R.
We remark that a classical result states that R is the unique model of
real closed field having the Archimedean property.
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(7.4)

So it follows immediately that *R is non-Archimedean. This should be
viewed positively as saying that *M is an enrichment of the old number
system.
Note that the Archimedean property is not first-order, i.e. it is not
definable by a first-order sentence. Here it is defined by a sentence of
infinite length.

7.1.2

Construction of *M. using the compactness

theorem

Let C be the language of ordered fields, i.e the language of the above real
number system 9t, i.e. it has function symbols +, , relation symbol <, and
constant symbols 0 and 1. Expand £ to £R. Let £' be the language £KU{C},
where c is a new constant symbol. Now we consider the following theory in
£':
T = Th(9tR) U {c + Cr : r £ K}.
Take any finite subset To C T. Clearly there are only finitely many cv
mentioned in To, so we can interpret c in M as any number m which is
greater than all these r's. Then To is satisfiable in (9t]R,m). That is, To is
finitely satisfiable. Hence by compactness theorem, T is satisfiable by some
model St. Now the extension principle holds in 21 : after identification, we
have M.G A and the constant symbol c ensures that it is a proper extension.
Moreover, 211= Th(9tffi), so transfer principle holds as well.
Inductive construction of the w\-saturated hypermodel
In general, such model 21 is not wi-saturated. To get wi-saturation, we
have to work harder by iterating the above construction and apply a fact
from model theory known as the (downward) Lowenheim-Skolem theorem.
In our case, it suffices for us to know that the model 21 obtained above can
be taken to be of size 2", the cardinality of the continuum. Roughly, there
are only 2W many constant symbols in LA, SO in order to form a model from
the set of interpretations of these constants, we only need to start from this
set and then enlarge it using 2" steps, where in each step, we obtain a new
set by adding images of functions applied to the old set. Since each step
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adds no more than 2U elements and there are only 2" steps, so the result
still has cardinality 2°. (In cardinal arithmetic, 2" 2" = 2W.)
We rename the above 21 and T as 21° and T° respectively—we will build
a new 2t. Denote the language CA by £°. So 2t° has cardinality 2W. We will
build simultaneously a chain of models 2ta and a chain of theories Ta, for
each ordinal a < ui\, such that 21" has cardinality 2", Ta is in the language
Ca = CA" and W\=Ta. Our Wi-saturated model will be the union of all
these 21".
At the ath step, suppose that 2t", T? and £^ are built for all /? < a
and assume inductively the following holds for each /3 < a :
Whenever 5 is a countable set of formulas in a single variable in C,
where 7 < /?, and 5 is finitely satisfiable in 2t^, it is satisfiable in 21^.
(7.5)
(Note that the above S is in the language £ 7 , not in £^.) The construction
of 2P, Ta, Ca breaks into two cases.
If a is a limit ordinal, we simply let Ta = \Jp<a T? and SI" = U / 3 < a 2^.
(By which we mean a model whose universe, functions, relations are given
by the corresponding increasing unions. It is easy to check that this indeed
gives a well-defined model.) Of course we let the language Ca be the union
\Jp<aCp. Clearly Ta, Ca and 2P satisfy the condition in (7.5) with /3
replaced by a; i.e. (7.5) holds for the a + 1st step.
Now consider the case that a is a successor ordinal. Write a = f3 + 1.
Since a set of cardinality 2" has only 2" countable subsets, we can enumerate countable subsets of formulas in a single variable in CP as {Si : i < 2"}.
We use the compactness theorem to build inductively models 2lf (i < 2W)
such that 2to = 21^ and whenever S{ is finitely satisfiable in 2lf, then it is
satisfiable in 2lf+1. Moreover we can require that each 2lf is of cardinality
2". Now we let 21" = Ui<2- 2l f' Ta = Th(2P). Let Ca = CA<>. Clearly
(7.5) holds for the a + 1st step.
So the induction is complete.
Finally, we let 21 = (Ja<&;i ^a an<^ claim that 21 is wi-saturated: Suppose
that 5 is a countable set of ^-formulas in a single variable and suppose
that S isfinitelysatisfiable. Since S is countable, while CA was accumulated
in u)\ steps, 5 is in fact a subset of Ca— formulas for some a < wi, so by
(7.5), 2 P + 1 satisfies S, therefore 21 satisfies 5.
We remark that the same method can be modified to build K-saturated
models for any cardinal K. In model theory, constructions of this type is
referred to as the Henkin construction.
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of *M. using ultra-powers

The ultrapower construction is a special set-theoretical construction. It is
not as general as the first method. However, it is more concrete and it
easily gives wi-saturated hypermodels. For models of higher saturation, it
requires substantially much more sophisticated construction of ultrafilters.
Ultrafilters
We first define ultrafilters. Let / be a set, an ultrafilter on / is a collection
U of subsets of / , so that
(1) / G U, 0 $ U
(2)

(XGUAXCY)^YGU

(3) X, Y G U =» (X n Y) G U

(4)

vxci((xeU)v({i\x)eu)).

The idea is that U stands for some notion of "large subsets of / " , so (1)
makes sure that the whole set I is large, while the empty set is small; (2)
says that any supset of a large set is large; (3) says that large sets always
meet each other on a large set; (4) is "ultraness", i.e. every subset of I is
either large or small. Note that it follows from (3) that U is closed under
finite intersections.
For analysts, it is probably better to think of U as a zero-one measure
fi on subsets of I, where fi(X) = 1 if X G U and fi(X) =0ifX<£U.
The existence of an ultrafilter on / for arbitrary / requires some weaker
forms of the Axiom of Choice.
Note that the cases when / is finite, or when U contains a singleton {a}
are trivial ones. (In the latter, U contains exactly those subsets that have
a as an element.)
For infinite I, we say that an ultrafilter U on / is free if Vi G I {i} £ U.
Ultrapowers
Let A be a set, then the ultrapower of A by U is denoted by Yiu A. It is a
structure consisting of equivalence classes oi A1.
The notation A1 stands for the set of functions from I to A.
To define the equivalent relation, given f,g€AT,we
say that they are
equivalent if {i : f(i) = g(i)} G U. For / G A1, we use fu to denote the
equivalence class that / belongs to.
Let 9\ = (M, +,-,<, 0,1), we define the ultrapower a = HviR as the
following model. The universe of 21 is A = Ylu ^> an< ^ ^ or a> ^ G ^4, with
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a = fu and b = gu, we define a+A b = (f + g)u, a A b = (/ g)u,
where f + g and / g are pointwise sum and product. <A is given by
{(fu,9u) {»" /(t) < g(i)} € U}, i.e. fu <A 9u iff {i : /(») < g(i)} G U.
Also 0 A = 0{/ and 1A = l y , where 0 and 1 are the functions of constant
value zero and one respectively.
It is an easy exercise to check that the above are well-defined. Note that
"ultraness" guarantees that <A is a linear order on A.
By identifying elements of R with the corresponding constant functions,
we can identify M as an isomorphic copy in Ylu R, and we think of Y\u W
as an extension of 31.
For models in arbitrary language, the ultrapower is constructed similarly.
Note that for a model 21 in language £, Ylv 21 can be naturally regarded
as a model in language CAThe key property of ultrapower construction is given by the following
celebrated result.
Theorem 7.3

( Los' theorem) Let % be a model, U be an ultrafilter.

ThenJlvf*\=Th(%A).

D

That is, given any first order sentence <j> in the language with constant
symbols for elements in A, <j> is true in Y[v 21 iff it is true in 21. For the
proof of Los' theorem, see [Chang and Keisler, 1990].
Hyper model *M as an ultrapower
Corollary 7.1 Let U be a free ultrafilter on N. Then Y[v 91 is a hypermodel of the real numbers.
Proof. We need to check the three principles.
By the above remark, R C Yiu ^- ^ ^ a ' s o P r o P e r : f° r any strictly
increasing function / : N —> R, since U is free, fu cannot be identified as
any element in M. Hence the extension principle holds.
Now by Los' theorem,

u
so the transfer principle holds.
Let S be a countable subset of formulas of JCJJ^R in variable x, so that
S is finitely satisfiable. Enumerate 5 as
{9i(x) : i < w},
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and choose (fi)u that satisfies /\k<i&k(x). We write 0%(x) for the formula
in CM. such that each constant symbol from -Cpi^R changed to the corresponding one given by the n t h coordinate.
Let Jt = {n G N : 9t (= 0£(/i(n))for all k < i}.
So Ji € U. Define /* = P|fc<i Jfe, then Ii&U and /i D /»+i- By deleting
finitely many elements from /», if necessary, we can assume that /» is a
strictly decreasing chain.
Now define / : N -* M. such that V n G / i \ Ii+i, f(n) = fi(n). Then
Vfc < u> {n : JJfH f= 0*(/(n))} D J* € t/,
u
i.e. ! ] { / 1 h Ok(fu), so 5 is satisfiable in !][/ ^-

D

To obtain /c-saturation for K > wi, it is necessary to work with the socalled countably incomplete K+—good ultrafilter on a set of size K. It can
be shown that Y[v 9t is K-saturated if U is countably incomplete K+ —good.
The notion of K + —good ultrafilter was due to H.J. Keisler. He also proved
its existence under the generalized continuum hypothesis. K. Kunen later
gave a proof without using this set-theoretical assumption. (See [Chang
and Keisler, 1990] for details on this and on /c-saturation.)

7.1.4

Some basic properties of hypermodel *R

Infinite numbers, infinitesimal and monads
Let *M be a hypermodel of R constructed by any one of the above methods.
We have already seen that *3R has a positive infinite element r € *IR, i.e.
r > n for each n £ N. Then since division is defined in *M, by transfer,
l/r is positive and it is less than any positive standard real numbers. A
number r € *R such that \r\ is less than any positive number is called an
infinitesimal. (We use transfer to let \r\ denote the unique s € *M, s > 0 so
that r—s = 0 o r r + a = 0. That is, we can define the absolute value for *K.)
Note that 0 is the only infinitesimal in M. When two numbers r\,r2 € *M.
are such that |ri — r 2 | is infinitesimal, we say that they are infinitely close
to each other, and write ri w r j . It's clear that « forms an equivalence
relation. Note that we can write r « 0 to denote that r is an infinitesimal.
Given r G *M, the collection of numbers infinitely close to it is called the
monad of r, i.e. the equivalence class to which r belongs. We write
Monad(r) = { s e * K : s « r } .
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Observe that r K, S iff Monad(r) — Monad(s).
A number r £ *R is called finite if \r\ < n for some n £ N. Intuitively,
the finite part of *R is formed from R by adding numbers infinitely close
to its elements. So R can be thought of as the collection of finite numbers
in *R modulo cs . More precisely, we have the following:
Lemma 7.1
r « s.

Let r £ *R be finite. Then there is a unique s £

such that

Proof.
We first note that the uniqueness is clear. Let s\, s^ £ M. and
si £» r PS S2, then si fa S2, so s^ — S2 = 0, the only infinitesimal in M. Now
let
5 = sup{u G R : u < r}.
By r being finite and the completeness of R, s € R. If s 96 r, let e £ R
such that 0 < e < \r — s\. Then either s + e<r or s — e > r, both cases
contradict to the definition of s.

Standard part
In the lemma, the unique s € R so that s f» r is called the standard part
of r. We write for each r S *R the standard part as
or

st(r).

And so each finite r £ *R can be uniquely represented as s + e for some
s £R and infinitesimal e. In other words, {Monad(r) : r £ l } are exactly
the fw-equivalence classes of the finite part of *R. Thus we could visualize
*R using the following picture:

j

infinite
numbers

Monad(r)

+ infinite
numbers
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Hypermodels of M. in richer languages

So far we have restricted ourselves to the language of ordered field, i.e.
{+, , <,0,1}. But our machinery is general enough to handle much more
complicated languages.
For example, if we have a function / : M —> M, we might consider a
language that has function symbol for / . (To keep notation simpler, we use
/ for both the function and the symbol representing it.) Then for instance,
(R,
, / ) extends to a hypermodel written as (*R,
, */), by exactly the
same constructions as above.
Similarly, if S C R, we will treat (M,
, S) as a model in a language with a unary relation symbol for S, and it extends to hypermodels
(*R,
We now consider the characterization of continuity, uniform continuity,
differentiability of a given / : R —> R, using properties about */ in the
hypermodel.
Continuity and uniform continuity
We first note that properties such as continuity and uniform continuity of /
can be defined using first-order sentences in the language {+, , / , <, 0,1},
Lemma 7.2

/ is continuous atrGRiffVs

&r*f(r) ss *f(s).

+

Proof. (=>) Let s « r. Then for all S G R , (the set of positive real numbers), \s — r\ < S, so Ve e R + | */(s) — */(r)| < e, by transfer of continuity,
i.e. *f(s) » *f(r).
(<=) If / is not continuous at r, we can assume without loss of generality that for some e £ R + , there are On increasing to r, such that
\f(an) — f(r)\ > e. Now let dn{x) be the formula saying
\x-r\<

1/n A |/(o;) - f(r)\ > e,

then {8n(x) : n < iv} is finitely satisfiable, so it is satisfied by some s G *RThen Vn € N \s - r\ < 1/n, s o s « r . But \*f(s) - *f(r)\ > e.
Note that the condition in the lemma is also equivalent to
/(Monad(r)) C Monad(/(r)).
Remark 7.2 In 7.2.2, when we deal with hypermodel extension with more
objects, the converse direction in the above can be shown without using u>isaturation. We will use the overspill property of internal sets instead.
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/ is uniformly continuous iffVsi « s2*f(si) « */(«2)-

Proof. (=$>) Let s1 ta s2, so Vo" € R + \s\ - s2\ < 8. So by transfer of
uniform continuity, Ve G R+ |*/(»i) - */(s 2 )| < e, i.e. */(si) RJ */(*2)(-£=) If / is not uniformly continuous, fix e G M+ so that Vn G M there
are xn, yn, \xn - yn\ < 1/n but \f(xn) - f(yn)\ > e. Then 9n(x,y), n < w,
are finitely satisfied, where 0n(x,y) is the formula
(\x-y\<l/n)A(\f(x)-f(y)\>e).
(See also Remark 7.1 on p.130.) Therefore they are satisfied by some si
and s 2 , i.e. sj. fa s2 but |*/(«i) - */(«2)| > e 96 0.
D
Different lability
The following characterization of differentiability is more in sprite of the
original development of calculus by Leibniz and Newton.
Lemma 7.4
for allsnr,s^

/ : M —> M is differentiable at r iff there is c G M such that
r,
) - V(r))/(« - r)) « c.

Proof. (=») Suppose /'(r) = c and let s » r. Then by transfer of the
Ve G M+ 3<5 G M.+ statement in the definition of differentiability, it follows
from VJ G SR+ \r - s\ < 6 that for each e G M+,
\((*f(s)-*f(r))/(s-r))-c\<e,
i.e. ( ( * / ( « ) - * / ( r ) ) / ( - - r ) ) « c .
(^=) If / is not differentiable at r, then for each c G M, there are e > 0
and rn such that \r-rn\ < 1/n and | ((/(r n ) - /(r))/(r n - r)) - c| > e.
Then the conclusion follows from wi-saturation using an argument similar
to previous lemmas.
Open, closed and compact
We now consider languages that has a symbol for a subset of R. As before,
for each S C R, *5 denotes its counterpart in the hypermodel.
Lemma 7.5

S C R is open ijff Monad(r) c *5 /or all r £ S.

Proof. (=>) Let S be open and r G S, so S includes an open interval
containing r, i.e for some e G R + , the interval (r — e, r + e) C S. Then by
transfer, Vw G *R |w - r| < e => u G *S. In particular Vutt^uG
*S. That
is, Monad(r) C *S.
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(<=) If S is not open, we can assume without loss of generality that
there are en G M+, en decreases to 0, so that r + en £ S. Then
{x £ S A \x - r\ < 1/n : n € N}
is a finitely satisfiable set of formulas in the variable x. So by wi-saturation,
it is satisfied by some u £ *R. Now we have u £ *S but u « r, i.e.
D
Monad(r) <£_ *S.
Similar to the earlier remark, in hypermodel of richer structures, the
above result holds without using wi-saturation (use overspill instead).
A subset is closed iff the complement is open, so the following dual is
an easy consequence of the above lemma.
Corollary 7.2

S c M is closed iff°reS

for all finite r£*S.

D

Now compactness has the following elegant characterization.
Lemma 7.6

S CR is compact iff\/r £*S°r

G S.

Proof. S is compact iff it is closed and bounded, in particular, every
point in *S is finite, so °r is defined for each r € *S. Then the result follows
directly from Lemma 7.2 on p.139.
D

7.1.6

Some

examples

Here are some applications of hyperanalysis that we have developed so far.
Example 7.1 In a hypermodel 21 of SH = (M, +, , <, 0,1), if a formula
6{x) in CA is satisfied by arbitrarily large finite numbers, then it is satisfied
by an infinite number. This is a consequence of applying the wi-saturation
to the formulas (0(x) A (x > n)) (n G N). f
Example 7.2 Let U be any free ultrafilter on N. Then R can be isomorphically embedded onto the monads of the finite part of Y[v Q, where Q
is the set of rational numbers. (Here the monads are defined as subsets of
Y\u Q in the same manner as in the case for *R.)
'fin the 7.2.2, we will show that this principle (called overspill) holds in a hypermodel
of richer structure even in the absence of u>\ -saturation.
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Proof. For each r G R, let rn G Q so that |r - r n | < 1/ra; define fr : N ->
^ by / r (n) = r n , then the mapping that takes each r to the Monad(/ r[/ )
is the desired isomorphism.

Example 7.3 Let *Q denote the hyperrational numbers in the hyper, *Q). Prove that *Q is aknost a real closed field in the sense
model (*R,
that for any odd number n and integers OQ,
, an, an ^ 0, there is y G *Q
n
such that any -\
a^ + OQ » 0. In fact if we consider (*R,
, *Q, *N),
i.e. if we include the hypernatural numbers *N in the hypermodel,the above
, an G *N and odd n G *N.
remains true for CLQ,
(For many purposes, the hyperrationals are just as good as the hyperreal
numbers. For instance, it contains infinitesimals, infinite numbers. Monads
are also defined.)
Proof. Onyn-\ aiy+ao is a continuous function in y, so when an ^ 0, n
odd, any one of its real roots can be approximated by rationals. Now use
wi-saturation to get a hyperrational that is infinitely close to the root.
To prove the second part, we transfer the sentence that says the roots of
anyn-\
aiy+ao can be approximated by rationals within e for any e G M+,
then apply it for infinitesimal e > 0.

Example 7.4 The set of infinitesimals form a ring, i.e. it is closed under
+ , - , - . For example, if c « 0 w 6, then Vr G M+ |e + 6\ < § + § — r, so
e + S^0.

Example 7.5 / : R —» R is right continuous at r iff for all s G *R, s ~ r
and s > r, it holds that */(«) « */(r).

Example 7.6 / , 5 : R —> R are continuous at r, then the same is true for
f/g (if g(c) ^ 0) and fog.
For example, r » s => *p(r) RJ *g(s) =4- *f(*g(r)) « *f(*g(s)).
D

Example 7.7

If / is differentiable at r then it is continuous at r.

Proof. Say /'(r) = c. So Vs w r, if s ^ r, then f(r) - f(s) PS c(r - s);
since c is finite and (r — s) us 0, f(r) — f(s) « 0.
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Example 7.8 If / is continuous on a compact set C, then it is uniformly
continuous on C.
Proof. W, s G *C, since C is compact, °r, °s G C, by Lemma 7.6 on
p.139. If, in addition, r fs s, then °r — °s = c G C, for some c. Hence, by
continuity at c and Lemma 7.2 on p. 137, we have */(r) ~ *f(s). Therefore
it follows from Lemma 7.3 on p.138 that / is uniformly continuous on CD
Example 7.9 Show that if / : M —> K is continuous and C C K is
compact, then f(C) is compact.
Proo/. Let r G *(/(C)). Then r = */(c) for some c G *C. (Here we
apply transfer to the definition of f(Q).) Let d = °c, then by Lemma
7.6 on p.139, d G C. Moreover, since d « c, */(c) « */(d) = /(d), i.e.
°r = °(*/(c)) = f(d) G /(C), so /(C) is compact by Lemma 7.6 again.
Example 7.10 (Approximate Fermat's last theorem.) Show that for
each n G N there are a,b,cG *N, where c > 1, so that (a™ + bn)/cn RJ 1.
Proof. Consider the continuous function F(x, y) = xn + yn, then there
are x, y G *Q so that (x, y) ^ (1,0) but F(x, J / ) R J 1 .

7.1.7
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The hyperuniverse

In analysis—for example real analysis or functional analysis, or in probability theory, it is not sufficient to consider M alone, not even when all
functions and subsets are added. We also need to consider higher objects
such as probability measures and function spaces. These objects can be
represented set-theoretically as sets of reals, sets of sets of reals, ... etc.
So we would like to consider the accumulative hierarchy of sets built from
1R by finite number of iterations of set operations. The result is called the
superstructure over R, denoted by V(R). It is remarkable that:
The entire ordinary mathematics can be formalized
inside the superstructure V(R).
The practice of hyper analysis involves extending V(R) to an enlarged
structure *V(R), the hyperuniverse and proving theorems about V(R) by
exploiting the relation between the two structures. The so-called internal
sets in *V(R) satisfy principles analogous to those mention in 7.1, namely
the principles of extension, transfer and saturation. Besides internal sets,
two other kinds of objects are important: standard and external sets. Their
properties will be carefully studied here.

7.2.1

Doing mathematics in the language of set theory

In the last section, we saw how to form hypermodels of M with respect to its
properties stated in first order logic in some simple languages such as the
language of ordered fields {+, , <,0,1}. But, at least for analysts, this is
too restrictive. We would like to expand the language, so that we can talk
about things such as the T—function, the set of transcendental numbers, ...
and so forth. In 7.1.5 we considered hypermodels for the enriched language
that contains symbols for real-valued functions and subsets of ffi. We can
in fact use a language that has symbols for all functions / : R —> R and all
subsets of R. However, we don't need to limit our ambitions there. So far
we are only dealing with calculus, but it is clear that the same hypermodel
construction should also work for function spaces, measure spaces, ... etc. It
would be extremely inconvenient to write down a complicated new language
each time we want to create a hypermodel version of something. The correct
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way to do it is to design a simple language which describes all mathematical
theories, then all conceivable mathematical objects can be simultaneously
"hyperized." (Of course, this is too arrogant, we only mean all ordinary
mathematical objects.) When such a procedure is carried out in one stroke,
all hyper objects will be connected to each other in a systematic manner.
A very simple language
Remarkably, it turns out that the desired language simply contains one
binary relation symbol € and nothing else. We think of its models as
sets, and € as the membership relation. In this language, we feel free to
use C, n, U, \, ... as abbreviations; e.g. X C Y abbreviates the formula
\/x(x € X => x G Y). Since the set of real numbers R is considered as a
basic object, its set-theoretic construction (from the empty set 0, say) is
irrelevant. So we start from R, and iterate set operations to form subsets
of M, sets of subsets of R, ... etc. We apply these operations arbitrarily but
finitely many times, the result forms a collection V(R), called the superstructure over R. It is probably true that 99.9% of mathematical objects
that people care about are represented in V(R). For example,

an ordered pair (a, b) can be represented as {{a}, {a, b}}
(a, b, c) is given by iteration: (a, (6, c))
etc.
Power sets and superstructure
We use 7*(S) to denote the power set of a set 5, i.e. the set of all subsets
of 5.

Definition 7.1 The superstructure over a set S is the
union of the following accumulated hierarchy of sets

V{S) = U Vn(S),
where V0(S) = S,

Vn+1(S) = Vn(S) U T(Vn(S)).

^Note, there is no circularity here, the latter use of "+" in "r + s = t" is only a
description of certain set of triples from R.
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Note that

if X C Vn(S) then X G Vn+i(S)\ moreover, X is simultaneously an
element and a subset of Vn-\.\{S)\
Vn(S) G Vn+i(S) and Vn(S) C Vn+1(S);
(X &Y eVn(S))=> X GVn(S) : this property is called transitivity.
Technically, elements of S are not considered as sets; they are basic
objects that has no finer structures and hence they are called urelements.
The other elements of V(S) are always sets.
Set representation and hierarchy
Let us return to the above representations. For a, b, c G R, (a, b) G V2(R),
(a, b, c) G V3(R) and +R G V4(E.). But they may have other representations
in different hierarchies. As another example, since N G Vi(R), and a countable sequence / : N —> R can be represented as {(n, /(n)) : n G N} G V3(R),
for the collection of countable sequences of real numbers RN, we have
RN G V^R).
Prom now on, we simply write something like this instead of saying more
formally that "MN is represented in V4(R)."
As long as we know that an object can be constructed from R via
finitely many set operations, it is representable in V(R). In practice, we
seldom worry about exactly how they are represented, and we simply write
them down in usual mathematical symbols.
We comment that we could alternatively build our hierarchies by starting from the empty set 0 instead of from R. However, in order to obtain
a collection large enough to include all common mathematical objects, it
will require transfinite iteration of the set operations. For non-set-theorists,
this method provides no additional benefit, only notational complications.
On the other hand, if we want to study an object that cannot possibly
be represented in V(R), say a strange topological space S, then we can
apply the same method to V(S) in place of V(M).
Earlier we allude to the fact that V(M.) contains all "ordinary" mathematical objects. On the other hand, the need of studying "extraordinary"
mathematical objects is also catered for by using the more general V(S).
The mathematical theories of objects represented in V(R) are describable in the language £v(R))wnere C = {G}. SO they are just part of the set
theory Th(2lv(R)), where 21 = (V(R), G); that is, the £ v(R )-theory of the
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superstructure over R. Notice that the size of V (R) is given by the cardinal
2" 1

sup | 2

fntimes

hence no object larger than that belongs to V(R).
Notice that the set theory Th(2lv(]R)) is consistent—at least in the sense
that it has a model. Whereas the consistency of some axiomatic set theories
such as ZFC is questionable.

7.2.2

Hyperuniverse

and the

hyperextension

We begin with the superstructure V(R), this is traditionally viewed as
the place for "standard" mathematics. First, K is extended to a set of
hyperreal numbers *R. Then, as mentioned before, we will simultaneously
extend every object in V(R), i.e. forming a hypermodel for each X € V(M).
This results what is called hyperextensions.
Here we will first use terms like hypermodel, hyperuniverse and hyperextension in a loose sense, then their properties will be specified by the
definitions on p. 149-150.
Furthermore, the hyperextensions will be produced in a uniform way,
that is, they are images of a fixed mapping on V(R). As a matter of fact,
we will only consider hyperextensions which are elements in y(*R), where
the *R is fixed. More requirements on this mapping will be defined after
some preliminary discussions and notation. The hyperextension mapping
is denoted by *, i.e.

I * : ypa) -»y(*R). I
(A mapping between the superstructure over R and the superstructure over
*R.) To clarify, here *R is the hypermodel of R under the hyperextension
mapping, so we can use the same symbol * to denote the mapping by first
stipulating that *(R) = *K. Actually we have:

Convention: We write *X instead of *{X),
i.e. *X denotes the hyperextension ofX for each
element X eV(R).
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In particular, since Vn(K) G V(M), we may consider *K(R)- The collection of elements from all these hypermodels forms what we call the
hyperunivese and is denoted by *V(R). Furthermore, we will see that
*V(R) £ V(*R).
* formulas
As before, let £ = {€}, so (V(R),G) and (V(*R),G) are both models for
the language C, with G interpreted by the membership relation between
sets. We will see that (*V(M), G) is also a well-defined model for £.
Let 6{x) be a formula in Cv(u), then
*6{x) denotes the formula in £v(*R) obtained from 6(x)
by replacing each occurrence of (the constant symbol for)
a G V(R) in 9(x) by (the constant symbol for) *a.
It is convenient to say something like "a is *even"—meaning (V(*R), G) \=
*0{a), where 0(x) is the formula (a; G N) A (3y G N (x = 2y)). Similarly we
have a notion of other *properties such as

* continuous: For example, / £ *(RR) is *continuous if§
Vr G *R Ve G *M+ 38 G *M+ Vj/ G *M
(\x-y\<6=>\f(x)-f(y)\<e).
* finite: X G *T{Y) is *finite iff 3N G *N 3 / G *(XN) such that / is a
bijection between X and { 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1}.
... etc.
(In t h e above, Bx £ X
abbreviates Vx(x £ X =>

abbreviates 3x(x G X A
)

) a n d Vx G X

Bounded sentences and formulas
A sentence (or formula) is said to be bounded if each quantifier occurs only
in the form either 3x G X or Vx € X.
The boundedness does not restrict ordinary applications, since most
common mathematical statements can be written in bounded forms. For
§Note the difference between / € *(RR) and / : *R -» *R. The former is internal
whereas the latter need not be internal. See Definition 7.2 on on p.148 for the terminologies.
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example, "there is an everywhere discontinuous function R —> R" is the
following bounded sentence:
3 / G RR\/x G
((\x-y\<6)A(\f(x)-f(y)\>e)).
Since MM € VA(R) the sentence is bounded in VA(R). (Recall the representation in 7.2.1.)

Standard, internal and external sets
Before progressing any further, we need to define the following types of-sets.

Definition 7.2 Referring to a hyperextension mapping
* : V(M) -» V(*R) and an element X G V(*R), we have:
When X = *Y for some Y G V(R)—i.e . X is a hyperextension , X is called standard;
when X G *Y for some Y G V(R)—J .e. X is an
;
element of a hyperextension, X is called
when X £ * r for any F € V(K)—i.e. X is not an
element of any hyper extensions, X is called earternal.

Unless we impose more requirements on the hyperextension mapping *,
there are not many interesting properties about the above sets.
The three principles and the hyperextension
A family of set is said to have the finite intersection property if every finite
subfamily has nonempty intersection. For example, the family of open
intervals {(0,1/n) : n G N} has the finite intersection property. (But the
intersection of the whole family is the empty set.)
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Definition 7.3 Given a hyperextension * : V(R) -* V(*R), we
defined the following crucial properties:
Extension Principle: *r = r for all r G R, but R CJ *R.
Transfer Principle: For each bounded sentence 6 in
£vc*), (V(R), G) h 0 iff (V(*R), G) (= *0.
a->i-Saturation Principle: Let {Xn : n G N} be a family
of internal sets such that the family has the finite intersection
property. Then f)neNXn ¥= 0-

- We will see that the three principles here are more general than those
in 7.1.1. (This is obvious for the extension and transfer principle.)

Blanket assumptions on the hyperextension:
From now on, unless stated otherwise, the hyperextension and hence all hypermodels are assumed to
satisfy all three principles listed above.
As before, the extension principle ensures that the real numbers are
properly extended to the hyperreal ones.
The transfer principle here differs from its counterpart in 7.1.1 in that
only bounded sentences are allowed. This is necessary, since the language
here is strong enough to deal with subsets. For example, let 0 be the
unbounded sentence 3x[x C N A Vy G x (y — 1) G x). Or more formally, we
write 3o;((Vj/(y G x =J> y e N)) A (Vy(y G x =S- 3z(z <=xAy=z + 1)))). To
put it in another way, 0 defines a subset of the natural numbers which has
no least element. Hence (V(R), G) ^ 0. But (V(*R), G) (= *0 (satisfied by,
for example, the element *N \ N.)
We will often use the transfer principle without explicitly mentioning it.
For instance, from x G y in V^(R), we immediately obtain from the transfer
principle that *x G *y.
With the hyperextension, we can use the transfer principle to say more
about standard, internal and external sets. For instance:
Proposition 7.1
some n G N.

Internal elements are exactly elements of *Vn(M) for
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Proof. If X G *Vn(R) for some n G N, then since *Vn(R) is standard, X
is internal.
Now suppose X is internal: I 6 * F for some Y G V(R). Then for some
n G N, Y G Ki(M), which implies A" G *F G *K(K), so X G *Vrn(R). (Here
we transfer the transitivity property of Vn(M.) mentioned after Definition
7.1 on p.144.)
The hyperunivese and the internal sets
As mentioned, the hyperunivese *V(M) is the union of elements of hyperextensions, i.e. the union of images of * :
= \J{*X : X G V(R)}
Equivalently, it is just the collection of internal sets, and Proposition 7.1
on p. 149 gives:

Hyperuniverse = *V(R) = \J *Vn(M)
= the collection of internal sets
= the collection of hypermodels.
Consequently, the collection of external sets is simply ^(*K)\UneN

Convention: "Hyper" = "internal."
We usually use the former for models, such as hyper
probability spaces, hyper processes, ... etc, and the
latter for sets and operations such as internal cardinality, internal measure, ... etc.

Here are some basic observations:

V(K) and *V(R) are subsets of V(*R).
An element of an internal set is internal.
Each standard set is internal.
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Prom the definition, *N is standard, hence internal. For each N £
*N \ N, N is an internal element, since N is an element of a standard set.
N is not standard, since N ^ *n for all n G N. On p.152 we will show
that {n <E *N : n > N} is an internal set. On p.153 we will also show
that N itself and *N \ N are external. In particular, this has the following
implication:
V(R) £ *V(R) £ V(*R).
For a beginner, the term "standard set" may seem confusing. Probably "standard image" is more appropriate. V(R) is the wher^ "standard"
mathematics takes place; but not all its elements are standard sets in the
above sense. In fact subsets of M. are external unless they are finite sets: Let
I C R b e internal and infinite. Let a, 6 be the greatest lower bound and
the least upper bound of X—use o if X is unbounded. Since1 [a, b] is infinite, we let {an}n£N be a decreasing sequence converging to a and {6n}neN
be an increasing sequence converging to b. (If a = —oo, take an = —n. If
b = oo, take bn = n.) Write Yn = (*(a, an) U *(6n,6)). Then by Proposition
7.2 below, (X D Yn) is internal for each n € N. But f) n e N (x n Yn) = 0.
contradicting to wi-saturation.
Functions and properties
Since a function between two sets is also a set, we are allowed to call a
function standard, internal or external.
Also, we identify a mathematical property with the set (or the class of
sets) it defines, so it also makes sense to refer to a property as standard,
internal or external.
The algebra of internal sets
A collection of sets is called an algebra if it is closed under set-theoretic
operations: union, intersection and complement.
Proposition 7.2

The internal sets form an algebra.

Proof. For example, let X, Y be internal sets, so there is n G N such
that X, Y € *Vn(M.). By transfer of the bounded sentence
VU, V € Vn(R) 3Z G Vn(R) (Z=(UD

V)),

we conclude that (*X n *Y) € *Vrn(K). The proof is similar for U and \. D
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We remark that the transfer of bounded sentences between (V(M), G )
and (V(*M), G ) is equivalent to the transfer of (possibly unbounded) sentences between (V(R), G) and (*V(M), G )—the structure of internal elements, because bounded sentences are precisely sentences about internal
sets. However we need to consider (V(*R), G), since external sets are often
of interest to us.
Defining internal sets
Proposition 7.2 can be generalized. In fact internal sets are closed under
any set operations. The basic logical symbols -1, A and 3 correspond to
the following set operations on denned sets: complement, intersection and
projection from product. Prom this one observe the following:

Each formula in the language C = {G} corresponds to a
finite sequence of set operations.
The following result—due to Keisler—is very useful in producing internal
sets. It is in fact another view of the above observation.
Together with the proposition, one also notices that internal sets are
simply definable subsets of *V(M) in the language C*V(m.)Proposition 7.3 (Internal definition principle) Let Y\,..., Yn, X be internal, 6(x, 2/i,
, yn) be a bounded formula. Then
{x€X:

V(R)t=0(x,Yu---,Yn)}

is an internal set.
Proof.
Let Yx,
transfer to^

i,

,Yn, X G *Vm(R) for some m G N. Then we apply

, Vn3\ W (W C U A Va; G U(6(x,Vlt

,Vn) <& x G W)).

So the set in question is uniquely defined in *Vm(S.).
As an application, let N G *N \ N, consider the formula x > N, then
we conclude that {n G *N : n > N} is internal. Similarly, for each r G *K,
the interval written as * [r, oo) = {s G *M : s > r} is internal. As another
^3! abbreviates "there exists a unique ... ." That is, 3\xO(x) is defined to be the
sentence 3x (0(x) A (Vj/ 0(y) => x = y)).
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example, we note that any finite subset of an internal set is internal, but it
is not the case for an infinite subset in general.
The transfer principle yields very important information about internal
subsets of *N and *M.
Proposition 7.4
Proof.

Let 0 ^ A C *N be internal, then A has a least element.

Apply transfer to the corresponding property about N :
X(z<y)).

As a consequence, *N\N (the set of infinite hyperintegers) is external—
since it has no least element. It now follows from Proposition 7.2 on p.151
also that N, the set of finite hypernatural numbers, is external.
Overspill and underspill
As consequences of the transfer principle, we have the following principles
for internal subsets of *N.
Proposition 7.5

Let A C *N be an internal subset.

(i) (Overspill) If A contains arbitrarily largefinitenumbers, then A contains an infinite number.
(ii) (Underspill) // A contains arbitrarily small infinite numbers, then A
contains a finite number.
Proof, (i) Let A' = {x € *N : 3y £ A(x < y)}. So by the internal
definition principle, A' is internal. So A' =jfi N, i.e. A has an infinite number.
(ii) Let A' = {x £ *N : 3y £ A(x > y)}, so A' is internal and hence
A' ^ *N \ N, i.e. A contains a finite number.
The corresponding properties of overspill and underspill for internal
subsets of *M are similar.
Proposition 7.6 Let 0 ^ A C *M be internal and has an upper bound.
Then A has a least upper bound.
Proof.

Apply transfer to
VXcR3z(X'<z =^ 3z{X <zAVy<zX
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Proposition 7.7

Let A C *M be an internal subset.

(i) (Overspill) Suppose A contains arbitrarily large positivefinitenumbers. Then A contains an infinite number.
(ii) (Underspill) Suppose A contains arbitrarily small positive noninfinitesimal numbers. Then A contains a positive infinitesimal.
Proof, (i) Assume without loss of generality that A has an upper bound,
so it has a least upper bound, say z. Then z must be infinite. As z is
least among such bounds and as there are infinite numbers less than z, A
contains an infinite number.
(ii) follows from (i) by considering the internal set
{I/a;: x^dAx€A}.

As a consequence of Proposition 7.2 on p. 151 and Proposition 7.7, we
notice it follows from underspill that Monad(O) is external because its complement contains arbitrarily small positive non-infinitesimal numbers but
no infinitesimals. Translating by r, it is clear that Monad(r) is external for
each r G *R.
The saturation principles—formulations
Now we return to the discussion of the u^-saturation principle in Definition
7.3. It says that if {Xn : n G N} is a countable family of internal sets
that has the finite intersection property (i.e. the intersection of any finitely
many of the Xn is nonempty), then the family has nonempty intersection.
By Proposition 7.2 p.151, if we replace Xn by Dt<n-^*' w e c a n s t a * e this
principle using a nondecreasing chain of internal sets.
Comparing with the statement of wi-saturation in 7.1.1 p.124, we would
perhaps expect a statement like this: Let <j>n(%), n G N, be bounded formulas in C*v(M)- Let T = {<t>n{x) n G N}. Then:
3m € N T is finitely satisfiable by elements in *V^,(R)
iff it is satisfiable in (*V(M), G ).

(7.6)

However (7.6) is equivalent to the formulation in Definition 7.3. Here is a
proof:
Assume that {Xn : n G N} is a family of internal sets having the finite
intersection property, let 0 n (x) be the formula x G Xn (more precisely,
x G cxn, the constant for Xn,), then f)m<nXm ^ 0 iff ATO<n(x G Xm) is
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satisfiable. So by (7.6), there is c, for all n € N, (*V(R), G) \= (c G Xn),
Conversely, let 4>n{x) be given in (7.6), then by the internal definition principle (Proposition 7.3), the sets Xn = {x : V^M) (= </>n(x)}
are internal. So it follows from Definition 7.3 that finer*-^» ¥" ®> i-e(x) : n G N} is satisfiable.
Note that the uniform bound m in (7.6) cannot be removed: the statement in (7.6) fails for the formulas x D *Vn(R), n G N.
As before, /c-saturation is defined similarly with the countable family
of internal set in Definition 7.3 replaced by a family of size < K. (We still
need finite intersection property though.) Unless stated otherwise, we will
assume only u}% -saturation only.
Saturation and infinitesimals
wi-saturation implies that any countable set of infinitesimals has an infinitesimal upper bound:
Proposition 7.8

Let X C Monad(O) be a countable set. Then
3e « OVtf G X (e > S).

Proof.

Write X = {en : n G N}, then the sets
Cn = {r G *M : en < r < 1/n}

has the finite intersection property, and the conclusion follows from wisaturation.
Similar statement holds for countable sets of infinite numbers as well.
Corollary 7.3 Let f : *R -> *R be internal. If there is r G R+ such that
f(e) Pa 0 for all e satisfying 0 <°e <r, then for all large e « 0, /(e) ss 0.
Proof. The set An = {e > 0 : V6 ((c < S < r) = (|/(*)| < 1/n))}
contains all small positive non-infinitesimal numbers. So by underspill, it
contains some positive en « 0. By the above proposition, we let r « 0 such
that T > en (n G N). Then V e « 0 ((e > T) =* (|/(e)| < 1/n)), n G N, i.e.
/(e) i=« 0 for all infinitesimal e > r.
D
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Prom now on, we use K « oo to denote that K is an infinite number.
We will frequently encounter a countable sequence of internal functions
or even internal sets. The sequence itself is not internal except in trivial
cases. So we would like to associate with it an internal sequence. Normally
this means that we extend it to an internal sequence having very similar
properties.
Proposition 7.9 Let X be internal and (Cn n G N) be a nonincreasing
chain of internal subsets of X. Then (Cn : n G N) extends to an internal
sequence (Cn : n < K) of nonincreasing internal subsets of X, for some
K fa oo. Moreover, let 0 : *V(X) —> ""Ppf) be an internal function, then
Vx G Pi 0(Cn)

3H((oo « H < K) A (x G 9{CH))).

Proof. Define Tn = {C : Cis a function from *N -> *T(X) such that
C(l) = Ci,...,C(n) = Cn}. Then {Tn : n G v} has the finite intersection
^ there is least K'
property. So by wi-saturation, there is C G rin<o;
such that C(K') ^ C{K' + 1), we let K = K'. Then K « oo. If there is
no such K', we let K be any infinite hyperinteger. Now set Cn = C(n) for
n < K. Then we have the following:
(1) {Cn:n< K} extends {Cn:n€ w} since C G f|n<a; ?n(2) {Cn : n < K} is nonincreasing, by the choice of K.
(3) Let x G Dn<a> Q(Cn)' We can suppose that there is a least H such that
x $ 9{CH+1). Let Y = {n G *N : n < K,x G 0(Cn)}, then Y is internal
and Y 3 N, so by overspill, it contains an infinite H.

7.2.3

The existence of the

hyperextension

So far we have given an axiomatic approach to the hyperuniverse and the
hyperextension. Now we need to pick up the question of existence. The
construction of the hyperextension and hypermodels is analogous to the
construction of hypermodels of R given in 7.1.
Using compactness theorem
We are going to use the compactness theorem for the construction. First
we let T be the following theory in £v(m.) U {c}> where c is a new constant
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symbol:
{0 : (V(R), G ) f= 0, 9 is a bounded sentence in £y( K) } U {c ^ r : r G R } ,
i.e. the bounded theory of (V(R), G), plus the proper extension requirement. T is finitely satisfiable in (V(R), G), so it is satisfied by some model
Wl — (M, G M ). Let m G M that interprets the symbol for M, and let
*R = {x G M : m \= (x G m)}.
For each x G V^R), we let *x be the element in M interpreting the symbol
for x. Then * is a mapping from V(R) to V(*R) satisfying both the extension
and the transfer principle. It is important to know that the relation GM
between objects *x can be identified with the true membership relation and
thus under this identification, we can regard *x G F(*R) for each x € F(R).
The needed information is coded in T. For example, if X C R, then
the sentence Vr G X (r G R) is in T, so Tt |= Vr € *X (r G *R), i.e.
r GM *R holds for each r GM *X. Therefore we can identify *X with the
set {r G *R : r GM *X} i.e. *X G P(*R). We then argue inductively for
objects in higher hierarchies.
To obtain wi-saturation or even K-saturation, we follow the same iteration procedure as in 7.1.2. So it is unnecessary to repeat again. (Note also
our remark on p. 154 on the two equivalent formulations of the saturation
principle.)
Using the ultrapower
Similar to what we did in 7.1.3, we can also construct the hyperextension
using the ultrapower method. Let U be a free ultrafilter on N. Denote
Jlv R by *R. First we note that we have the following chain through natural
identification:

u V

= U *(*R)For example, if / : N —> R, the equivalence class of / in ]JU R is then

{5GMN: {n:

f(n)=g(n)}€U}t

and it can be identified with the equivalence class in JTy V\ (R) given by
{g G (R U P(R)) N : {n : /(n) = g(n)} G U}.
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Similar identification allows us to write:
u

u

u
Let X G Y[v P(M), write X = xu, X
as the set

N

-» V(R), then we can regard X

{fu G *R : {n : /(n) € X (n)} € tf},
hence X G P(*R) under this identification. Therefore Hv Vi(R) C Vi(~*R).
Since each V^(I6) involves only finitely many power set operations, it
follows by the same reasoning that, under the identification,

(n

Vn(R))cVn(*R),n€.
u
For each X G Vn(R), we let / : N -> Vn(M) be the constant function
f(i) = X,i€ N, and define *X to be fuThen * : V(R) -* V(*M) is the required mapping.
Extension principle and wi-saturation hold just as before in 7.1.3. For
transfer principle, given a bounded sentence 0, let's say that it is bounded
in V^i(R), we simply apply Los' theorem to the ultrapower Ylu Vn(R)For /c-saturation, we can once again use a countably incomplete K+-good
ultrafilter.
The above ultrapower construction is often referred to as bounded ultrapower. It differs from the full unbounded ultrapower rify^W- The
structure 9Jt = (Ylu Vffi)i €) is not a superstructure in the sense defined
in Definition 7.1 on p.144. In fact, if we let Fm : N -> V(R) be given by
f " ( n ) = Vn-m(R) for all n > m, then in Tt, we have

an infinite decreasing chain in the membership relation. Most people would
not want to deal with such "pathological sets". These are the subject of
non-well-founded sets.
Standard and internal sets in the ultrapower
In the ultrapower construction, standard sets and internal sets are easy
to identify. This is one reason why this construction is favored by many
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people.
Let A G Vm(R), m>0. Then A={X £ V m -i(K) : X G A}, so *A can
be identified with {X G Vm_i(*R) : X G *A}. But in * A, € is the same as
X GM A} = IltMGM, so M = {X G UuV(B)
Now let B G M G Fn(*M), so B G lit; -A- W r i t e # = Fu, where F : N -*
A, and for some Bn G A, F(n) = Bn. Then for all / G Vm(K)N, fv G £ iff
{n : /(n) G B n } G U. Therefore B is given by Ylv Bn, the ultraproduct.*
So we summarize these as follows.
Proposition 7.10 If the hyperextension is obtained by the ultrapower
construction via the ultrafilter U, then
(i) X G Vm(*R) is internal iff X = J[v An for some An G Vm(R);
(ii) X G Vm(*R) is standard iffX = \[uA for some A£Vm(R).

O

Note also, similarly, a standard function H : *M. —* *K has the form
(h,h,h,---)u
for some h : *R —> *M, and internal function has the form
(/ii, ft2, &3,
)u for some hn : *E -> *K, n G N.

A note on uniqueness
As mentioned before, there is no uniqueness for hypermodels of M—unlike
the situation that the complex numbers C is the smallest algebraic completion. The same non-uniqueness holds for hyperuniverse as well. Nevertheless, in most applications, one is interested in the richness of hypermodels
instead of paying any attention to uniqueness. As emphasized, the hyperextension is fixed throughout, so there is no danger of confusion. If one
really wants, one can go beyond the usually accepted set theory ZFC and
assume something like the continuum hypothesis or the existence of inaccessible cardinals, then the three principles will give a unique hyperuniverse
of certain cardinality. In any case, this is just a set-theoretic curiosity.

7.2.4

Applications

and examples

We begin with more examples on internal sets and saturation. Then some
applications and examples from calculus and topology will be given.
* An ultraproduct is a slight generalization of an ultrapower in that the factors are not
required to be the same. It consists of equivalence classes gu, where g : N —> UneN &n
such that Vra € Ng(n) € Bn.
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More examples on internal sets and saturation
Example 7.11 Assume /c-saturation for some uncountable cardinal K.
Then every sequence of internal objects of length less than K extends to an
internal sequence.
Compare also with Proposition 7.9 on p.156.
Proof. Let {Ai : i < A} be a sequence of internal objects, where A < n.
(Note that the sequence itself may be external.) For each i < A let Si
be the collection of internal sequences whose ith coordinate is Aj. Clearly,
S{ is internal. Furthermore, it has the finite intersection property, so the
intersection of all such Si is nonempty. Any element in this intersection
gives the desired extension.

Example 7.12
(i) Let {An : n G N} be a countable list of distinct internal sets. Show
that |J n 6 N An is external,
be countably many internal sets. Suppose that
(ii) Let A, AX,A2,
Ac(A1UA2U---),
n.

then A <Z (Ax U A2 U

U An) for some finite

Proof, (i) Let A = UneN An,iiAis internal, then so is each A\An, therefore, by wi-saturation, we have the contradiction that f)n€N(A \ An) ^ 0.
(ii) By Example 7.11, we extend {An} to an internal sequence
{An : n € *N}. Then {TO € *N : A C U™ A™} contains a finite m by underspill.

Example 7.13 Assume K-saturation, then the cardinality of any infinite
internal set is at least K.
Proof. Let A be an infinite internal set. Note that A \ {a} is internal
for each a € A. Suppose |.A| < K. Then the family {A\ {a} : a € A} has
cardinality less than K. Moreover, it has the finite intersection property, so
by K-saturation, the intersection of all elements in this family is nonempty,
which is absurd.

Example 7.14 In the presence of K-saturation, if X is a subset of an
internal set such that \X\ < K, then X extends to a hyperfinite set.
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Proof. Let X = {xt : i < A} C Y, where Y is internal, A is infinite and
A < K. For each finite S C X, consider the set
Jrs = {Z CY : Z is hyperfinite, Z D S}.
(Check that elements of Ts are internal.) Then {Fs} has the finite intersection property. Since there are only A many finite subsets of X, it follows
from /c-saturation, H ^ s : S C X is finite } ^ 0.
We have already discussed in 7.1.5 the continuity of real-valued functions. Now using the hyperextension, we can give more systematic discussions.
Hyperanalysis of sequences
A sequence of real numbers is a function a : N —> R, so it corresponds to
a standard function *a : *N —> *R, i.e. an internal sequence {*an}ne»N,
where *an = an if n G N. For convenience, we usually drop the star and
write {<!„} > n e » N
Proposition 7.11
limn_Kx, an = a iff ajv Rj a for all N PS 00.
Proof.

Suppose limn-K*, On — a then there are m$ G N, i € N such that

Vn > m,i |o n — a\ < 1/i.

Transfer this for each i G N, then for each N « 00 |a^v — a| < 1/i, for
all i G N; that is, ajv f* a.
Suppose limn-nxj <*n ^ a, then there is e G K + and increasing sequence
U j E N s o that 1 ^ — a\ > e. So Vm3n > m \an — a\ > e. By transfer, it
follows that for some N fa 00, \a^ — a\> e.
When the sequence arises from an internal one, the characterization is
similar. By "for all small N ss 00," we mean there is an infinite H so that
the property holds for all infinite K < H.
Proposition 7.12 Let {on}ne*w be an internal sequence of the hyperreal
numbers. Then limn-^ X = a iff a^ « o for all small N w 00.
Example 7.15 Let {an : n G N} be a countable sequence of real numbers.
Then ajv «=* a for some infinite N iff {on} contains a subsequence converging
to a.
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Proof. Let {a^(n)} be a subsequence converging to a, then af^M) f» a
for all infinite M. On the other hand, if {an} contains no subsequence
converging to a, then there is °e > 0, and m such that Vn > m \on — a\ > e.
Hence, by transfer, for all infinite N, \CLN — a\> e.
D
Example 7.16

A characterization of the double limit
lim

lim amn = a :

m—«x> n—>oo

By repeated use of Proposition 7.11, we obtain the following:
lim

lim amn = a iff VM « oo 3N0 « oo ViV > iV0 aj\

TO—»oo n—*oo

(Note that the order of the quantifiers is important.)
Hyperfinite sets
Definition 7.4 We say that an internal set X is
hyperfinite if there is an internal bijection between X
and {0,1,- ,N} for some JV G *N.

Hyperfinite sets will be used quite extensively. Let N G *N \ N, then
the set
Hyper time interval:
' N' N' N'

'

JV

is a hyperfinite subset of * [0,1], and will be used very often to model
the unit (time) interval.
Note that in earlier chapters, the T is extended beyond 1, but results
below can be easily modified for such time lines.
Example 7.17 Find JV G *N so that T D Q n [0,1], i.e. containing all
rational numbers in the unit interval. Can T include the whole [0,1]?
Proof. Choose N = K\ for some infinite K G *N. Then it is easy to
verify that T D Qfl [0,1]. Note that T C *Q, so, by transfer, T contains no
""irrationals, in particular, T ^ [0,1].
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Hyperanalysis in calculus
Proposition 7.13 (Intermediate value theorem) Let f : [0,1] —» R be
continuous. Suppose that /(0) < 0 < / ( I ) , then 3r G [0,1] f(r) = 0.
Proof. Consider {*/(*) : t G T}. By transfer of properties of finite sets,
there is least t £ T *f(t) < 0 < */(* + -^). Applying continuity, we get
*f(t) sy */(t + i ) , so both have value « 0.
Let r = °t, then by continuity again, f(r) « */(*) ~ 0, i.e. /(r) = 0. D

Example 7.18 . (The extremal value theorem.) Let / : [0,1] —> M be
continuous, then / attains a maximum.on [0,1].
Proof. Let m = max{*/(t) : t € T}. Then since T is hyperfinite, we get
by transfer m = *f(t) for some t € T. Let r = °t. By continuity, /(r) = °m
and we claim that it is the maximum attained by / on [0,1] :
For each s G [0,1], take u G T such that u « s. Then rra > *f(u). By
continuity, */(«) « /(s), so °m > f(s).
D

Example 7.19 There is a polynomial of the form p{x) = J2n=i
where a^ « oo, an G *K, TV G *N such that p(e) « 0 for all large e f« 0.
Proof.

For example, let AT « oo be even. Define

Then
AT

But whenever 0 < °e < « / | , p(e) < (1 - e)N w 0, since ° |1 - e| < 1. Hence
for all large e « 0, p(e) « 0.
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The proof of the following existence result for ordinary differential equations will be generalized to deal with stochastic differential equations in 7-6.
In contrast to the classical proofe, no Ascoli's lemma is used, only a direct
demonstration is needed.
Theorem 7.4 (Peano's existence theorem) Let / : R x [ 0 , l ] - + R t e
bounded and continuous. Then for any given y(0) =j/o£K, the differential
equation

has a solution.
Proof. We work with T instead of [0,1]. Define Y : T -> *R by hyperfinite iteration: (Replace dt by 1/N.)

Since / is bounded, Y has a finite bound.
The boundedness of / implies that whenever ti « t2 in T, Yfa) « Y(t2)Now we define y : [0,1] —» R by y(t) = °Y(t), where t is s point from
T to the immediate left of t € [0,1]. So y is a continuous function. By
Riemann integration, we have

tN

tN

1

*/(r(4)'^)iv

(by continuity of/)

So y is a solution.
Note that the uniqueness of the solution fails in general.
Hyperanalysis in in topology
The notion ss, monad and standard part are defined for *Mn, n € N, as in
the one-dimensional case. In fact they generalize to any metric space. For
example let 5 be a space with metric d. Let x,y £ *S, then x as y is defined
to be *d(x,y) fa 0.
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Here we assume that we work in a hyperuniverse of the
form *V(S) which is large enough to contain the topological spaces in consideration.
If S is just a topological space, then we cannot define « for all elements
in *S. But for x G S, we can still define monad:
Monad(a;) = P){*?/ : U is open and x GU}.
Results from 7.1.5 extends.
It is easy to see that S is Hausdorff iff
Monad(x) D Monad(y) = 0
for x,y G S such that x ^ y.
When S is Hausdorff, for s G S and x G *S, we can write °x — s as
the standard part if x G Monad(s). We also write st(a;). Using the same
argument as in Lemma 7.2 on p.137, we have:
Proposition 7.14
spaces. Then

Let f : Si —* S2 be a function between topological

f is continuous at s G Si iff */(Monad(s)) C Monad(/(s)).

Proofs of the following results require large enough saturation, depending on the topological spaces. This is typically the case when dealing with
topologies.
Here we assume K-saturation, where K is larger than the cardinality of a smallest basis for the topological space.

Proposition 7.15 Let S be a Hausdorff space and A C *S be internal.
Then st(A) is closed.
Proof. Let c G S be such that for each open U B c, there exists ~a~u G
st(A) n U. So there is also au G A f~l Monad (ay). Then av G A n *U, by
openness of U. Now the family {A D *U : U is open and U 3 c} has the
finite intersection property, so by saturation, we pick an element a in the
D
common intersection, then °a = r, i.e. r G st(A).
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Similar to Lemma 7.5, Corollary 7.2 and Lemma 7.6, we have:
Proposition 7.16

Let S be a topological space. Ac S.

(i) A is open iffVa G A (Monad(a)) C *A.
(ii) A is closed iffy a G M Vs G S (a G Monad(s) =>s€A).
(iii) A is compact iffVa G *A 3ao G A(a G Monad(a0)).

In the case when S is Hausdorff, we can write in (iii) Va G *A °a G A.
One could never resist mentioning the following elegant result due to
Robinson:
Theorem 7.5

(Tychonoff's theorem) LetSa, a £ I, be compact Haus-

dorff spaces. Then the product space Yiaer &<* ** compact.

Proof. Write 5 = n a e / ^ a - Let s G *S, then s = (sa)ae*i, for some
sa G *Sa. By the above proposition, for each a G /, °sa G Sa. So
(°sa)aei G
By the definition of product topology, s G Monad((°sQ.)Q!g/), so °s G S, i.e.
5 is compact by the proposition again.

Example 7.20 In a normed linear space 5, given a subset X C *S, let
conv(X) denote the *convex hull of X, i.e. elements of the form $^ i=1 ctiXi,
where x{ G X, N G *N, Y,?=i ai = !,<*<> 0, and both («j) and (xi)
are internal sequences. Then conv(P neN Cn) = QneN conv(Cn), for any
countable collection of decreasing internal subsets Cn of *S.
Proof. The direction C is trivial. For the other direction, we first let
x G Q neN conv(C n ). Then we let 9 — conv and use Proposition 7.9 to obtain an extension {Cn : n < K} of the family {Cn : n G N}. Use this
proposition againl, we conclude that for some H « oo, x G conv(Cff).
Since {Cn : n < K} is decreasing and H » oo, CH C C\n€NCn- i-e.
xGconv(f| n€N C' n ).
D
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7.3

Hyperanalysis of probability

Here we will develop the hyperanalysis for probability theory. Since probability is a measure with values in [0,1], measure theory and Lebesgue
integration theory need to be developed using hyperanalysis. But we will
not pay too much attention to unbounded measures.
First notice that hyper measure spaces* are not <r-additive, except when
the space has only finitely many elements. However, Loeb discovered that,
as a consequence of the saturation property, such a space always extends
uniquely to a <x-additive space. For convenience, we concentrate on the case
when the measure is a probability measure, although the method works for
any Borel measure. A special case is when the hyper measure space is
obtained from the counting measure of a hyperfinite set. The Lebesgue
measure on the real line and the Wiener measure can be obtained from
such hyperfinite counting measure. In these cases, the standard integration corresponds to the internal hyperfinite summation. (Hence one deals
with "Riemann sum" instead of Lebesgue integral.) One direction of the
correspondence is the standard part of a function, the other direction is the
lifting of a standard function to an S-integrable function.
For a Daniell style approach to Loeb integration, see [Hurd and Loeb,
1985] for details.

7.3.1

The Loeb measure

construction

Let (Q,A,/i) be a probability space, where £1 is a set, A a <r-algebra of
subsets of Q, y, a <r-additive probability measure on A. Then, by transfer, *(£l,A, n) will be a *probability space, meaning that *A is a *a*i.e. hypermodels of measure spaces, or equivalently internal measure spaces
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algebra, *fj, a *<r-additive probability taking values in *[0,1]. More explicitly, for each "countable internal family of disjoint sets {Ai : i G / } from
*A, VdJie/-^*) = Sie/VO^i)- By "countable we mean that there is an
internal injection from / into *N.
The finitely additive measure
Let us define °/i : *A -> [0,1] by °fi(A) = st(* fi(A)). Although > is not
a-additive, it is finitely additive: let Ai, Ai,
, An, n G N, be disjoint,
then
°ti{A1 U

U An) = st(V(^i U

An))

°fi is clearly monotone, so °/z : *A —> [0,1] is a finitely additive probability.
By saturation, as we have seen from Example 7.12 on p. 160, a countable
set cannot be internal, unless it is finite. So even though */x is V-additive,
in general, °n is not a-additive.
For some time, this was viewed as a negative aspect of saturation, until it
was discovered by Loeb that saturation actually trivializes Caratheodory's
criteria and hence °fi has a unique cr-additive extension. In hindsight, this
was a remarkably simple observation.
Now let (fi, A, fi) be a hyper probability space (a "finitely additive probability space), i.e. fi is internal, A an hyper algebra, fi : A —> *[0,1] is an
internal mapping such that (i(Q.) = 1, monotone and additive, i.e.

K U A") = E M^n),
n<N

n<N

whenever {An : n < N} is a hyperfinite collection of disjoint sets from A.
As before

is a finitely additive probability measure.
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Let aA be the (external) a-algebra generated by A.
The a-additive measure
Theorem 7.6 Let (SI, A, /t) be a hyper probability space, then °fx has a
unique extension to a a-additive probability measure on a A.
Proof. Recall the Caratheodory's theorem, which implies that if the
probability is continuous at 0, then it has a unique a-additive extension. (See [Shiryayev, 1984, p. 150].) This means that we need to check
if An G A, n € N, decreases to 0, then limn_»oo °p{An) — 0.
But each An is internal, so An decreases to 0 means that An = 0 for
all large n; for otherwise, since {An : n € N} has the finite intersection
property, wi-saturation implies HneN -^« ^ ®So it follows that lirn^oo °fi(An) = >(0) = 0.
Therefore Caratheodory's criteria is satisfied.
Let "p, be the u-additive extension on a A,
j V = { X c f i : X c r f o r some /Z(y) = 0}.
i.e. the /Z-null sets.

Definition 7.5
(i) We define L(A) = o-(A U AT), i.e. the completion of o~A
with respect to the above <r-additive extension "p. L(A) is
called the Loeb algebra of A. Elements of L(A) are called
Loeb measurable sets (with respect to /I).
(ii) L(fi) and /if, are both commonly used to denote that
cr-additive extension of /Z on L(A) obtained from above. It
is called the Loeb measure of fi.

Although we only deal with the probability measure, the existence of
the Loeb measure for internal fi : fi —> * [0, oo) was proved by Henson with
additional technicalities. (See [Henson, 1979].)

A direct definition of Loeb measure
There is an alternative approach that by-passes the Caratheodory's theorem
completely.
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Theorem 7.7 Let (SI, A, fj) be a hyper probability space. Given X C SI,
we define the inner and outer measures of °fx:
= sup{>(,4) : A<=A,AcX}
and
= inf{>(4) : A G A, X C A}.
Then:
(i) L(A) = {X : Min (X) - /iout(X)};
(ii) VX G L(A) PL(X) = Hm(X) = ftout(X), the common value.
Proof. First we let /Z denote the cr-additive probability obtained in Theorem 7.6. Let J\f be the null sets with respect to p.
Let B = {X : /*in(X) = /w(X-)}. Let X C SI so that X C F for
some F such that JI(Y) = 0, i.e. X € TV. Then / w ( X ) = 0, which forces
/ito(X) = 0, so X G B, i.e. ATcB.
It is also clear that AC B.
Now we check that B form a cr-algebra. It suffices to check that it
forms a monotone class. (See [Shiryayev, 1984, p.138].) So let Xn G B
increase to X — \Jne^Xn. By the definition of B, for any e € M+, there
are An, Bn G A, An increasing, An C Xn C B n , /z(S n \ An) < e/2 n . Let
r n = MinCXn) = Mout(Xn), let limn-Kx, rn — r. So
> sup{>(.4 n ) : n G N} = r.
By Proposition 7.12 on p.161, r = °fJ,(AN) for all small N « oo. Let m G N,
then

/, ( | j B n ) \ ^ )< J (J(Bn\^ln) < ^ ^ < 2 e .
^ n=0

^

^n=0

^

n=0

This holds for all m G N. so by overspill, it holds for some small
M « oo. Then /*(((j£L0 ^») \ AN) < 2e. As fJ.(AN) « r, we conclude that
X U ^ o ^ n ) < r + 2e. Since X C (\Jn=oBn) & A and since e G R+ is
arbitrary, /iOut(X) < r. But we already have r < /Xjn(X), so X G S.
The dual case that X n decreases to X is similar.
So B is a cr-algebra including AUj\f. i.e. £(.4) C S.
Now let X G S and An C X G Bn so that An is increasing and Bn is
decreasing, and /t(S n \ An) < 1/n. Let A = UnGN^n- Let B = flneN-^nThen A, B G a^4, and ^4 C X C S. For n G N,
Ji(B\A)<v(Bn\An)<-,
n
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so ~jl(B\ A) = 0. On the other hand, by u>i-saturation, there is C G A, An C
C C Bn, n e N. (Let Cn = {C £ A : An C C C Bn}. Then {Cn : n G N}
has the finite intersection property.) So (XAC) G Af, hence X £ L(A).
Here we use A to denote the symmetric difference, i.e.
XAY=(X\Y)U(Y\X).
Therefore wefinishedthe proof that L(A) = B.
(ii) follows from (i) and the a-additivity of ///,.

D

Let's spell out the approximation property about B used at the end of
the proof of (i) above.
Corollary 7.4 (Internal approximation property)
VX € L(A) 3C<=A fJ,L(XAC) = 0.

D

In general, we cannot find such C with C C.X ox with X C C.
Examples of hyper measure spaces
Example 7.21 (*RJV, A, *Leb), where A =the set of *Lebesgue measurable subsets of *RN, N G *N.
D
Note that N could be infinite.
Convention. From now on, when we write a hyper probability
space (Sl,A,fi), we assume that A consists of all (immeasurable
subsets offi.Similar convention applies to other probability
spaces as well.
Example 7.22 Consider (*MJV,V4, n), same as above, except that /i is
the product Gaussian measure ^ ( 0 , 1 ) ^ , i.e. for x = (xi,:^,--- ,XN),
the density function with respect to the *Lebesgue measure is given by

HF(-i££ia?)
(We will show late that this models Brownian motion, and (JLL gives the
Wiener measure.)
Example 7.23 (n,A,fi), where ft C *RN+1 is a ""compact oriented Nsurface, N G *N, fi corresponds to a volume form.
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(This is a less exploited subject. For fi = SN(1), the iV-dimensional centered unit sphere, fj, = uniform measure, it can be shown that it gives a
model of Brownian motion and HL gives the Wiener measure. )
From now on, we fix a discrete representation of the unit time interval.
The following is similar to that on p.172.

Definition 7.6

Hyper timeline:

Fix N = K\ for some K G *N \ N. Let At = 1/N. We
define the hyper time interval as
T = {kAt

-0<k<N}

and the long hyper timeline as
L = {kAt : -N2 <k<

N2}.

The use of if! is to ensure that T includes all rationals in the unit
interval. (See Example 7.17 on p.162.)

Definition 7.7 Given a hyperfinite set X, we use |X| to denote
its internal cardinality, i.e. the unique K € *N so that there is an
internal bijection F : X -» {1,2,
, K}.

Definition 7.8 An hyper probability space (£2,-4, fi) is called
a hyperfinite probability space, if ri is hyperfinite. /i is called a
(normalized) counting measure, if VX G A,

Note that for a counting measure /z, A = *7?(T), the algebra of all internal
subsets.
One does not really gain anything by assigning weights to w G fi, since
this can be easily represented in the hyperfinite counting space by identifying a subset of correct size with the point w.
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(T, A, fi), where fi =counting measure.

(In a moment, we will show that \ii, corresponds to the Lebesgue measure
on the unit interval.)
Example 7.25

(L, A,fi), where \i is the non-normalized counting mea-

sure, n(X) = \X\ /N.
(This is an unbounded measure, and it corresponds to the Lebesgue measure
onR.)
Example 7.26
ing measure.

(Q,A,/i), where ft =.{-1,1} N , N G *N,

pi the count-

(We will show that when N « oo, this is Anderson's Brownian motion, and
fiL gives the Wiener measure.)
Standard part and measurable sets
Before we discuss Example 7.24 in more details, we define the following
mapping:
st: T -> [0,1],
where st(i) is the unique r € [0,1] such that t « r. i.e. st is the restriction
to T of the standard part mapping from * [0,1] to [0,1].
By now we have seen many different "standard mappings", but the central philosophy is the same: depending on which structures and properties
we are interested in, each one of these mappings is property-preserving between a hyper structure and a "standard" structure. We will see more of
them later.
Theorem 7.8 Let (T, A, fj) he the space given by the hyper time interval
and the counting measure. Then
(i) S C [0,1] is Lebesgue measurable iff st~1(S) is Loeb measurable; and
(ii) the Lebesgue measure is given by

i.e. st is a measure-preserving mapping.
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Proof. The Lebesgue measurable subsets form the completion of the
Borel sets. The Borel sets are generated by the intervals of rational endpoints. So to show that s t " 1 ^ ) is Loeb measurable for Lebesgue measurable S, it suffices to consider the interval S = [a, 6], where a, b are rationals.
Let Tn = *[a - £, b +
D T, then b - a < °/i(Tn) = b - a + | . Also
s t r ^ S ) = ( p | T B ) G aA C L(A).
So we have proved one direction of (i).
Moreover,
= lim >j(T n ) = b - a = Leb(S),
n—

so (ii) will follow once we complete the other half of (i).
For the other direction of (i), let S C [0,1] such that s t " 1 ^ ) e
L(A). Say /i i (st~ 1 (5)) = r. Then by Theorem 7.7, there are internal
An € -4, such that An C s t " 1 ^ ) and ^ ( s t - ^ S ) \ An) -> 0. Since
A n C st~ 1 (5), st(An) C 5. By Proposition 7.15 on p.165, st(An) is closed,
so Lebesgue measurable. So S has Lebesgue inner measure > r.
Now apply the same argument for [0,1] \ S : since st - 1 (5) € £(.4),
T\st-1(S) = st-1([0,l]\S)€L(A),
and has /ijn-measure 1— r. So the argument shows that [0,1}\S has Lebesgue
inner measure > 1 — r, i.e. 5 has Lebesgue outer measure < r, therefore S
is Lebesgue measurable.

We remark that all Radon measures can be represented by hyperfinite
measure spaces in similar ways. See [Anderson, 1982], [Render, 1993] and
[Ross, 1990a].
Measurable functions and liftings
Now we consider how to represent a random variable by an internal
function that takes hyperreal values.
, with the interval topology.*
We let fi = M U

* We define 0 oo = oo 0 = 0.. We also define st(r) = oo for all infinite r S *R.
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Definition 7.9 Let / : Q —> R. Then an internal function
F : fi -> * I is called a lifting of / if °(F(w)) = f(u) fiL-&.s.
Normally this notion is used when / is a random variable with
respect to /*&, i.e. when / is a HL-measurable function. A ^immeasurable function is also called Loeb measurable.

When F lifts /, we sometimes aiso say that / is the standard part of
F and write °F = f. This agrees with our previous use of "standard part"
if we consider the metric of convergence in probability for classes of Loebmeasurable functions.
- The following is a frequently used observation. It follows immediately
from the hyperanalysis characterization of continuity.
Proposition 7.17 Let F : SI -* *R be a lifting of f : ft -> R. Suppose
0 : R -> R is continuous. Then *0(F) is a lifting of 0(f).
D
(Quite often we write 6(F) instead of *0(F).)
Proposition 7.18 Given a hyper probability space (ft, A, fi), and internal
F : ft —> R, if F is ^-measurable, then °F is \i^-measurable.
Proof. Let / = °F, we only need to check that for each closed interval
[a, 6] C R, f~H[*, *>D € o-A. But by / = °F,

As a similar property, note that if F, G are internal and //-measurable,
then the set {F « G} = HneN"!!-^ ~ ^1 < V n ) ' hence /Jz,-measurable.
Prom now on, we will frequently use such results without explicit explanation.
Following customs in probability theory, we write {F fa G} as an abbreviation for the set {w € Cl : F(UJ) fa G(w)}Theorem 7.9 Let / : fi —> R, where (Q, A, fi) is a given hyper probability
space. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) / is fii,-measurable;
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(ii) / has a lifting;
(iii) / has a fx-measurable lifting.
Proof, (i) =» (ii): Let F be a lifting, then /(w) = °F(LJ) for ^-almost
all u. Let °e > 0. Then the following holds for /ii-ahnost all iv :
-e<f{w)<e

iff \°F{w)\<e
iff \F(w)\ <e

for some n G N.
n
So ( / - 1 ((-e, e)) )AU n6N {| J P(u;)| < e - £} has /^-measurable 0. Note that
the set on the right-side belongs to L(A), so / - 1 ((—e, e)) 6 £(-4).
The arguments for other intervals j[r — e, r + e) are similar, so the inverse
image of Borel sets are Loeb measurable, hence / is Loeb measurable.
(ii) 4= (i): Given a Loeb measurable / , we want to find an internal F
so that JP(O») W f(uj) a.s.
/ is determined by An = f~1(Bn), where Bn C M form a countable
basis. Each A n is approximated from below by some internal An,m € A
such that
An,m C An,m+i

C---cAn

IJ,L(An\Anim)

<—

and
(meN).

Til

It suffices to find an internal F : f2 —* *M. so that
We let
J-fc = {F : F : fi -> *I, F(An,m) C *^ n , n, m < A}.
Each .Ffc is an nonempty internal set, and {Fk k € N} has the finite
intersection property. By wi-saturation, let F G f)keNTk- Then F satisfies
the requirements.
(iii) =J> (ii) is obvious. For (i) =$ (iii), we simply add the /x-measurability
condition in the definition of J-k
Note that it is easy to construct a /ux,-measurable / that has a non-/zmeasurable lifting.
We remark that if the measure fi is allowed to be unbounded, then
a number of modifications are necessary. To generalize the lifting result
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Theorem 7.9, it is required that there is no set of infinite measure on which
|/| is uniformly bounded away from 0.
Sometimes it is necessary to consider liftings for which both the domain
and range are internal.
Definition 7.10 Let / : [0, 1J — K. An internal
function F : T - *R is called a, lifting of /iff
°F(t) = f(°t)

a.a. t.

(Of course, in the above, "a.a." is taken- with respect to the counting measure on T.)
Theorem 7.10
F : T - *M.
Proof.

/ : [0,1] —> M is Lebesgue measurable iff it has a lifting

Combining Theorem 7.8 and Theorem 7.9.

So we have seen that instead of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0,1],
we could deal with internal subsets of T; instead of Lebesgue measurable
functions, we could deal with internal functions.
Definition 7.10 and Theorem 7.10 can be generalized to the setting where
/ : R -> S and F : L -» * 1 .

7.3.2

Loeb integration

theory

Given a hyperfinite probability space (ft, A, //), with fi the counting measure
and an internal function F : fl —> *R, the expectation of F is simply the
hyperfinite sum

We sometimes write E [F], or / n F(cj)dfj,, or / Fdfi, ... etc. for the integral
of F. If A e .4, we write E^ [F] for E [F IA] , where 1^ is the characteristic
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function of the set A. That is, the indicator function
l if w e A
0 otherwise.
For a hyperfinite probability space, the above hyperfinite sum always
exists by transfer. In general hyper probability space (£2, .4, (i), we can
transfer the Lebesgue integration theory and define * / f F(u>)dfj,(u!) for fiJA
"Lebesgue integrable function F : £2 —> * K and A G A, by approximation
using *simple functions. Usually we. just say that F is /i-integrable and
write EA[F] or JAF(w)dfj,.
In the hyperfinite case, integration and hyperfinite sum agree:

JA

Although hyperfinite probability spaces are sufficient for all applications, we
will see that there are occasions in which non-hyperfinite hyper probability
spaces are more convenient and give more insights.

Integrable functions and 5-integrable liftings
In a hyper probability space (fi, A,(j), we say that / : SI —» R is Loeb
integrable if it is Lebesgue integrable with respect to ^/,. We also write
/ e L(fiL), f G LP(pL), ... etc.
Now the question is what conditions on the internal F characterize the
Loeb integrability of °F.
Given a Loeb integrable function /, the function / is automatically Loeb
measurable. So by Theorem 7.9, it has a lifting F. But in general one should
not expect that the internal integral of F is infinitely close to the integral
of /, since one may change F within a monad to create an infinite value for
the internal integral without violating the lifting requirements. This is a
hyper reflection of the fact that not all measurable functions are integrable.
The following captures the intuitive idea behind Lebesgue integration.
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Definition 7.11 Let (fi, A,fi) be a hyper probability
space. F : fi —» *R be internal and ^-measurable. Then
F is S-integrable if

(i) E[|F|] <oo;
(ii) E A [ | F | ] SS 0 whenever A G .4 and //(>1) « 0.

For p > 0, we say that F is 5Z-33 if Fp is S-integrable.
The notion of 5-integrability is exactly what is needed for the integrability of the standard part, and this is stated as the following main result.
Theorem 7.11 In a hyper probability space (Q, A, fi) a given function
f :Ct —» R is Loeb integrable iff it has an S-integrable lifting F : fi —> *M.
In which case,
®A[F] W

//
JA

for A&A.Le.

°EA[F] =EA[°F].

D

Similarly / € LP(HL) iff / has an SiP-lifting.
We also note that °EA[\F\] > EA[° \F\] for arbitrary internal function
F. (Using the convention that oo 0 = 0 in R.)
By the measure-preserving mapping st (Theorem 7.8), we have the following consequence:
Corollary 7.5 A function f : [0,1] —> R is Lebesgue integrable iff it has
an S-integrable lifting F : T -> *M. Then

f

f(x)dx.

Therefore the Lebesgue integration on the unit interval is represented
internally by the hyperfinite sum, i.e. Lebesgue theory reduces to Riemann
integrations.
Clearly all these results extend directly to complex-valued integrable
functions.
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Given an i 1 -function / : [0,1] —> R, a convenient way to construct an
<S-integrable lifting F : T —> *R is by using the average

Moreover, for p > 1, if / is V then F is SLP. For proofs of these facts, see
[Rodenhausen, 1982] or [Cutland, 1987].
Definition 7.12 Let F : ft -> *R. We say
that F is S-bounded if \F\ < oo.*

We need the following lemma to prove Theorem 7.11. We fix our hyper
probability space (£2, A, /i).
Lemma 7.7

Let F : fi — *R be ^-measurable and S-bounded. Then

(i) F is S-integrable.
(ii) °F is Loeb measurable and E [F] »

f°Fdfj,L-

Proof, (i) is obvious, since the total measure is 1 and F is 5-bounded.
For (ii), suppose that \F\ < b 96 0, then replace F by 1/2 + F/2b, we
can assume that 0 < -F(ai) < 1 for all w G fi.
For each n G N and 0 < k < n, we let

e n : n- < F(u) <

n

So Ak is the internal set on which F takes values in [£, ^ i ) . Now define

F?(w) = - ,

F2n(w) = ^ ^

for aU u G i4 t .

So we have the approximation
F? < F < F2"

(7.7)

and
0 < F%-F?

< -.

(7.8)

*It is common to say that X has S-property if the standard part of X has the property.
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Prom (7.7), we have
°F?

<°F

< °F 2 n .

(7.9)

°F" and °F% are both simple functions and /^-measurable. (See Proposition 7.18.) So from (7.9), and (7.8) that

\°F?-°F?\ <-->0,
we conclude that °F is Lebesgue integrable with respect to /t/,. i.e. °F is
Loeb integrable. Moreover,
f°Fdfj,L=
J

lim [°F?diiL.
n-^oa-J

(7.10)

(In fact it is also equal to limn_KX) /
On the other hand (7.7) gives E [Ff] < E [F] < E [F£], hence we have
T]< °E[F] < °E[F 2 n ].
And (7.8) gives | °E [F2n] - °E [F?] | < ^ -> 0, so
° E [ F ] = Urn °E[F?].

(7.11)

n>oo

(In fact it is also equal to lirrin-oo ° E [F£].)
Now note that

0<k<n

So from (7.11) and (7.9), we have °E [F] = /°Fdfj.L.

D

Together with Proposition 7.17, a useful immediate consequence is the
following.

Corollary 7.6
Let F : ft -» *R be a lifting off-.Sl-yR.
Suppose that
9 : M —* R is a bounded continuous function. Then 0(F) is an S-integrable
D
lifting of 9(f) and E[0(F)] w / 9{f)dnL.
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Some characterizations of 5-integrability
Lemma 7.8 Let F : ft —> *Mfeeinternal and ^-measurable.
S-integrable iffVr w oo,

Then F is

Proof. (=>) Let r « oo. If /t({|F| > r}) 96 0, then E[|.F|] ss 00, contradicting to Definition 7.11 (i). So fi({\F\ > r}) » 0, hence E { | F | > r } [|F|] « 0
by Definition 7.11 (ii).
(«=) Let F H
» *R be F truncated outside [-H,H], i.e. FH =
FI{\F\<H},
or explicitly,

^0
Therefore E [|F|] = E [\FH|]+E{|F|>ff}
imal for all If f» 00, we have:

otherwise.
[\F\]. Since the last term is infinites-

But E [\FK\] <K,soVKfaoo
E[\F\] < K, i.e. E [|F|] < 00 and Definition
7.11 (i) holds.
Now let n(A) « 0, A G A. Replace F by F 1A, we see that

EA[\F\]=T£.[\F\lA}*E[\FK\lA]
for each K « 00. So lim^oo°E[\F n \ 1A] = °EA[\F\], where the limit is
the standard one, i.e. taken over all finite n € N. But for n G N, Fn is
.4-measurable and 5-bounded, so by Lemma 7.7, Fn is 5-integrable. Hence
°EA[\F\]=0
and Definition 7.11 (ii) holds.

Corollary 7.7 Let F : fl —> *Rfeeinternal and ^-measurable. Let Fn =
F l{\F\<n}- Then F is S-integrable iff °E [\F - Fn\] -> 0, n € N.
Proof.
E [|F - F n |] = E{| F | > n } [\F\], so its standard part —> 0 as n —> 00
in N iff Vr « 00 E{|^| > r } [IJ^I] «s 0, hence the result follows from the above
lemma.
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Corollary 7.8 Let F : ft —> *M. be an internal and fi-measurable function.
Then F is S-integrable iff there are S-integrable Fn : Q, —> *R, n 6 N, such
that°E{\F-Fn\]-*0.
Proof. (=>) follows from the above corollary and Lemma 7.7.
(<=) Let rftioo, then
E{|F|>r}[|*1] < E{|F|>r}[\Fn\] + E [|F - Fn\],
and since each Fn is S'-integrable, the result follows from Lemma 7.8.
Lemma 7.9 Let F : Q,
following are equivalent:

*R be fi-measurable and internal. Then the

(i) F is S-integrable;
(ii) °F is Loeb integrable and 7&A[F] « fA 0Fd/iL for all A &A.
Proof. (=>) Assume that F is 5-integrable. SofromLemma 7.8 and the
notation used in its proof, \/K sa oo,
E [F] = E [FK] + Vm>K} [F] « E [FK]
So
lim °E [Fn] = °E [F] < oo.

(7.12)

n—>oo

Note that for finite n, Fn is /^-measurable and 5-bounded. So by Lemma
7.7, °E[F n ] = j°FndfiL. From (7.12),
Urn / °F n dn L = °E [F] < oo.

(7.13)

n-»oo J

Also by Lemma 7.7 and the fact that the Loeb integrable functions °Fn
converges in measure to °F, (7.13) implies that °F is Loeb integrable and
E\F]f*J°FdnL.
For A £ A, we simply replace F by F 1A and the same argument gives
(<=) Let / = °F and for n € N, let /„ be functions denned similar to
Fn, i.e. /„ =/l{|/|<n}- Since

we have limn_>0 °E { | F | > n } [|F|] = 0.
Hence \/K f» oo E{|F|>«-} [|F|] RS 0. Now it follow from Lemma 7.8 that
F is 5-integrable.
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Corollary 7.9 Let Fn : ft -> *R be S-integrable, n G N. Suppose that
°E [\Fn — Fm\] — 0 as n > m —> oo, then there is Loeb integrable f : Q —>
R such that FK is an S-integrable lifting of f for all small K « oo.
Proof. By saturation, for all small K « oo, °E [\FK - Fn\] -> 0, as n ->
oo in N. So by Corollary 7.8, FK is 5-integrable. Let / = °FK, then / is
Loeb measurable and is lifted by FK Since E [\FK — FH\] PS 0 for all small
K, H i=» oo, so they all lift the same / .
Lemma 7.10 Let f : Q, -> *R be Loeb integrable. By Theorem 7.9, it
has a fi-measurable lifting F : £1 —> *R. For H G *N, let Fu denote the
truncation F l{|F|<ij}. Then for all small K P» OO, FK is an S-integrable
lifting of f.
Proof. For H G *N, let ilH = {\F\ < H}. Then by F lifting / and
F Loeb integrable, °E nm \n n [|F|] -+ 0, as m > n -» oo in N. So by w r
saturation, for all small K f» oo,
"En*\a n [\F\] -» 0 as n -> oo in N.

(7.14)

Now let if w oo be small. Let r « o o , then {\FK\ > r} = {r < \F\ < K},
so
K{\FK\>T}[\FK\]

<:

for all n £ N.
So by (7.14), E{lFK>r}[\FK\] « 0.
Now it follows from Lemma 7.8 that FK is iS-integrable. Note that FK
is still a lifting of /.
O
Proof of Theorem 7.11. Now let / : Q, -* R be given as in Theorem 7.11.
K / has an S-integrable lifting F : £2 —> *R, then since °F = f, we have //£,a.s., / is Loeb integrable by Lemma 7.9. And moreover E^ [F] « JA fdfiL
for all A G A
On the other hand, if / is Loeb integrable, then Lemma 7.10 implies
that it has an 5-integrable lifting. This completes the proof of Theorem
7.11.
The following gives criteria for iS-integrability which will be used later.
Lemma 7.11 (Lindstr0m's Lemma) Let F : Q, —> *R be ^-measurable
and internal. If E[|F| P ] < oo for some °p > 1, then F is S-integrable.
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Proof. We transfer Holder's inequality. Let p, q form a conjugate pair,
i.e. 1/p + 1/q — 1. Then for each A € A,

Take A = $2, we get E [|F|] < oo.
Take (i(A) « 0, we have Ex [|F|] « 0. So both conditions of Definition
7.11 are satisfied.

. For unbounded measures, in the definition of S'-integrability, one should
add that
EA[|F|]«0,
whenever A £ A is such that A C {F ss 0}. With this modification, the
statement in Lemma 7.11 still holds for unbounded measure.
Conditional expectation
We now mention how to form conditional expectation in a hyperfinite probability space using lifting.
Let (f2, A, n) be a hyperfinite probability space. B c ^ a n internal subalgebra. So B is generated by some hyperfinite decomposition {f2$ : i < K}
for some K £ *N. i.e. /J(J2J) ^ 0, fij disjoint and their union is Q. Given
an internal /j-measurable function F : Q. —» *M, the conditional expectation
of F with respect to B is the S-measurable function such that

whenever w € f2j.
Then we have the following:

Proposition 7.19 Let (£1, A, fi) be a hyperfinite probability space. Let
B C A be an internal algebra. Then for any S-integrable F : £2 —» *M,
E [F | B] is an S-integrable lifting of the standard conditional expectation
E[°F\L(B)].
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Proof.

Let G = E [F \B]. Let r « oo.

So by Lemma 7.8, G = E[F\B]is S-integrable.
To show lifting, let B e B,
EB [°E [F |Bj] = °E B [E [F |B]]
= °EB[F]
= EB [°F]
=

by S-integrability of E [F \B]
by S-integrability of F

EB[E[°F\L(B)}}.

Since each element of L(B) is approximated by an element of B, it follows
that E [F \B] « E [°F \L(B)] a.e.
D
Product measure and Fubini property
Now we consider some results about product spaces.
Given two hyper probability spaces, one would hope that the product
of the Loeb spaces is the same as the Loeb space of the product. Unfortunately this is not true. More precisely, let (£li,Ai,iH), i = 1,2, be hyper
probability spaces. We want to compare
(Oi x fi2, £(-4i) ® L(A2), Hm) ® L(n2))
with
(fii x fi2, L(Ai<B>A2),

where the former is the product of Loeb measures with measurable sets
generated by rectangles from L{A\) x L(A2); and the latter is the Loeb
measure of the product with Lobe measurable sets generated by rectangles
from A\ x A2Using the internal approximation property, it is easy to see that
L(A\) <8> L(A2) C L(Ai <8> A2) and £(^i) ® L(fi2) is the restriction of
L(fii <g> ^2) to L(Ai)<S>L(A2). However, in general they are not equal. (See
Example 7.31.)
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But some useful properties are preserved when the spaces are hyperfinite. Let A C f2i x f22, then for wi € O], we let

denoting the section of wi, i.e. the preimage of wi under the projection
mapping.
Lemma 7.12 Let (f2j, Ai, fit), i = 1,2, 6e hyperfinite probability spaces.
Let A C J?i x £22 6e SMC/J tfeai -L(//i ® M2)(^4) = 0- Then

Proof.

Let A n D A, be internal sets so that (/ii ® ^2){An) < 1/n. Then

= /
So /

°/*2(A.(wi, -))rfi(Mi)(wi)

by Lemma 7.7.

L(jia)(An(ui, OJdLC/iO^i) < 1/n. But:

= lim
so

r

_
= 0

and the result follows, since A C DneN-^n-

'-'

The following is a useful theorem for dealing with integration in the
product space.
Theorem 7.12 (Keisler's Fubini Theorem) Let (Qi,Ai,m), i — 1,2,
be hyperfinite probability spaces. Let f : fli x fl2 —> M be Loeb integrable.
Then
(i) /(wi, ) is L((j,2)-integrable L([ii)-a.a. wi;
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(ii) JQ f(-,uj2)dL(fi2)((jJ2)

0") S

^ 1 —* K is L(fi\)-integrable;

/ /

Proof. By Theorem 7.11, let JF1 be an 5-integrable lifting of /. Since
F(wi,u>2) » °/(wi,W2), F(u^, ) is a lifting of /(wi, L(fii)-a.&. wi by the
above Lemma.
Let Fn be the truncation ^"l{|F|<n}- Then by Corollary 7.7,

I

\F-Fn\dim® /x 2 )^0,

nGN.

(7.15)

From the hyperfinite sum, the integral equals

j J\F- Fn\ dpi d/i! > j j \ F - Fn
so
i

2

Therefore

/ |F — F n | d//2 —» 0 L((ix)-a..a. ui\, and by Corollary 7.7
J n2
again, F(tJi,-) is S-integrable L(/ii)-a.a. o^. Together with F(tdi, ) lifts
/(wi,-)2i(/zi)-a.a. u»i, (i) follows.
Since F(wi, ) is an 5-integrable lifting of /(wi, ) i(//i)-a.a. wi,
/
7fi

Write G(wi) = / Oa F(wi,£i^)d/i2(w2), then G lifts / R2 ,
Moreover, it is easy to check that for Gn = G l{|G|<n}i

). (7.16)
By (7.15), the standard part — 0, as n —> oo in N, so by Corollary 7.7, G
is 5-integrable, and (ii) holds.
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Now (iii) follows.
/
/<iL(/ii ® (12) « /
F d(n\ <8> H2) by 5-integrability of F
Jn1xQ2
Jnixn 2
= / ( / Fdfi2)dfii
Jsii Jn2

by hyperfinite sum

~ / ( I Fdfj,2)dL(ni) by the proof of (ii)
n2
= f ([

°FdL(fi2))dL(fi1)

by the proof of (i)

.Ail J&2

= f (f fdL(^2))dL(^)

by Flifts/.
D

We remark that the key property of hyperfinite probability spaces used
in the above proof is that we can write the hyperfinite sum over the product
as a double summation. The same proof is still valid for any pair of hyper
probability spaces having this pointwise Fubini property.
Notions of convergence
There are various notions of convergence of a sequence of random variables.
We describe how to characterize them using liftings. Let us use \/sK ss 00
to abbreviate "for all small infinite K", i.e. 3HVoo » K < H
Theorem 7.13 Let (Sl,A,n) be a hyper probability space. Fix random
variables /„, / : 0, -* 1, where n € N. Let Fn, F : 0 -> *1 be liftings of /„
and f respectively. Then
(i) (almost uniform convergence)
/„ - / (a.u.)
iff 3A C il(fiL{A) = 1 A \/sK fa ex Ac {FK « F});
(ii) (almost sure convergence)
/B-»/(a.s.)

iff

/zL({Vsi

(iii) (convergence in probability)
iff VsX
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(iv) (weak convergence, or convergence in distribution)
fn -» / (w>) iff W € Cb(R)Vsi*T« oo E [*0(FK)} « E [*0(F)\,
where C^(K) denotes the set of bounded continuous functions on M;
(v) (i^-convergence, p G R+)
fn^f

(V)

iff

V*ir«ooE[|FK-F| p ]«0,

Fn, F are SLP-liftings of fn, f.
Proof, (i) fn-> f (a.u.) iff Vm G N 3 ^ m C O HL{Am) > 1 - 1/m and
fn—>f uniformly on Am. By internal approximation, we can assume that
each Am is internal and

Then uniform convergence on internal Am is equivalent to \/sK pa
F on >!,„. Let
mGN

then /x/,(^4) = 1, and by wi-saturation, Vsif sa oo FK ~ -F1 on A.
The converse is clear from the characterization of uniform convergence
on an internal set.
(ii) follows from / n (w) -> /(u>) iff VsiT « OOFK-(W) W F{UJ).
(iii) /» -* / (P-) iff Ve E M+ limn^^ /i L ({|/ B - f\ > c}) = 0 by lifting.
This is equivalent to

t. e.

Ve G M+Vsif « oo /*({ |FAT - F | > e}) w 0,

i.e.

V s J KTf«ooVmEN//({|.FV-F| > 1/m}) « 0,

by wi-saturation. So we have Vsif tv oo ^({FR- « F}) = 1.
(iv) /„ -» / (w.) iff V0 G
Since 9 is bounded, *0(Fn), *0(F) are liftings of 0(/ n ), £>(/), and the
result follows.
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(v) /„ - / (W) iff l i m ™ E [|/n - /| p ] - 0
iff VsK RJ ooE [|FR: - F| p ] « 0
by 5-integrable liftings.

It is a standard result that we have the following comparison between
the different notions of convergence:

Almost Uniform Convergence =£ Almost Sure Convergence
Convergence in Lp (p > 0) \=> Convergence in Probability
Weak Convergence
and all other implications not included here fail in general,

7.3.3

Some examples

Example 7.27 An internal measure space (fi, A, //), where fx need not be
bounded, and a function F : ft -» *R so that E [F] « oo but / °FdpL = 0 :
Let ft = {iAT-1 : 0 < i < N2}. Let /i be the measure fx(A) = \A\ /N,
and define F to be the constant function JV"1/2. Then °F(t) = 0 for all i,
so / °FdnL = 0. But E [F] = N1'2 w oo.
Example 7.28 Let (il,A,fi) be an internal probability space. Consider
F, G : a -> *!. Suppose that G is 527, °p > 0, and E [\F - G\p] w 0.
Then F is SL*>.
Proof.

First note that F « G a.e. Let r « oo, then

E { |F|>r}[|^n 1 / p < E { |F|> r} [|G| P ] 1/P + E { , F | > r } [\F (by triangular inequality)
« E { | F | > r } [|G| P ] 1/p
tSee Example 7.33.

(by hypotheses)

Gf]1/p
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which is PS 0, because n({\F\ > r}) PS /*({|G| > r}) PS 0 and G is SL?.

D

Example 7.29 Let (0, .4., /x) be an internal probability space. Let F, G :
9, -* *K be SL2. Then FG is S-integrable.
Proof.

For any A € .4, we have:
\FG\d» <

So by Lemma 7.8, or directly from the definition, FG is S'-integrable.
Example 7.30 Let (fit, At,/M), i = 1,2, be hyperfinite spaces. Suppose
F : n a x f22 -» *M is 5L 2 and G : fi2 -* *5 is such that En2 [G2] < oo.
Define $ : fij -» *1 by $(w) = /

F(w,T)G(T)dfi2(r).

2

Then * is 5£ .
Proof. We use freely the double summation property of hyperfinite
spaces. $ is at least 5-integrable by the argument in Example 7.29. Therefore /fi({<J>2 > r}) ss 0 for all r « oo. Now fix r « oo. Then we have:

< /

2

( / F2d/z2 / G 2 ^ W i

J{* >r} Vflj

7n2

G2d/i2) /

= (/
Vfij

7

7

F 2 d( Ml x /la) « 0,

7{*2>r}xfi2

by assumption on G, /Lti({* > r}) PS 0 and J*1 being 5L 2 .
2

P

Example 7.31 An example of an internal probability measures \i such
that L(fi) (8) L(fi) ^ L(n ® //) : *
Let N = 2K for some infinite JT G *N. Let

Let fi be the counting measure on fi. We can identify each element y € O
as a subset y C {1,2,
, N} via the bijection given by the characteristic
function.
"This is basically an example due to Hoover.
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, N} be a partition so that for each 1 < n, m < N,

\*-Hn)\ = \*-H™)\
Define C c f i x f i b y C = {(a;, y) : TT(X) G J/}.
So fix J2\C = {(x, y) : ir(x) £ £2\j/} is in an internal 1-1 correspondence
with C. Therefore H2{C) = \. However, we are going to show that C is not
(/i£,)2-measurable. For otherwise, 0, x f2 \ C is also (fi^-iaeasuiable, so
there is Ax B Cfi xQ\C, with (/iL)2(^4 x B ) > 0 . Since
Bc{y:VxeA,

TT(X) ^ y} = {y : v(A) n y = 0},

So,
If \K(A)\ R; oo, then n(B) « 0, so (HL)2{A X B) RJ 0. If |TT(^4)| < oo,
then (i(A) < ——— « 0, so (fii,)2(A x B) RS 0, a contradiction.

Example 7.32 Let ($7, A,fi) be an internal measure space, where (i is
not necessarily bounded. Let F : f2 —> *M be //-measurable and internal.
Suppose E[|F|] < oo. Then F is S-integrable iff

Vr « oo %!,!>,} [|F|] + E { , F |<i } [|F|] « 0.
(Recall that for unbounded measures, the 5-integrability requirement is
that E A [|F|] « 0, whenever A C {F w 0}. )
/. (=>) Let r w oo. Since E[|F|] < oo, fi({\F\ > r}) RJ 0, so Also
< ^} C {F « 0}, so E { , F | < i } [|F|] « 0.
(4=) Let A be such that /i(,4) RJ 0, and let An = An {\F\ < n}. So
n

[\F\] « 0 for all n G N. So

Then

To check the other conditions, let A G A and A C {F « 0}. Now by
wi-saturation, 3iV « oo |F| < 1/N on ^4, so
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Example 7.33 Use the characterizations in Theorem 7.13 to prove the
following implications:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

almost uniform convergence ^almost sure convergence =»
convergence in probability =»
weak convergence;
and
(v) convergence in IP =£
(vi) convergence in probability, for p G M+.
Proof, (i) => (ii) is clear, since the set A given in (i) is a subset of
{M*K nooFK*i F}.
(ii) => (iii): Let e G M+, then from (ii) we have the following:

fiL ({ 3 arbitrarily small K ta oo \FK -F\>

Urn > (

|J

e}) = 0,

{|Fn - F | > e}) = 0, for some Nk € *N,

hence VsK « oo/i(U JVK>n > if {|Fn - F | > e}) « 0. Therefore in particular, Ve e K + Vsii: ?s oo ^({[Fif - -F| > e}) ~ 0- Now by wi-saturation,
oo e € R+ M ( { | F ^ - F\ > e}) w 0,

so (iii) holds.
(iii) ^ (iv): Assume (iii). Let 9 G C&(M). Let Jf w oo be small,
« i^}) = I- Since 0 is bounded, /ii({*0(Ffir) w *»(-F)}) = 1.
Moreover, by Lemma 7.7 both *6(FK) and *0(F) are 5-integrable lifting of
«(/), so E [^(JFIJ-)] » E [»(/)] « E \*d(F)].
HL{{FK

(v) => (vi): Let K w oo be small. E [|F/f - F| p ] « 0. Since p G M+, we
have |F t - F | p « 0 a.e. So FK « F a.e. and (vi) follows.
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Example 7.34 Let g : [0,1] —» M+ be continuous and y be a differentiable function satisfying y(0) = 0 and dy/dt < g(t)y{t) + a, for some
constant a. Then
y(t) < a
Jo

exp( / g(u)du) ds*
Js

'

Proof. Let /? be a finite bound of g on [0,1]. Define G : T -* *[0, oo) by
G t = , Y : T - *M by Yt = *yt. Then
AYt/At = (Yt+At - Yt)/At « *dyt/<ft < *5t*yt + a » G t F t + a,
for all t G T. Since |T| is hyperfinite, replacing a by a large enough number
a « a if necessary, we can require that
AF t /A« < G t y t + a ( t e T ) .

(7.17)

Let's adopt the convention that nt<«<t+At(" ) — ^- ^ e want to show
that

Yt < a J2 ( I I (l + Gt,At)At.)

(7.18)

0<s<t

Since YAt < aAt, (7.18) holds for t = 0. Now assume (7.18) for t. Then
(7.17) gives:

< (l + GtAt)Yt-

-

a

H

( Yl (l + GuAt)(l + GtAt)At + aAt ]

0<s<t \s<«<t

=a

2^

/

11 (
\s<u<t+At

so (7.18) holds for t + At.
tThis is known as the Gronwall's lemma. There are other generalized versions similar
to the above one. It should be regarded as the inequality analogue of first order linear
differential equations.
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Now write <fr(s) = IL<«<t(l + GuAt). Then by the uniform boundedness,

|$(s)| < J J exp(GuAt)
s<u<t

= exp( ^2 GuAt) < oo.
s<u<t

So $ is 5-integrable. On the other hand, using Taylor's theorem,
s<u<t
T At ss fl
s<u<t

s<u<t

Since G is an 5-integrable hfting of g, we have that log$(s) lifts /

(r*
i.e. ^(s) lifts exp( /

gudu,

\
gudu), so (7.18) implies that
0<s<t s<u<t

a

expl / gudu) dt.

Jo

v=>s

'

•
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Hypermodels of Brownian Motion

We first carry out Anderson's construction of Brownian motion. This is
done by a very intuitive approach: a hyperfiniterandom walk. We verify
that the standard part of this random walk satisfies all required properties.
This is proved by purely elementary combinatorial arguments.
We also show variants of Anderson's model. The first one is a
* continuous model obtained from an hyperfinite product of copies of a
Gaussian measure with infinitesimal variance. The other is obtained from
the uniform measure on an infinite dimensional unit sphere.
Historically, the first rigorous mathematical construction of Brownian
motion was due to Wiener [Wiener, 1923], although Bachelier used a naive
version of Brownian motion in [Bachelier, 1900]. See [Karatzas and Shreve,
1991] for a modern standard treatment of the subject.

7.4.1

Anderson's discrete hypermodel of Brownian

motion

We only consider Anderson's construction of one-dimensional Brownian
motion. The n-dimensional Brownian motion can be obtained by taking
the product of n independent copies. We continue to use the hyperfinite
time line defined in Definition 7.3.1, i.e.

where At = l/N for some N £ *N \ N. (Again, we are free to assume that
N is a factorial for the convenience that T includes all rational points from
the unit interval.) T models the unit interval [0,1], which is thought of as
the time line for stochastic processes.
We let Q = {-1, l } 1 ^ 1 } , A = *V(&), the algebra of internal subsets of
ft, and fi the counting measure, i.e. V.A £ A

Hyperfinite random walk and Brownian motion
We define the one-dimensional hyperfinite random walk.
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B:fixT->*R

by

B(u, t) = ^

AB(w, s),

8<t

where AB(w,s) is the Brownian increment at time s given by w(s)\/Ai,
i.e. the particle B(u>, ) moves either y/At or —y/At independently with
probability ^. In our notation, we take B(w, 0) = 0, i.e. all paths start
from the origin 0. Note that AB(w, s), AB(u, t) are "independent whenever
s^t.
For most applications in sciences, B is probably quite sufficient as a
good model of physical Brownian motion. But since the standard continuous mathematical model of Brownian motion is of such fundamental
importance, it is necessary to find connections between B and the classical
Brownian motion. In fact the latter is the standard part of B.
Define b : £1 x [0,1] — R by b = °B, i.e. more precisely,

where (w, t) G Q, x [0,1] and t+ G T is the point immediately to the right
of t.
Note that we still have 6(w, 0) = 0 for all w G ft.
For each t £ [0,1], B(-,t+) is a lifting of b(-,t), so b(-,t) is Loeb measurable, i.e. b is a stochastic process.
For t G T, let
At =the internal algebra generated by B(-, s), s <t.
So At can be identified with *V({-1, l}Tn*[°>*)). The structure such as
{At}t€J is called an internal filtration and (fi, {At}ter, M) is called an internal adapted space.
For t G [0,1], let Tt = o"(Us«t L(A8) U AT), where JV is the ^-null sets.
Then

is a standard adapted space with filtration {^^€[0,1} It is clear that each
b(-,t) is J^-measurable, i.e. b is adapted to the filtration {Ft}te[o,i}For t G T, we write B t : fi -> *R for the function w i-> J5(w,«). We write
similarly bt : fi -> 1 for i G [0,1].
To show that the adapted process 6 is a standard Brownian motion, we
need to check that it meets the following requirements.
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Requirements for standard Brownian motion:
For 0 < s < t in [0,1], the increment bt — bs is
(i) independent of Ts;
(ii) distributed ~ Af(0, t-s);
(iii) b{w, ) is continuous for ^t£,-a.a. u>.
(That is,(ii) says that the random variable is normally distributed with
mean 0 and variance t — s.)
Note that from classical results, (i) and (ii) implies that for
si < h < s2 < t2 <

< sn < tn

in [0,1],

are independent. This can also be proved directly by using a modification
of the method below.
A combinatorial verification
To prove (i), let C £ Ts and a € R. It suffices to show that
ML (C

n {bt -bs< a}) = tiL{C) fxL({bt -bs< a}).

By internal approximation, we can assume that C is internal and C G As>
for some s' as s. We can suppose that s' > s+, and let
C' = {wGfl: 3T G CMr < s+ r(r) = r(w)}.
Since s' « s+, let k = (s' — s+)N, then the proportion of paths added in
C is at most |jf aiO, so fj,(C'AC) « 0, therefore we assume without loss
of generality that C G As+.
Now by the definition of £2, C and Bt+ — Bs+ are "independent, so
fiL(Cn {bt -bs< a}) = lim > ( C n {Bt+ - B8+ <an—nx

-})
n

= V(C) lim °fx({Bt+ - Bs+ < a - - } )
n—*oo

=
and (i) is verified.

HL(C)fiL({bt-bs<a}),

ft
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To verify (ii), we shift the t and s if necessary, and show that bt ~ A/"(0, t)
for t G (0,1]. Or equivalently, we verify that for t e T ,
f°r
°t > 0, r € *M, M({#t < r}) « /

l(v,t)dv,

J—oo

where

the Gaussian density for Af (0, t).
By writing t = HAt, where H is infinite, and let
Au=

~rr>

Br(<»)--

H

s<r

we note that Br(w) = y iff Br(w) = ^ . Notice that B can be thought of as
a Brownian motion on another Anderson's model. (Using Au as the step
size of the time line.) So by changing the variable in the integral, it suffices
to check
7(t>, l)dv.

(7.19)

Write y = My/At. If B^ (w) = y, then J2t<iw* = ^. So in the coordinates
of w, |(iV + M) entries are 1 and the rest are — 1. Therefore the proportion
of such UJ in fl is
N
Suppose that r = K\J~Ki is a position attained by some path at time
1. Then at time 1, the set of possible positions not exceeding r which are
attained by some paths is Sr = {Ky/At, (K - 2)v/Ai,
, -Ny/At}. So

where F(MVAt) =

2

Ix

j , As = 2>/At. Hence we only need
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to show the following:
.
1
/
°v2\
Hv = MVAt is finite, then r(v) as - 7 = exp — — .
V2TT

V

(7.20)

J

2

As a consequence of this, V is 5-integrable and (7.19) holds.
First recall the Stirling's formula:
m! = \Z2nm(—)"V/m,

for some 0 < e < ^ .

(7.21)

G

To prove (7.20), we first write

I»

=
N-M

1

I

N2

(

N

( * V
\N-MJ

for some e « l . The second term
/

^

/

V N2-M2

1

]j 1-v22/N

So it suffices to show
JV+M

Ar

x

N-M

(7.22)
eM

2

Claim. If 2jj- is finite, iJ > 0 is infinite, then

M

^

we^".

Proof. By expanding e ^ into a power series, the left-side has the form
, where

H 2-,o(k + 2)\{H)

2H-

(Use ^ « 0.) Since (1 + j 0 ^ B - ) M = (1 + jf)M for some e « 0, we have
^

H

~ C1 + liJ+S:)M+'ff

w e

Now rewrite the left-side of (7.22)

^-

T h e claim is n o w

Proved-
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M

\N+Mf

N+MJ

V

N-MJ
(

^
~

\N~M

M

\
M2
~ (iV + M ) 2 /

_JI_V,7V-M
N-MJ
M

/by applying the claim to
V.ff = JV M

So (7.22) holds as required and (ii) is verified.
The proof here is taken from [Ng, 1996]. For proofs using the * central
limit theorem or Fourier transform, see [Albeverio et al., 1986] or [Lindstr0m, 1988].
Now we verify (iii). First we need the following.

Proposition 7.20

(i)

For t € T,

[]

(ii) E [Bf] = 3i2 - 2iA*.

Proof.
For (i), E[Z?t2] = E[(£ s < t A£(u,, S )) 2 ] = £ g < t E [(AB(W,S))2] , by
""independence, so we have the result Yls<t ^ = *
For (ii), we note that E [Bf+At] = E \(Bt + wt\/Ai)4] and by expanding the polynomial, we use * independence and (i) to obtain
E [Bf+At] = E [B$] + 6tAt + At2.
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Prom this recursive formula, we have for t = KAt that

s<t

M<K

= 6At2 (\K{K

- l)\ + tAt

= 3«2 - 2tAt.

a

In particular E [J92] < cx>, so Bt is finite a.s., so to prove (iii), it suffices
to verify that

(iv) B is iS-continuous on a full set, i.e. there is Cl'
Q,' C Q, ^i(fi') = 1,

Vw € £1' Vs, t € T (s « i =» S s sa S t )-

We define S'-discontinuous iff
3 s G T 3 m € NVn G N 3u G T \s - u\ < - A \Bs(u>) - Bu(w)\ > —.
n
m
Note that if \s — w| < 1/n and l^s^) — Bu{u))\ > 1/m, then w G
So together with wi-saturation for the converse, we have
B(u), ) is 5-discontinuous iff w G M O Slm,nm£Nn€N

So it suffices to fix m G N and prove the following:

(v) °fi(nmtn)

->0asn-»ooinN.
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We now have the following calculations:

M(nm,n)

<x

< 2YV (i

> — >}

i

D

(by reflecting the paths)

4"|

i - Si.
n

(by Chebeyshev inequality)

n

/ i \ 2

< (2m4n)(3) I -

-

6m4

(by Proposition 7.20 )

_> o

n
so (v) is proved and this completes the verification that b is a standard
Brownian motion.
Notice that by S-continuity of B a.e., we need not insist on defining bt
using t+. i.e. we can define bt = °BS for any s « t.

The Wiener space
We can now regard st: B >->°B = b as the standard part mapping from fi
to Co[0,1], the space of continuous functions on [0,1] starting from 0. Let
B be the algebra generated by the cylinder sets, and W the measure on
Co[0,1] induced by the Brownian motion. Then (Co[0,1], B, W) is referred
to as the Wiener space. So
st:f2->C0[0,l]
is a measure-preserving mapping onto the Wiener space, and (O, A, /J.) is
an internal version of the Wiener space.
For n G N, let
n
and /i n the counting measure, Bn : fi n x [0,1] —> M the finite random walk
defined similar to the hyperfinite case, except that for t g T n we interpolate
Bn linearly. We also define Borel measures Wn on Co[0,1] by

Wn(A) =
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Then we have the following weak convergence result, which is a special case
of what is known as the invariance principle.
Theorem 7.14 Wn —> W(w.) as n -* oo, i.e. the normalized finite
random walks converge weakly to Brownian motion.
Proof. Similar to the characterization of weak convergence of random
variables given in the last section, we let 0 £ Cb(R),then

Jto^Eo. [9{Bn)] = °E n/v [*0(BN)]
for all small N as oo. In particular, we can take £2jy = f2, Bjv = B, so the
above equals

by °B being the Brownian motion b.

7.4.2

Some * continuous hypermodels of Brownian motion

Cutland's hypermodel
In [Cutland, 1987] Cutland modified Anderson's construction and gave the
following * continuous model of Brownian motion.
Instead of {—1, l } 1 ^ 1 ^ , now we let

n = *M n{1} ,
A = *Lebesgue measurable subsets, \L = Af(O, Ai)^^ 1 ^, the product of
Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance At, i.e. we have the density
d*Leb ~ (
where w G Q.
Then B : SI x T —>-*Mis defined in a similar way as before:
s<t

The only difference is that instead of ABt =
increment ABt ~ 7V(0, At).

, we take *continuous
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We can similarly define filtrations by taking At =internal algebra generated by B8, s <t,t G T. And let Tt = ff(U,«tA UAT), t £ [0,1]. We
define as before bt = °Bt+, then b : Q x [0,1] — M is a process adapted to
] and gives the standard Brownian motion.
The verifications of (i) from the last section are identical to those we
did before. To verify (ii), it suffices to show that internally,
Bt-Bs~X{0,t-s)
for all s < t in T. By * independence, it suffices to show Bt ~ N{0, t) (t G T).
Write t = KAt, then Bt is a sum of K Gaussian random variables with
mean 0 and variance At. By classical results in probability, Bt is a Gaussian
random variable with mean 0 and variance KAt, i.e. Bt ~ AT(O,t).
The continuity (iii) is also satisfied by an identical argument as before,
only this time the moment E [Bf] is exactly 3t2. (E [B$] is still t. )
So Cutland's *continuous model has very simple connection with the
standard Brownian motion.
Anderson's model has the advantage of being hyperfinite, which is a
main benefit of using hypermodel methods. Moreover, the discrete random
walk is more intuitive, and certainly has greater appeal to a hypermodel
purist. (Reduce everything to finite combinatorics!)
Cutland's *continuous model is convenient to use in many applications
that involves higher order of continuity. For instance, this happens in differentiation in infinite dimensional spaces, such as the stochastic calculus
of variations that we will deal with later. The derivation of the CameronMartin formula is another example. We will discuss it later as well.
For n G N, let T n be as in the last section, let
n
Also Bn is defined as before, and Wn is the measure on Co [0,1] induced
by Bn. Then we have the following weak convergence result analogous to
Theorem 7.14:
Theorem 7.15 Wn —> W(w.) o s n - > oo, i.e. the normalized sums of
independent Gaussian variables converge weakly to Brownian motion.
A spherical hypermodel of Brownian motion
Our third construction is both old and new. It started with Poincare's observation that the uniform measure on an n-dimensional sphere approaches
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to a Gaussian distribution as n —» oo. (See [Poincare, 1912].) Wiener's
original construction [Wiener, 1923] used the heuristic from this observation. McKean [McKean, 1973] contains informal but insightful discussions
on the spherical model. We call this spherical model Wiener sphere.
Here we give a rigorous construction of Brownian motion using a hyperfinite dimensional centered unit sphere as given in [Cutland and Ng, 1993].
(See [Li and Li, 1998] for additional information.) For related geometric
interpretations, see [Ng, 1995].
For (Q, A, //), we let N G *N \ N and take
Q = S1*-1^.) = {x& *RN : \x\ = 1},
the unit (N — l)-dimensional sphere, where

\x\2 = ] P xf,x={x1,---

,xN).

Also we let y. be the normalized *Lebesgue measure on SI, i.e. the uniform probability measure, and let A be the *Lebesgue measurable subsets
on the sphere.
Note: Here for the spherical model, we think more in
terms of Euclidean spaces and differ from earlier chapters
by no longer writing elements of SI as w.
, N} with T \ {1} using the correspondence K t—>
We identify {1,2,
(K — 1) At. Then for x G SI, the coordinate XK corresponds to the increment
of the path at time (K - l)Ai. Let B : 0. x T -» *M be defined as before.
Note that under the above identification, for t = KAt,

So this B on SI x T is the restriction of the B on *M n{1} x T we used in
the last section.
Again, we define b : Q x [0,1] -> 1 by b(x,t) = °B(x,t+). It will be
shown that b is the standard Brownian motion.
The largest filtration for B is somewhat complicated to describe, since
(SI, A, fi) is not a product probability space. Also, the increments AB(-, t)
are not ""independent. But nevertheless, the standard part b will have
independent increments. For simplicity, we will take (^Ft)te[o,i\ t° be the
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Brownian filtration, i.e. the one generated by bt. This will be the smallest
filtration b is adapted to. It has not been checked whether this represents a
disadvantage in comparison with the larger filtrations we have earlier. For
example, does it support all solutions for very general stochastic differential
equations?
We remark that the spherical model can be viewed as a modification of
Anderson's by taking increments on the sphere. On the other hand, under
the Wiener measure, we can think that most of the paths from Anderson's
model live near the sphere.
It is worth noticing that the stationary and independent increment property of Brownian motion dictates that in an appropriate space that represents the increments of Brownian paths, the geometry of the vectors of
increments must be symmetrical in all directions, that is, it must form a
sphere. This unusual geometrical feature will be exploited later.
By using results from the last section, we can readily give a quick proof
that 6 is a Brownian motion.
We consider *RN and let

, N} with T \ {1}, 7 is the product
then under the identification of {1,2,
1 1
Gaussian measure Af(O, At) ^ ^ used in Cutland's *continuous model.
The following is the precise formulation that most of Brownian paths
live near the unit sphere.
Proposition 7.21

\x\ « 1 for jL-a.a.

x € *RN.

Proof. E [(|x|2 - I)2] = E [|x|4] - 2E [|a;|2] + 1
= IE

= N

1*1*]-

3 At 2 + (AT - 1)ATA£2 - 1

= 2 AT""1

We let IT : *RN \ {0} —> fl be the projection mapping ir(x) = x/ \x\.
Then since £ s < t xs = \x\ Y.s<t ^ W , f o r * € T, it holds for 7 L -a.a. x e *M.N
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that
B(x, ) is 5 — continuous iff B(TT(X), ) is;
and °B(x, ) = °B(n(x), -.)

(7.23)

(Note that this B is defined on *RN x T, i.e.*M n{1} x T.)
Now since the measure 7 on *M.N is invariant under rotations about
the origin, the measure on fi induced by TT, i.e. 7 o TT"1 is the uniform
probability measure, i.e.
fl = 7O7T~ 1 .

So by (7.23) and results from the last section for B : *MT\{1} x T -> *K,
the standard part b = °B is a Brownian motion.
Once again we state a weak convergence result.
For n € N, let fin be the uniform probability measure on the (n — 1)dimensional centered unit sphere 5 n ~ 1 (l). Define
Bn : 5"- x (l) x [0,1] -» R
by

and interpolate linearly for other Bn (x, t). Let Wn be the measure on Co [0,1]
induced by Bn, then the following can be proved by the same method we
had earlier.
Theorem 7.16 Wn —> W (w.) as n —> 00. That is, the uniform probability measures on finite dimensional centered unit spheres converge weakly
to the Wiener measure as the dimension increases.
An alternative elementary verification
We now give a harder but more elementary and direct verification that 6 is a
Brownian motion. The purpose is to show how things could have happened
in a parallel universe where hyperanalysis was invented during Poincare's
time.
We have to show that for 0 < s < t in [0,1],
(i) bt — bs is independent of Ts;
(ii) (bt-bs)~Ar(O,t-s);
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(iii) b(x, ) is continuous for ^t£,-a.a. x.

To prove (i) and (ii), we need some elementary calculations. Let am
denote the surface area of 5 m ~ 1 (l). Once again, we keep in mind the
, xm means the same
identification of T with its enumeration, so xi,
, i m A(, and both notations will be used interchangeably.
as a;At,

Lemma 7.13 Let A C SI be * Lebesgue such that it is the intersection of
the sphere tvith a cylinder from a volume inside a m-dimensional unit ball
in *Rm, for some m < N. That is

j4 = { i € f i : (xi,
for some A' C {x G *Rm : x\ +
i A\
area(A)

I
= CTJV—m I

/i

, xm) € A'},

-x2m < 1}. Then
2 \ 2(N—m—2) ,

1

(1 — x^ —

— xm)

dxi

,
dxm.

J A'

Proof. Write
dS = r~ldxi

r = rfa,
, xm) = y/l — x\ —
— x\
dxm. Then by surface integration, we have

and

let

f
JA'

D
By the rotation symmetry of the sphere, in order to prove (ii), we can
shift the s,t and show that °Bt ~ M(0,°t) for 0 56 t G T. So we let
A = {Bt < a} for some a G *K, and show that

(7.24)
Note that A = {52s<tx» — a}- ^roIa

elementary geometry, the distance

from the hyperplane ^2s<t xs = a to 0 is

.

, where t = MAt, i.e. M is

the number of coordinates. We can suppose that a > 0. So by rotation, we
can assume that
A = \ x € Q,: xi <

1

1~

,1

y/t/At

= -^=VAt \ .

VI

J

(7.25)
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Since 1 > t 96 0, to prove (7.24), we only need to verify the following:
n({x £ fi: xi < ay/At}) RJ —== / exp I
v27T y_oo
v

) du.

(7.26)

2J

Using Lemma 7.13 and fj, being the uniform measure, the left-side of (7.26)
is

(7.27)

where we use the easy fact that for JV « 00, (1 — ^ ) N ~ e~u and is
5-integrable.
So now (7.26), and hence (7.24), are both satisfied, and (ii) is verified.
To prove (i), using the definition of the filtration {^i}te[o,i]! it suffices
t o let s1<t1<s2<

t2 so t h a t 0<°s1<

° i i < °s2 < °t2 < 1, let c, d € *R,

and let

D=

{B(;t2)-B(;S2)<d},

and prove that fi(CnD)«
fi(C)fj,(D). (This is called 5-independence.)
So C = { £ a i < r < ( l xr < c} and D = {E S2 < r <t 2 ^ < d}.
By rotation and the disjointness of si, ti, S2, t2> we shift the indices and
assume that

r<ti

r<t2

By the same argument using rotation again, we can assume
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Using (7.24), we only need to show that
f°°

(u2 \

1

f°d

1

/

v? \

,(C n D) « J__ - ^ = exp ^ _ j du j ^ -j= exp ( - _ J A,.
And by ti 56 0, *2 56 0, we can in fact reduce it to showing
A x2

r°c

1

uu22

f°dd
f°

u2

C-y)** y ^ ( - y ) ^ - (7-28)

By Lemma 7.13, the left-side is

=

h Lexp (-y) du / exp (-T
(1 — " +
2

2

2p \ ^

J is an

2

S'-integrable lifting of exp(—w — v ) whenever N « 00.
So (i) is proved.
To show that (iii) is also satisfied, we need the following.

Proposition 7.22

Let e € M+, then n > ( { | E s < i / n x s ^ e }) "^ °»

as

ll-tOOffl;

Proo/. /t ( { | E s < i / n ^ s > e}) = M({ki| > eVnAi}), as in the hyperplane argument used in (7.25). By Lemma 7.13, as in (7.27), the above
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measure is
-3)

So now we only need to prove that ra/e^exp(— \)du
N. By a change of variable, we can write this term as
e

-nl

0 as n —> oo in

e2

f°°

exp(-—u)du/y/n.

Using L'hopital's rule, the limit asra—> oo in N is

e exp(-yn) _ en3 / 2
2 nexp(f n)

0.

Now define

For each m G N, as in Anderson's case, it suffices to show that
as ra —> oo in N. But as before,
771

<2ra/i({Si >—}) (by symmetry).
™

771
771

So the result follows from Proposition 7.22.
Now the verification that b is a Brownian motion is completed.
Remark. We have shown three hypermodel constructions of Brownian
motion. Other possibilities also exist. For example, under suitable normalization, the uniform measure on a infinite hyperfinite cube also produces a
Brownian motion. In fact this can be done with many symmetric surfaces.
For Brownian motion on the plane, we can simply take a 2-fold product
of any one of the one-dimensional models. When the plane is viewed as a
complex plane, we can use random magnitude and angle for the complex
numbers to construct the 2-dimensional Brownian motion as it was done in
[Oikkonen, 1985].
For a construction of Brownian motion on a class of fractal structures
using hypermodel methods, see [Lindstr0m, 1990].
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For the construction of Brownian local time and its characterization,
see [Perkins, 1981].
For the chaos decomposition, see [Cutland and Ng, 1991].

7.4.3

Some examples

Example 7.35

The following formula holds in Anderson's hypermodel:

E [Bt2n] « | p - tn,
Proof.

There are exactly (

for n G N and t G T.
] n! — = _

\ nJ

2™

\2n

= E

' ways of partitioning a set

J^ni

of size 2n into n pairs.
Recall 0. = {-1, l} 1 ^ 1 ) and write u8 = i/sy/At for v e
SoBt(u}) = J2s<tws and

E[B?»]=E
s<t

By the independence, each product wSl
u>S2n has zero expectation unless
it can be put into the form w^
w ^ = Atn = -^. Let At<n (respectively
Gt,n) be the 2n-tuples (sj,
s 2 n ) from {w G T : u < t}, where
s2n)
can be divided into n pairs (respectively n distinct pairs) such that each
pair consists of identical elements. So

From the definition, we have the following inequality for At<n and Ctn :
{

^

n + l) = \Cttn\ < \At,n\ < ^(Nt)".

(7.29)

Therefore E [B?n]
Example 7.36 Let fj, be the uniform measure on 5 i V ~ 1 (l) as in the
spherical model. Let c G *MJV, [c[ < 1. Let y.c = fj, o 9, where
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-. Then the shifted measure fic has the

is given by the shift 9{x) =

\x — c\

density given by
dfic .

1—x

c

Proof. Let a be the angle between x and 0(x). Let r = \x — c\. Let
dS be an area element on Sff~1(l) around x. Then by geometry, if we
translate dS to SN~1(1) — c and then project it onto 5 JV ~ 1 (r), the centered
(N — l)-dimensional sphere of radius r, we get cos adS. So
nieidS))^-1

= cosafi(dS).

Therefore
(J,(0(dS)) = ((r cos

a)/rN)fi,(dS).

So the density is
dfj.c . .

r cos a

w =-^r- =

(x — c) x

1—x

]a;_c|iv

= j^^pr-

c

For a more analytic proof using the Jacobian, see [Cutland and Ng,
1993]. It also contains an application for the derivation of the CameronMartin formula.
Poisson process
Example 7.37 Let Q = (T \ {l}) n { 1 } , where T is the hyperfinite time
line as above. Let \i be the normalized counting measure.
Let P : n x T -> *N be given by
P(u,t) = \{s<t:

w.=0}|.

Define p : V, x [0,1] -» N U {oo} by p(u>, t) = °P(w, t+).
Show that p is the Poisson process, i.e. p(u, 0) = 0, and
(i) p(w, ) is right continuous for /j£-a.a. w;
(ii) p{u), s) < p((jJ,t) whenever s < t in [0,1];
(iii) if h <

< tn i n [ 0 , 1 ] , t h e n p(-, tn) - p(-, t n - X ) ,

are independent;
(iv) fj,L({p(-,t) -p(-,s)
s < 4 i n [0,1].

, p(-, t2) - p(; h )

= n}) = (t - s) n e-( t ~ s V« ! . whenever n G N and
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Proof. The verification is similar to that of Anderson's Brownian motion.
For example, to show (iv), we let 0 561 € T and prove that

Write t = MAt for some M fa 00. The left-side is the ^/-measure of the
set of w such that \{s < t: uis = 0}| = n. There are M coordinates before
t, so for the u> we consider, there are I

I choices of coordinates before t

where 0 locates, and they take the other (N — 1) values before time t. So
the proportion of such u> in Q is
(N-l\ M

M\

NM

\nj

\ N J
M!

_ 1M
~ n!

,.

M

(M - n + 1) / 1 _ J _ V
M
(N-l)n
V
)
„-«

n!
since both t, n are finite.

.,

A
M
(i-Aty
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Ito Integral and Stochastic Differential Equations

Using Anderson's hypermodel of Brownian motion, we show that Ito integral is the standard part of a hyperfinite sum, hence Ito integral can be
realized as a "Riemann sum". Ito's lemma is proved. This gives an integral representation of a functional of Brownian motion. StratonovLtch
integral form of this lemma is also proved. Keisler used the hyperfinite
representation of Ito integral to convert stochastic differential equations to
hyperfinite difference equations, and solutions are obtained by hyperfinite
iteration. We prove a special case of his general results as a demonstration
of these methods. The main part of these methods involve construction of
the appropriate adapted liftings to functions on some adapted hyperfinite
probability space. These spaces are very well-behaved and rich in the sense
that they are homogeneous and universal. These are not available to most
classical spaces. A result of Keisler's shows that in a formal sense, whatever happens in some space happens on an adapted hyperfinite probability
space. This explains the reasons why solutions obtained by hypermodel
methods are strong solutions.
Most of these results generalize to martingales as well, but we prefer to
deal only with the Brownian case to give a more elegant presentation.

7.5.1

Some general remarks

We first fix some notation throughout this section. We continue to let T
denote the hyperfinite time line, and A the normalized counting measure
on T \ {1}, A({1}) = 0. So for F : T -> *R,

ET [F] = f F(t) d\(t) = ] T FtAt.
-'T

t<i

Unless specified, (£2, .4, /i) is always Anderson's model of Brownian motion as explained earlier. Again, we let {^4«}teT be the associated internal
filtration, and {-Ft}te[o,i] be the standard filtration given by

ssst

Here Tt is thought of as the collection of information available at time t.
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Proposition 7.23

The filtration {Ft}te{o,i} *s right-continuous, i.e.
s>t

Proof. Clearly we have Tt C (\>t FsFor the opposite direction, let X G f}s>t Fs- Consider rational sequence
sn —* t in [0,1], then by the internal approximation property, for each
n G N, there is Xn G ASn, fiL(XAXn) = 0. So by a>i-saturation, there is
s&tX~ £AS and /J,L(XAX) = 0, i.e.

The filtration {Tt}te[o,i] ^s s a ^ t o satisfy * n e "usual conditions" when it
is right-continuous and when FQ is complete. These requirements simplify
some properties about objects such as stopping times and right-continuous
processes. (The Poisson process given in last section is an example.) The
preference of "right" over "left" is due to modelling the fact that time only
flows in forward direction.
A standard stochastic process is a function
x : J)x[0,l]^R,
so that for a.a. t G [0,1], the function w >-> xt(u) = x(w, t) is a random
variable, i.e. L(^4)-measurable. It is said to be adapted to {^i}te[o,i] if
a.a. t, Xt is J-i-measurable.
Hyper stochastic process
'Analogously, any internal function

is called a hyper stochastic process. Recall that A = *7?(f2), the algebra
of all internal subsets of fi, therefore no measurability assumption on x is
needed.
The correspondence between a hyper process and a standard one
through taking standard part and lifting is more complicated than the general Loeb integration theory we dealt with earlier. There are various reasons
for this. One of them is the situation when all processes are required to be
adapted. The other situation is when a particular construction is used, and
we want to make conclusion based on the initial data for the construction.
Examples of such constructions are Ito integration, functional of Brownian
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motion and solutions to stochastic differential equations. All these constructions have very simple hypermodel analogs, so once the link between
standard and hyper process is established, standard problems reduce to
very elementary hyper ones.
In the following, unless there is a necessity to do the contrary, we will not
distinguish for example an equivalence class in an L2-space with any element
from the class. In particular, all versions from the class are treated as the
same. We use ||-1| 2 to denote the appropriate Z2-norm, depending on the
context. For example, for x : fix [0,1] —» M, ||o;||^ = En[/ 0 x(u>,t)2dt]. For
internal F : T -» *M, \\F\\l = £ t < 1 F t 2 Ai and for internal X : OxT -> *M,
... etc.
\\X\\l = En[J2t<1X(uj,t)2At],

7.5.2

Wiener integral and ltd integral

Internally, we can think of a stochastic integral with respect to the Brownian
motion B as a process of the form
s<t

This is meaningful for any hyper process X. However it may not have any
standard part. It is also noticeable that this is a pathwise definition, while
we will see in a moment that it is not the case for standard stochastic
integrals.
The simplest case is when X = 1, then the integral gives Anderson's
Brownian motion. So we can view stochastic integral as a generalization
from Brownian motion. The next simple case is when X is a deterministic
function F : T —> *R, i.e. F does not depend on paths w. Then J(.F)(u>, t) =
Yls<t FsAB(w, s) is simply a modification of Anderson's Brownian motion,
such that the increment
t is replaced by sy/A~i, depending on time
s. We will show that I(F) is the hypermodel counterpart of the Wiener
integral. In the Brownian case, Bt has variance t, and using "Independence,
it is not hard to show that I(F)t has variance J2s<t F^At. In fact now it
is clear what is involved in general.
Definition 7.13 A process X : Q, x T —> *R is said to be nonanticipating
if Xt is ^-measurable for all t € T.
So nonanticipating is the hypermodel analogue of adaptedness. It is
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what is needed to make AI(X)t = I(X)t+At — I(X)t "independence. Not
surprisingly, we have the following.
Lemma 7.14
(i)

2

(Isometry) Let X : ft x T —> *E be nonanticipating. Then
a

(ii) En [/(*)?] = ®n[X?] for all t e T.
Proof, (ii) follows from (i) by replacing X by X(UJ, s) l[o,t)(s), so we only
need to prove (i).

s,t<l

t]At

( b y *independence and AE% = At)
D

The isometry property, or its standard analogue, is the fundamental
tool in constructing stochastic integrals.
Hyper Wiener integral
Lemma 7.15

Let F : T -> [-n, n] for some n € N. Then

(i) /(F)(w,t) is finite (fi x A)x,-a.e.;
(ii) I(F) is SI? with respect to (p x A)z,;
(iii) I(F)(UJ, ) is S-continuous for [iL-a.a. w. That is, on a full set,
I(F){u,t) w I(F)(UJ, s) whenever stat.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that n = 1, i.e. \F\ < 1.
We first repeat the proof of Proposition 7.20 to obtain the following. Let
t e T, then by Lemma 7.14,

Efi[l(F)2t] = J2FsAt

<!

( 7 - 3 °)

s<t

Using "independence and (7.30), it follows from a counting argument shows
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that for ti < *2i
l)

4

]=lo

tl<S<t2

so we have
(7.31)
Therefore "EnxT^C^)4] < 3 ° ^ ] t 2 At = 3 < oo. In particular (i) follows. Using Lindstr0m's Lemma 7.11, (ii) holds as well. For (iii), we consider f2m>n as defined in 7.4.1, then by (7.31), the same calculation shows
that as n —» oo in N,
FsAB(w,s)
i —

^

n

22

<2m n(3)(i)
i) = 6 — -4 0.
4

n

hence (iii) is also proved.
We now state the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 7.10 In the above lemma, if we define °I(F) : J l x [ 0 , l ] - » R
by (u, t) » °(/(F)(w, t+)) (or°{I(F){w, s)) for any s » *;, then °I(F) is a
I? stochastic process with respect to fiL x Leb, and it has continuous path
f*l,-a.e. Moreover °I(F) is lifted by I(F).
Proof. Everything clearly follows from the lemma, except note that the
transition from (/i x A)i to HL X Leb requires Keisler's Pubini Theorem.
In fact, with more care, one can modify 7.4.1 to show that °I(F)t is a
Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance

°E
s<t+
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Standard Wiener integral
Now we show the connection between the above and the standard notion
of Wiener integral.
Let g : [0,1] — R be a step function, i.e. g is constant on each [U, U+i)
for some finite partition of [0,1] as 0 = t0 < t\ <
< tm = 1.
Then the Wiener integral / 0 gsdbs is defined as the finite sum of random
variables E ^ f e X ^ + i "&*,)
flgsdbs is simply defined as JJ,1 gs l[0)t)(s)d6s.
It is clear that for step functions g, if G is the restriction *g to T, then
I(G) is an 5£2-lifting of J* gsdbs. Moreover, since G is an 5L2-lifting of g,
Lemma 7.14 gives the standard isometry
l

g8dbt
o

2

= h\\2 '

Therefore if/„ is a Cauchy sequence in £2([0,1]), then / 0 fn(t)dbt is Cauchy
in L2(£J). Since every / £ L2([0,1]) is a limit of step function /„, fQ ftdbt
can be defined as the limit of / 0 fn{t)dbtJo f(t)dbt is called the Wiener integral of /.
In f(s)dbs is defined by similar modification as above.
Lemma 7.16 Let F : T -> *M be an SL2-lifting of f : [0,1] -> R. Then
I(F)t is an SI?-lifting of f°* fsdbs for all t € T.
Proof. We can consider t = 1, since the general case follows from using
fn(s) =
FsllOjt)(s) instead of Fs. For n G N, let Fn(s) - Fslm<n}(s),
2
then
K is an 5I/ -lifting of /„. By Corollary 7.10, I(Fn)
/«l{|/|<n}(«),
is an 5L2-lifting of JQ fn{t)dbf So for all small infinite K, I{FK) is an
5Z2-lifting of / 0 f(t)dbt. For such K, since ||/ — / n || 2 —> 0, as n —> oo in
N, ° \\F - Fn\\2 -* 0 as n -* oo, so ||F - FK\\2 « 0. By the isometry Lemma
D
7.14, \\I(F) - I(FK)\\2 at 0, so I(F) is an 5L2-lifting of /„ f(t)dbt.
In fact, it is possible to prove that I(F) is S-continuous a.e., so °I(F)
gives a continuous version of / 0 fsdbs.
Stochastic integral
Now we return to the hyper integral I(X) for X : fi x T —> *R. We mention
that we get isometry when X is nonanticipating. Actually when X is not
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nonanticipating, things could go wrong in other ways. For example, if we
let X(LJ, S) — u)s, then we have

7Zi

Ttt

t£

At

which is infinite whenever t 96 0. The problem is due to the integrand, it
disturbs the cancellation of the positive and negative increments.
However, even when X is nonanticipating and ||X|| 2 < 00, we still do not
necessarily have a well-defined standard part given by (u>, °t) H-> °I(X)(u, t),
simply because I(X)(UJ, t) may oscillate too much from one t to another
infinitely close one. To avoid this, we now consider the following finite
analogue of nonanticipating integrand

fc'MifcA+oW, (7-32)

(7.32)

0<j<n

where for some n £ N, 0 = to < *i
« = 1 is a finite partition of
T, and each <&$ : fi —> *R is 5-bounded and At{-measurable. We call such
X 5-simple.
The standard counterpart is x : Q, x [0,1] —* M, given by

0<i<n

where for some raGN, O = to<ti<---<tn
= lisa, finite
[0,1], a n d each <j>i : SI — M is bounded and Ftt-measurable.
is called simple.

partition of
Such a process

Lemma 7.17
(i) Simple processes are in LP(Sl x [0,1]) and S-simple processes are
SIP, p>l.
(ii) A process is simple iff it has an S-simple lifting.
Proof, (i): Notice that, by boundedness, simple processes are IP. And
by 5-boundedness and Lindstr0m's lemma, 5-simple processes are SLp.
(ii) follows from liftings of the finitely many random variables in a simple
process.
The following is similar to the earlier calculations.
Lemma 7.18 Let X : fi x T —* *K be nonanticipating and S-simple.
Assume that \X\ < c for some c € M+. Then
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(i) Vti < t2 in T
< 3c 4 (* 2 -

°E [(I(X)t2 (ii)

Proof, (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i).
To prove (i), we use nonanticipating and *independence of AB to obtain
the following for X in the form given by (7.32).

=E

c4At + 6c4

52

At 2

t!<s<r<t2

c4At + 3c4(t3 - *i),
and the result follows.

Lemma 7.19

Let X : 0, x T —> *K be S-simple, then

(i) I(X)t is SI? for all t € T;
(ii) I(X) is S-continuous a.e.
Proof.

Write X in the form (7.32). Then by Lemma 7.18,

E [JpO4] < oo, t e T,
so (i) holds by Lindstr0m's lemma.
The proof of (ii) is similar to Lemma 7.15, i.e. as in the proof of Anderson's Brownian motion,
i

4 4

n) < 2m4n(3)c4(-)2 = 6 ^ - -^0,asn-»oo.
n
n

n

Using the above lemma, we can define the standard part of I(X) as a
process fi x [0,1] —» M given by
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and this is defined as the Ito integral of the simple process x = °X, denoted
by
,t

/ x(u,s)dbs.
Jo
By Lemma 7.17, every simple process has an S-simple lifting, so the
Ito integral is defines for all simple processes. Of course, this can be also
written down directly without using liftings.
As in the case of Wiener integral, by passing to the limit, Ito integrals
will then be defined for integrands from the closed linear span of simple
processes.
Lifting of ltd integral
It can be proved that simple processes are dense in the space of adapted
processes, therefore Ito integrals can be defined for integrands which are
adapted processes. The same proof for Wiener integrals gives us the following.
Theorem 7.17 Let x : ft x [0,1] —> R be an adapted process. Then x has
a nonanticipating lifting X : €1 x T — *R. Moreover I(X)t is an SL2-lifting
of the ltd integral Jo x(w, s)dbs, t G T.
O

In the above theorem, we deliberately take a I? point of view of the
Ito integral. We will continue to adopt such a view when dealing with
noncausual integrals later. But we mention that by Lemma 7.19 (ii), when
x is simple, if X is an iS-simple lifting of x, then °I(X)t+ gives a continuous
version for Jo x(ui, s)d68. So far the only tool we used in proving such results
is the fourth moment estimate Lemma 7.18. By using much more advanced
techniques, such as Burkholder-Davis-Gundy style inequalities, it is possible
to prove that for any adapted L2 process x, there is a nonanticipating lifting
X, so that J(X)is S-continuous a.e., hence °I(X) gives a continuous version
of the Ito integral. (Such I(X) is called a uniform lifting.) So the Ito
integral is always a continuous adapted process.
Furthermore, a highly sophisticated but illuminating hyperanalysis theory has been developed to cover stochastic integrals where the integrator
process is a martingale (and hence the easy extension to semimartingales).
The interested reader can find comprehensive accounts in [Keisler, 1984] for
Brownian integrands, [Albeverio et al., 1986] for martingales and [Stroyan
and Bayod, 1986] for semimartingales.
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Ito's lemma and the Stratonovitch integral

The formula of Ito gives a representation of a functional of Brownian motion
as stochastic integrals. It is the stochastic counterpart of the ordinary chain
rule of derivation.
We now present a simple proof using hypermodel representations.
Lemma 7.20 (Ito's formula) Let <j> €E C2, i.e. <j>
ously twice differentiable function. Then for all t € [0,1],
4>{bt) = <j>{bo) + [ <p'(bs)dbs + \ f 4>"{ba)ds
Jo
* Jo

K —* K is a continu-

— a.e.

(Note that the first integral is a ltd integral the second one is a LebesgueStieltjes integral of the measurable function <j>"(bs(uj)) in s. )
Proof.
By approximation, we can assume that <j> and all its derivatives
are bounded. So <j>(Bt), 4>'(Bt), 4>"{Bt) are 5-bounded liftings of the corresponding standard ones.
We first consider Taylor's expansion:
= <t>(Bs)+<j>'{Ba){BB+At - Bs)+
1
\<t>"{Bs){B8+At - Bs)2 + O(BS+At
i.e.
<I>(BS+At)

=

So for some £ 6 l + ,

s<t

At = e(t)At » 0.
s<t

s<t

So
<t>{Bt) - 0(B O ) = }_,(<P(BS+At)

- <t>(Bs))

s<t

w ^2 4>'(BS)ABS + - Y^ 4>"{Bs)At.
s<t

s<t

-

Bsf,
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Therefore 4>(b.t) - <j>(b0) = /0°* <l>'(bs)dbs + \ Q 4>"{bs)ds, by the liftings of

the integrals.
Itd's lemma in differential form
The above lemma is often written as
d<t>{bt) = <t>'(bt)dbt +

\^>"{bt)dt.

The multidimensional case with time dependence <j>: M™ x [0,1] —* K, with
multidimensional Brownian motion can be proved similarly.
We mention that in contrast to the ordinary chain rule, in the above,
there is an extra second term. This term can be removed if we use the
Stratonovitch integral defined below.
For X : SI x T —* *R, the hyper Stratonovitch integral is defined as

Is(X)(u,,t) = 53 hx(w, s) + X(u, s + At))AB8.
s<t

i.e. the integrand is taken as the average of values from the endpoints of
the time increment step.
For nonanticipating X, Is(X) consists of a part corresponding to ("forward") Ito integral, and a part corresponding to "backward" Ito integral
By a (uniform) coarser time line, we mean a set

for some Au = KAt, where K is a divisor of JV. |Aw| is called the mesh
size of U.
Given a coarser time line D, the corresponding Stratonovitch integral is

s€Vn[0,u)

for u e O . S o Is (X) is just
If X is a lifting of x : Q x [0,1] —> R, and a.a. t € [0,1] for any coarser
time lines Ui, U2 of large infinitesimal mesh size, we have a.s. the finite
value

whenever u\ « t fn u2, {u\ £ Ui,«2 € U2), then the standard part
$ u 1 ) is defined as the standard Stratonovitch integral, denoted
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as
/o
Jo

xs o dbg.

Notice that in sharp contrast to Ito integral, no I? approximation is involved. It can be shown that for nonanticipating processes, whenever
Stratonovitch integral is defined, so is the Ito integral, but not vice versa. It
can be also shown that Stratonovitch integral is defined for all continuous
semimartingales, in fact one should guess from the definition which uses
average that continuity is a main requirement for Stratonovitch integrals.
The Stratonovitch integral for integrand that are not necessarily nonanticipating will be studied in the next section.
We now show that the Ito formula for Stratonovitch integral and the
existence of certain standard Stratonovitch integral can be proved simultaneously.
Let </> € C\, i.e. <j>: R —> R is bounded and thrice continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives.
First note that by Taylor's formula,

for some c € M+ obtained from <f>'". Then
-<t>'(Bs))ABa
s<t

a<t
&t ps 0,
s<t

for all t G T. So the earlier calculation for Ito's formula gives a.s.
<f>(Bt) -

s<t

s<t

J2 0'(S s )AB 3 + i "£(<!>'(BS+M) - <t>'(Ba))ABa
a<t

=Is{<t>'(B))u

for all t e T.

s<t
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The same calculation shows a.s.
4>{BU) - ftBo) « l£(<t>'(B))u,
for u € U, whenever U is a coarser time line of large infinitesimal mesh.
Note that the value 4>{BU) - <J>{BQ) is infinitely close to <f>(Bt) - <t>(B0)
whenever u « t. It suffices to mention that in this case, we need to use
\BU+Au — Bu\ « y/Au for all u € U a.e., and this can be proved by going
through the proof of the variance in Anderson's Brownian motion.
Now we have the following result by the above and approximation by
bounded functions.
Theorem 7.18

(Ito's formula for Stratonovitch integral ) Let's

consider a function <j> € C%. Then <j>'{b) is Stratonovitch integrable and for
all te [0,1],

= 4>(bo) + f 4>'(b)s o dbs
Jo

It is customary to write the above in the usual form of the chain rule as
= 4f{bt)odbt.
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Solving Stochastic differential equations

We briefly mention some results on solving stochastic differential equations.
One type of existence result for stochastic differential equations is the
following.
Theorem 7.19 Let b be the n-dimensional Anderson's Brownian motion
with filtration {Ft}t€[o,i\- Let
f : [0,l]xR"-+ Rn and
g : [0,l]xr^l"®Mn

(nxn matrices)

be bounded and measurable. Suppose that the determinant of g is uniformly
bounded away from 0, i.e. for some e G M+,
|detg(t, u)| > e for all (t, u) G [0, l ] x l " .
Then for any To-measurable x0, there is a continuous adapted process x
satisfying
x(u,t) = x(u,0)+

I f(s,x(w,s))ds+ /
Jo
Jo

g(s,x(w,s))dbs(u).

a
Another type is some thing like this:
Theorem 7.20
tration.) Let

(Still using the same n-dimensional b and the same fil-

/ : n x [0,1] x :j n

v

won

such that f(u>, s, , g(u), s, ) are bounded adapted processes with values in
the space of continuous functions C(W,M.n) and C(Kn,M™ <g> Mn) respectively. Then for any Fo-measurable xo, there is a continuous adapted process x satisfying
x(w,t) = x(w,0)+ / f(w,s,x(w,s))ds
Jo

+ /
Jo

g(u,s,x(u,s))dbs((j).

D
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It should be noted that the above gives strong solutions in the sense that
the same filtration works for any f,gia the theorem. This is a feature of
Anderson's Brownian motion that distinguish it from standard Brownian
motion and filtrations. Very often, standard results produce only weak
solutions, i.e. the choice of filtration depends on the particular / and g.
For complete proofs and discussions, as well as generalizations, see [Albeverio et al., 1986], [Keisler, 1984], [Lindstr0m, 1980] and [Stroyan and
Bayod, 1986]. See also [Hoover and Perkins, 1983] for dealing with equations for semimartingale integrators. For a more general weak solution under weaker assumption for boundedness of /, g for equations dealing with
continuous local martingale integrator, see [Rozkosz and Slominski, 1991].
(Their proof is standard.)
All the proofs known so far require in one form or another a fundamental
inequality due to Krylov. Instead of this powerful technique, we seek to
demonstrate the hyper methods by proving a very simple case of Theorem
7.19. This should be compared with our proof of Peano's existence theorem
for ordinary differential equations in § 7.3.
Theorem 7.21 Let b be Anderson's 1-dimensional Brownian motion with
filtration {.Ft}te[o,i] as before. Let f,g : [0,1] X R —> R be bounded and also
continuous in the second variable. Then for any To-measurable XQ, there is
an adapted continuous x such that
/ f(s,x(w,s))ds + / g(s,x(uj,s))dbs.
Jo
Jo
Proof. From the hypotheses, there are liftings F, G of / , g, such that
F, G : T x * K - > * l , F , G are 5-bounded and a.a.tV |r| < oo
F(*,r) « f(°t,°r)

and G(t,r) ^g(°t,°r).

Choose « w 0 so that Xo is ^-measurable and Xo lifts XQ. SO °XQ is
.Fo-:measurable.
Now the hypermodel version of the stochastic differential equation is
F(s,X(w,s))At+
t

Y^
uKs<it

which trivially has a solution defined recursively by

for all u < t < 1 in T.

G(S,X(LJ,S))AB3(LJ),
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Moreover, this definition makes X a nonanticipating process. Therefore
F(t,Xt(u)) and G(t,Xt{<jj)) are also nonanticipating.
By the iS-boundedness of G, the proof in Anderson's Brownian motion shows that 5Z«<t G(t, Xt(tj))ABt is iS-continuous. It is also clear that
the .S-boundedness of F gives S-continuity of ^2s<tF(t, Xt(w))At. So the
equation shows that

Xt(w) = Xu(w) + 22F(s,Xs(uj))At + 2^G(s,Xs(u;))ABs
s<t

(7.33)

s<t

is an 5-continuous process.
Let x be the standard part of X, then x is adapted and continuous.
Moreover, by 5-continuity of the second variable in F and G, F(s, Xs)
and G(s,Xs) are 5-bounded nonanticipating liftings of f(°s, x°s) and
g(°s, xos).
So for t € T we have:

E s<t F{s,X 8 )At Ufts f°* f(s,xs)ds and
Es<tG(s,Xs)ABs

Ufts /0O*ff(S,xs)d6s.

Therefore for t £ [0,1], we have from (7.33) that
xt = xo+ I f(s,xs)ds+
Jo
i.e. x gives the required solution.

I g(s,xs)dbs
Jo

a.e.,

The main advantage of using hypermodel representations is that in
Anderson's Brownian motion, stochastic integrals have very simple pathwise representations, and stochastic differential equations become difference
equations.
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Malliavin calculus

We here briefly outline a hypermodel approach to the part of Malliavin
calculus which we used in the computation of Vega on p. 113. We refer the
reader to [Cutland and Ng, 1994] and [Cutland, 2000] for more details.
The mean idea of Malliavin calculus is to differentiate a function $(w),
treated as a function in u>$, t G T, with respect to the Brownian increment
We first consider an extension of the Ito integral and will show its connection to the Malliavin derivative through an integration by parts formulas.
We let At := 1/N, for some N G *N \ N.
We use the "-continuous model, i.e. we let
T := {nAt |n G *N, \n\ < N2}

and Q := *MT,

equipped with an internal probability measure // given by A/"(0, At)1.
Definition 7.14

Let U G *L2(Q x T). Then SU G *L2{Si) is defined by

t6T

*€T

n
Definition 7.15
w

In *L2(u>), a linear combination of elements of the form
t i ' ' ' w*«-> where t\ <

is called a monomial of order K.
Given F G *£2(O) we denote by F^
space of monomials of order up to K.

<tx

in T,

the *I<2-projection of F onto the

It can be proved that:
Theorem 7.22 There is a set dom(S) C L2(W x [0,1]), such that whenever u G dom(5), it has some SL2 lifting J7(w,t); and for all sufficiently
small infinite K, SU^ is SL2. We denote the common standard part by
6u.
D
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Here 6u is the standard Skorohod operator, or the Skorohod integral of
u. Although 5U is a good internal representation for 6u in many aspects,
it would be nicer to work with At instead of the term u)2 that appears
inside SU. Of course in Anderson's construction of Brownian motion, w2 =
AB"l = At, but this is not true in our "continuous model (this is the
price one has to pay for having uit = ABt varying continuously through
*M. thus allowing internal differentiation d/du>t)- Nevertheless, if we make
the following definition, we can still apply the above theorem to get an
,SX2-lifting of the standard Skorohod integral.
Definition 7.16

Given U G *I?{tt x T), we write

su = y u{u t)uH - T,

Theorem 7.23
small infinite K

du{ t]

"' At

Let u G dom(6) with SI? lifting U. Then for sufficiently

E [(SUM _ 8U^f\ « 0
and hence 5U^K^ is an SL2 lifting of 5u.

Remark 7.3 We have chosen to use the same symbol S to denote both the
standard operator on L2(W x [0,1]) and the internal operator on *L2(Cl x T)
above; this should not cause confusion since we will use different notations
u and U for members of the respective domains.
If U is nonanticipating (i.e. U(LJ, t) depends only on tva for s <t) then
dU(w,t)/dwt = 0. So the usual nonstandard theory of the Ito integral
(for example, the theory on p.223 adapted to the "continuous model) gives
immediately:
Corollary 7.11 If u G L2(W x [0,1]) is adapted, then u G dom(S) and
Su= f0 u dbt (the Ito integral).
D
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The following result characterizes the domain of standard S.
Theorem 7.24 Let u G L2(W X [0,1]). Then u G dom(6) if and only if
u has an SL2 lifting U with *L2-norm \\5U\\ < oo.
If u £ dom(5) and U is any SL2 lifting of u, then
the L2-norm satisfies \\6u\\ < ° \\6U\\;
8U is a lifting of 5u if and only if \\5u\\ « \\SU\\.
D
The following can be applied to show that 6 is a closed operator.
Theorem 7.25 Suppose that u G L2(W x [0,1]) has SL2 lifting U and
SU is an SL2 lifting of r/> G I?{W). Then u G dom{6) and Su = ip.
D
In the literature on the Malliavin calculus, there is much mention of
various integration by parts formulas. The standard counterpart of
V := (d/dujt)t€j

is denoted by D and has a certain nice domain denoted by D 2 ' 1 . The most
fundamental of these is the following, which shows that 5 and D are dual
to one another. It is a simple consequence of the classical integration by
parts at the nonstandard level.
Theorem 7.26

Let u G dom(8) and 0 € D2>1. Then
E[<l>8u]=E[D<t>-u]

i.e. in terms of the inner products in L2(W) and L2(W x [0,1]) respectively

Proof. We outline the idea.
Let $ be a certain strong lifting (called SID2'1 lifting ) of <j> and U be
an SL2 lifting of u such that 5U is an SL2 lifting of Su. Then we have to
show that
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i.e.

E $(a>) ( N E/(u>, t)u^ - \
L
t€T
t€T

v

^

;

A t ) = E / . —!:—J
L*€T W*

U(u), t) At

This follows immediately from the classical by parts formula for the
Gaussian measure on *R ( see below ) for each fixed t G T:
E WuAieivt)!*

^-^A*)

=E

Integration by parts and Hermite polynomials
We give a brief review of the basics of classical calculus on £ 2 (7) = L2(R, 7)
(which can be transferred to *K . ) Here 7 is the usual Gaussian measure
on M so that
exp (—\x2) dx.
A
JA

The Hermite polynomials hn(x) (n = 0,1,2...) are real polynomials with
degree(/in) = n forming an orthonormal basis for L2(j), obtained from 1,
x, x2, x3,... by the Gram-Schmidt procedure. We have:
ho(x) = 1,

hi(x) = x,

h,2(x) = —7=(x — 1 ) , . . .

Alternatively they can be characterized by

(The Rodrigues' formula.)
There are numerous identities concerning the family {/in}n>o! here we
need:
Theorem 7.27
(a) E [hn]
=0forn>l;
(b) h'n = vfifcn-i;
(c) xhn = h'n + y/n + Thn+x, so E [xhn] = E [h'n].
D
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nK = £ „ #» , say, where

an = (6,hn)
in L 2 ( 7 ); so \\9f = £ „ IIM 2 = E n K | 2 - The derivative, re-using the
notation V again, is extended to L2(^) by
Definition 7.17

for 9 G L 2 (7), provided Y,n

na

n < °°

D

Moreover, it can be shown that, when V0 exists, it is independent of the
particular L2 expansion of 9. The basic integration by parts formula extending Theorem 7.27(c) is
Theorem 7.28

If9,ip£

dom(V) then x9 G L2(i) and

n
The divergence operator, reusing the notation S again, and the operator
C are defined by
Definition 7.18
69 = x9- 9'
£9 = 5V9 = x9' - 9"
2

with dom(C) = cbm(V ).
It is easy to check that the following identities hold.
Theorem 7.29 For all 9, ip G L2(j) in the appropriate domains
(a) E [9 I/J'\ = E [69 r/,] (so 6 is the dual of V)
(b) 69 = J2n y/non-ihn where 9 = J2n
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(d) Chn = nhn and so C0 =
(e)||£0||2H
(f) 6(0if>) =

D

For application to the Malliavin calculus by transfer, we need an ndimensional scaled version of this. For the scaling we take real e > 0 (we
will set e = At after transfer) and consider -^/ex;, so i/ex is Af(0, e) under
7 and induces the measure je say on R. The Hermite polynomials are now
Hn(x) = hn(x/^/e) and we have H'n(x) = y/n/eHn-i(x) etc., giving the
integration by parts formula
E7e [XOI/J] = eE7e([0V' + 0'ip]
and, defining 50 = x6 — eO', we have the duality
E 7 e [Sty] = E 7 e [fy'e].
Putting C0 = 6V0 = X01 - e0" as before gives CHn = nHn.
To extend to n-dimensions, we have the measure 7™ on W1 with orthonormal basis for £2(7™) given by the family (Ha) for a a multiindex, i.e. a = (ai,a2,. ..,an) with each a* a non-negative integer and
Ha(xi,X2,.
-,xn) = nlLiH a i {xi). This gives derivatives V,0 = dO/dxi
and divergences Si0 = xt0 — eVi0 for 0 £ L2(j™). The divergence 6
that is dual to the gradient V = (Vi, V 2 ,.. -, V n ) is 60 = ^iWi for
0=(01,...,0n).Then
=E
Note that, the above definitions of 6 and V are consistent with those for
*MT given on p.234 and p.235.
By putting C = <JV, the calculus outlined above extends in a natural
way to L2(7e").
An isometry
We are now back to the hypermodel of Malliavin calculus, with the operators, £, 6, V for the hyperfinite Euclidean space *MT.
There is no standard counterpart of the isometry property for the Ito
integral that applies to all u G dom(J). However, if U € *L2(£2 x T) then
elementary calculations give the following internal isometry:
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Let U G *L2(Q x T); then

+ illvsc/(-,t) + vtc/(.,s)||2 - \\vu\\2
D
This gives an isometry for the subspace L2>1 denned by
Definition 7.19 Let u G L2(W x [0,1]). Then u G L2-1 if u(-,t) G D 2 ' 1
for a.a. t and Dsu(b, t) G L2(W x [0,1]2).
Hence
Theorem 7.31

Ifu£ L2-1 then u G dom(S) and

\\6u\\2 = \\u\\2 + E | j

j Dsu(b, t)Dtu(b, s)dsdt

= M2 + \\\DsU(;t) + Dtu{; S)\\2 - \\Du\\
Proof. Simply take a lifting Uofu such that VsU(w, t) is SL2 and apply
Theorem 7.30.
There is a natural 'inner product' type formula for E [6uSv] for u, v G
L , obtained from Theorem 7.31 by polarization, which we leave to the
reader to formulate.
2>1
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White noise analysis

In this section, we use hypermodel to develope generalized Wiener functionals, in the sense of White Noise Analysis, can be developed. A full
account of this will appear somewhere else. Some applications of Malliavin
calculus in mathematical finance, such as those in §6.1.2, naturally produce
terms that have no "standard" interpretation, but are objects in the white
noise space. This space we construct is denoted by W. It is large enough
to include the Kontratiev space (S1)"1, a well-known space in which White
Noise Analysis can be developed. (See for example [Holden et al., 1996].) In
fact W is richer than (S)" 1 . For example, W has a proper subspace called
Wi which contains all monomials and includes (S)" 1 .
The space W includes all I?-Wiener functional, all elements in the
Krontratiev space, can do stochastic integration and stochastic differential
equations, behaves well with respect to 5L2-liftings of Wiener functional,
behaves well with respect to composition with continuous functions (even
with Schwartz distributions sometimes), is closed under the Wick product,
dbt
contains interesting objects such as —- and Donsker's delta functions, ...
at
As before, let At := 1/iV, for some N G *N \ N and use the hyperfinite
timeline T := {nAt \n G *N, \n\ < N2} and ft := *MT, equipped with an
internal probability measure fi given by JV(O, At) T .
The white noise space W
We need the nth Hermite polynomial, hn from last section.
For multiindex a = (at)t^j G *NT, we define Ha : ft —> *M by

W.H =

2n».

So {Ha | & G *NT } forms a *orthonormal basis in *L2(Q).
For

/=
we have the *i 2 -norm
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Definition 7.20 Given K G *N, we write MK for the subspace of
that has a hyperfinite expansion of the form X^ae*{o 1 K}"1fla^ofHence
the internal closure

*L2(£l) = |J

MK.

a
Now we define A n = {(tj,
, tn) G T n | h <
< tn }. As a conven2
tion, A n = 0 if n > N + 1.
Recall that / : £2 —> *M is called a monomial if it is a linear combination
of terms of the form wtl
wtn, where t\ <
tn.
Given g : An — *]R, we define the analog of multiple Wiener integral
as:

ln(g)

Yl

g(h,

,

(*l,-..,*n)€A n

Note that since T is hyperfinite, there are only hyperfinitely many possible
/„. We write I(g) when n = 1. The following is easy to prove:
Proposition 7.24

The following are equivalent:

(1) f :Q, —y*R is a monomial.
(2) (Chaos expansion) f = E n > 0 4 ( / « ) for some fn:An^>

*M.

JEML

(3)

Proof.

For the last equivalence, use ho = 1 and h\(x) =x.

So Ali is the space of monomials.
It is easy to write down some monomials that do not lift anything in
L?{W) nor even in L2(Sl).
Now we construct W, a space of generalized Wiener functionals. Since
*L2(£i) is a *Hilbert space, for elements f,g, we write:
(/,<?>:= IE [/<?]

Definition 7.21

and

||/f :=(/,/).

Let / € *L2(£l).

Write / ~ 0 if (/, exp (1(0)) ~ 0 for all £ G 5(K), the Schwartz space
of rapidly decreasing functions.
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Write / ~ <? if / — g ~0.
/ denotes the ~-equivalence class of /.
Then we define the space
W := {/ | / G MK for some K G *Nand |(/,exp (/(£))) | < oo for all £ € 5(H)},
and a subspace
Wi := {/ G W |/ G Mi }.D
It can be checked that the above are well-defined. Note that W is just
a linear space, i.e. we are not dealing with any topology there.
Remark 7.4

(1) The /(£) above should be written more rigorously as

.

(2) Instead o/£ G S(M), one can also use those £ such that ||£|| < oo or
those being SI?-functions and produce spaces different from W.
(3) W has cardinality | M S ^ | = 22", irrespective the choice of the nonstandard universe.

Example 7.38 (1) A standard Wiener integral of the form jQ ftdbt is
represented here as the ^-equivalence class of some
aaHa
where Ft = 0 if t <£ [0,1], and aa = FtVAt if 3\tat = 1 and aa = 0
otherwise. If F is an SL2-lifting of / on [0,1] then I(F) will be an S p litting of / 0 ftdbt, but SL2 plays only a minor role in our setting.
(2) The ^-equivalence class of / =

Y^ /i2 I ,— I is an element in
yVMJ
te£ip,i]
W \ Wx. Moreover, we have for all f G 5(K) that

More about W and Wi
We now consider properties that enables one to carry out white noise analysis in W and Wj.
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The following is straight-forward to show but is useful in constructing
elements in W.
Lemma 7.21 Let f,g£ *L2(Sl) such that f ~ g. Suppose that 0 : R —> R
is continuous. Then *0(f) ~ *0{g).
D

Theorem 7.32 (Assuming enough saturation.) Let f G W. For each
continuous 0 : E —> R, 0(/) = *0(/) is well-defined and belongs to W.
Proof. First note that *0(/) G *L2(Q.) — *\Jice*n MR, hence by enough
saturation, *#(/) is ^-equivalent to some element in MR for large enough
K.
So *0(f) G W.
Lemma 7.21 shows that 0(f) is well-defined.

Lemma 7.22
1 <p < oo.

Iff;: T -» *E and ||f || < oo, tfeen exp (J(C)) is 5I,P /or

P T O O /. E [exp (/(£))] = exp ( | ||e||2)) , so ||exp (/(£))||p < oo. Also for
H(A) fa 0, we have:

EA [exp (/(0)] = E [1Aexp (7(0)] < v(A) ||exp (/(0)|| 3 « 0.

Q

Theorem 7.33 L2(W) C Wi as a subspace.
Proof. Let / be a monomial S£2-lifting of an element in L2{W). For
f G 5(R), we have

|(/,exp(/(e)))| = |E[/exp(J(0)]| < 11/11 ||«p(/(0)ll < oo,
where the last inequality follows from ||/|| < oo (use lifting ) and
||exp (/(£))|| < oo by the above lemma.
To check well-definedness, we note that if / and / ' are SX2-lifting of
the same element in L2(W), then similar calculation shows that f = f'.D
Therefore, by Theorem 7.33, we can think of Wi and hence W as a
space of generalized Wiener functionals.
In fact we will prove a stronger result in a moment. Before doing that,
we define the 5-transform:
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Let / G Wi, where f £ M. We define 5 / as a functional acting on 5(R)
such that for f G 5(M),

where we regard w+£Ai as the path (ut + *£(*) At)tei, or written simply as
(w« +£tA£)tgT, The fact that the above is well-defined for elements in M is
a consequence of the following Cameron-Martin type translation formula,
which we will need again later.
Lemma 7.23

//£ : T -» *M and f G *£2(£2),

E [/(W) exp (J(0(o;))] = E [/(« + eAi)] exp Q
Proo/.
Left Side

(7.34)

(2TT2

1

r

/

1

__

_\

/

1

ft At
= Right Side
We can now show the primary example of a non-£2 element in W :
Example 7.39
Lemma 7.2%
Jilt I ,

For each t G T, clearly -^- G Mi. Moreover, by

G

— IE* K*-^ ~T" ? t l "

— ^4

^^ OOj

for all f G 5(K), hence - ^ G W.
In particular, this shows that L2(VF) £ W.
j»

--—-

ji

We write —^ := -r-^- and {l -—^ V^™
is regarded as the (Gaussian) White
dt
At
dt HeT
Noise Process.
In fact, W, even Wj contains all white noise elements considered in
standard literature.
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The Kondratiev space (S)~x is a subspace ofW\.

Theorem 7.34

Proof. Given an element in (Sr)~1, we identify it with an appropriately
truncated internal extension of the chaos expansion for it. It can be easily
seen that (Sf), where / € Wi produces all [/-functionals on <S(R), hence,
by the characterization theorems in [Hida et al., 1993], we have a linear
bijection between ( S ) - 1 and a subspace of Wi.
Remark 7.5 (1) Note that (S) 1 is a proper subspace
(2) We can write L2(W) C (S)'1 C Wi without ambiguity: / / $ , $ ' G
M, where $ is an SL2-lifting of an element in L2(W) and if(S$) = (SS'):
then <£' is an SL2-lifting of the same element.
It turns out that W behaves well with respect to a special product.
Definition 7.22 Given / = Y.at'tf* a « w « a n d 9 = Ylae*Tt* baHa, we
define the Wick product (whenever the sum converges)

fOg=

2

a h

\

where a! := \[teT at\.
Remark 7.6 As in [Holden et al., 1996], it is possible to prove that the
Wick product is independent of the particular choice of the orthogonal basis
in the series expansion.
First note that it is straightforward to check the following properties:
Proposition 7.25
(symmetry)

Let f,g£ *L2(Q). Then

f<)g = </<>/

(polarization) f$g = - ( ( / + g)0(f + g) - fOf - g<>g).
In order to show that the Wick product behaves well for elements in W,
we first need to calculate some useful formulas for Hermite polynomials.
The proofs are omitted.
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Lemma 7.24

For any n G N, we have:

Lemma 7.25

/ / / , g G MK for some K G *N and 2e£ £ : T -> *R, then

= E [ / e 1 ^ ] E [ f f e ^ l e~sllSII2.
D
It is not hard to see that W is not closed under the usual product. But
the following shows that W is closed under the Wick product, which is a
good substitute for the usual product.
Theorem 7.35

Let / , g G W. Then

___
(1) /Off G W.
(2) Moreover, /Off is well-defined by /OffProof. (1) Let f,g G W, where f,g G MK for some K G *N. Then it is
clear that /Off G MIKIn addition, by Lemma 7.25, E [fOgeI(&] < oo, for all £ G S(R), hence
/OffGW.
__
^
(2) First note that /OO = 6, and so by (1), we can let /Off be /Off and
it is well-defined.
O

Corollary 7.12
Proof.

Let f,g G W. Then S/Off = (Sf) (Sg).

Use Lemma 7.25 and Theorem 7.35.

Stochastic integrals and stochastic differential equations
We consider stochastic processes of the form {Xt}teJ, where Xt G MK for
some K G *N such that Xt G W. (Since T is hyperfinite, we can use the
same K for all t G T.) We will concentrate mostly on the part of the process
{Xt}, where t is finite.
For such process {Xt}tej, since Xt G MK it is clear that the hyperfinite
sum ^2 XtAt G MK- If, in addition, this sum defines an equivalence class
t=ti
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in W, independent of the representation of Xt, then we will denote the
Xtdt and regard it as an integral of the process

Lemma 7.26

Given Yt ~ 0, t\ <t<t2,

where t% —1\ is finite, we have

YtAt ~ 0.
Proof.

Let f € <S(R). Since T is internal, there is e « 0 such that
W G T tt < t < t2 =» |E [Yt exp (J(0)]| < £
<2

Consequently

YtAt

- *i) « 0.

The following lemma is useful in constructing well-defined integrals
2

xtdt.

Lemma 7.27

Given {Xt}teT, where Xt € MK for some K G *N, with
rt2

Xt 6 W for all finite t, the stochastic integral /

Jti

Xtdt is well-defined as

an element in W whenever t\ and t% are finite.
Proof.

Let £ € S(R). It is clear that E

< oo.

Let X[ ~ Xt. Then by Lemma 7.26, ^(X' t - Xt)At ~ 0, hence
I

Xtdt is well-defined in W

We now define the stochastic integral /

I-,

Xtdbt as the element in W by

using the above results; so we have to make sure that the product
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Lemma 7.28

/ / / € W and independent oft, then f—- =
G W.
at
At
Proof. Let / G M.K for some K G *N, it is clear by independence that
the product / ^ G W^+i- Let f G <S(R), the we apply Lemma 7.23 to
calculate:

<OO.

hence / ^ G W.
2

Now the definition
lition of / Xt<26t is very simple:
Jt!
Theorem 7.36 Given {Xt}teT, where Xt G MK for some K G *N, with
X ( £ W for all finite t, and each Xt is independent oft. The the stochastic
' Xtdbt is well-defined as an element in W whenever t\ and t-z
are finite.
rt3

r, //
Moreover,

Jti

Proof.

Xtdbt =
ti

By Lemma 7.28, we have

= Xt^- G W for each t G T.
at
/It
And so the result follows immediately from Lemma 7.27.
Remark 7.7 Note that there is no adaptedness requirement in the above
integral. The only thing needed is the independence of current time t.
Now we would like to show that this definition extends Ito integrals.
Given a filtration T := {Jrt}tei, an internal process {Xt}teT is said to
be adapted to T if each Xt is ^i-measurable. A process {Xt}tet is said to
be adapted to T if there is {X't}teT, such that X't ~ Xt and {X't}t€T is
adapted to T.
The filtration generated by {wt}teT is called the Brovmian filtration.
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The following gives sufficient conditions for the definition of a stochastic
integral, in particular, all Ito integrals are included in our setting.

Proposition 7.26 Let *i,t 2 G T. Let {Xt}tzT be a process adapted to
the Brownian filtration. Let X[ ~ Xt, ti < t < t2, such that each X't is an
SL2-lifting of an element in L2(W).
*2

»t
»t2

*2

Then J2 XtfjJt==53
5 3X'X'twtwt t ==/ / Xtdbt e W.
t=t

^

Proof. Under the assumptions, Theorem 7.36 is applicable. Moreover,
by the denseness of °exp(I(f)) in L2(W), where ^ G 5(M), we have
E [(Xt - X't)u)t exp (/(C))] « 0 for each t\ < t < t2, and therefore the
result follows.

Now we consider the solution of stochastic differential equations in the
white noise setting.

Theorem 7.37 let 9, rp : T X M —> M. be bounded and continuous in the
second variable. Let t € T be finite. Let x0 € K. Then
xt = xo + / 9(s, xs)ds + / ip(s, xs)dbs
Jo
Jo
has solutions in W.
Proof.

Write Xo = xo- For t > 0, we define inductively

xt = x0+ 53 *e(s,xs)At +
0<8<t

0<8<t

We let xt = Xt, which gives well-defined elements in W by Lemma 7.27
and Lemma 7.21. Moreover {xtjtei is adapted to the Brownian filtration.
Let f € 5(M). Then E [Xt exp (1(0)] =
E[X0<
0<s<t

+ Y3 E[V»(s, Xs)exp(/(^))u>a] Ai. (7.35)
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By 0 bounded, the first two terms are finite. The third term equals (by
translation formula Lemma 7.23)

] exp (-\
0<s<t

Uf) u,s]At

^

'

0<s<t
0<s<t

which is finite, by if) being bounded.
The Clarke formula
The Clarke formula is important in hedging and it's formulation and proof
are both easy in W.
Lemma 7.29

Let f G Mi, then

where Vt/ = gj- and T% is the Brownian filtration.
Proof.

Consider for example / = Iz{rj). Then
T](S, t, r)wswr + J ^
t<a<r

s<t<r

rj(s,r,t)wsu}r.

s<r<t

By independence, the first two terms has conditional expectation zero at t,
so we have
teT

teTs<r<t

The general case is similar.
Theorem 7.38 If x € Wi, then there is a constant a € K and a process
T adapted to the Brownian filtration such that x = a + / T
Proof. We write x = f, where / £ Mi and apply Lemma 7.29. The
result follows by letting a = E [/] and xt=E \VtT\Ft ]
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//°f G ID1'2, then £ t g T E [ V t / | f t ] w t i » 5L 2 .

Donsker's delta function
Let 0 : *M —> *R. we say that 0 lifts some element in S' (Schwartz tempered
distributions) if the distribution is given by
£ i-f ° f 0(u)*£(u)du,

where f G 5.

It can be checked that for ?;: T —> *R, we have:

Theorem 7.39 (Assume enough saturation.) If 9i,02 : *M —* * both
Zi/ts ffte same element in S', and \\TJ\\ < oo then

Proof.

Use the calculations (with 0 = 0\, or 02 )

= E
.

' "

^~~

tet

teT

2 '
ll^l|2

where the Gaussian density is denoted by p(u,a) = }

exp(-^r) G S.

So E MHr,)) exp(J(O)] = E [^(Ifo)) «p(/(0)] for'all f G S.
The rest is similar to Lemma 7.32.
As a consequence, if S is any lifting of the Dirac delta function, and
||j7|| < oo, then the Donsker's delta function is

For example, one can fix positive e fa 0 and take
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Let x] = l[o,i)- Then I(rj) = B\ = 53o<t<i w «- Using the formula in the
proof of the above theorem, we have:

mm « ^
On the other hand, it can be shown that for some / G Ai, f = 6(Bi), so
the Clark formula implies that

o<t<i
7r

Donsker's delta functions have the following nice property. Note that
the product is the usual product:
Theorem 7.40

(Assume enough saturation.)

Let t

^

s, then

The proof will follow from the a more general result by taking 9 = <p — 6
and 77 = 1 in Theorem 7.41. First we quote the following which is basically
[Benth and Ng, 2002] (Corollary 3), but a proof is included for convenience:
Lemma 7.30 Let 9, (j> : *R -> *R lift elements in S'. Let X,Y : Q, -> *R
be independent random variables, whose distributions are given by some
densities in 5(R). Then E [9(X)4>(X + Y)] is finite.
Proof.
Let px and py, elements in «S(R), denote the densities of X, Y
respectively. Then we have:
M[9(X)<I>(X+ Y)} = [

L

9{x)<j>{x +

y)Px{x)pY{y)dxdy

9(x)px(x)<f>(y)py(y - x)dxdy < oo.

Theorem 7.41 (Assume enough saturation.) Let 0, <j> : *R —* *R lift
elements in S'. Let r\ : T —> *R such that \\i]\\ < oo. Let t < s. Then
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Proof. Again as before, by enough saturation, we can assume that
6{I(ril^t)) and (f>(I{ril^s)) are elements in W. Let f € <S(R), then by
Lemma 7.23,
E

+ fr At)
r<t

r<s

Now apply Lemma 7.30 with
frWr + 6-At)
noticing that they are independent and are centered Gaussian variables
with finite variances, hence the result follows.
Note that in general, W is only closed under the Wick product but not
the usual product.
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Universality and homogeneity properties of hyperfinite
models

Superficially, results from previous sections deal with special models,
namely Loeb measure spaces over hyperfinite sets, such as the Anderson's
Brownian motion and the hyperfinite time line. We are going to show
that in fact these models are universal in the sense that whatever one can
construct using other models of Brownian motion, be it a solution to a
stochastic differential equation, or a formula such as Ito's, ... etc, one can
also find such objects using Anderson's model. So as far as stochastic analysis is concerned, one only need Loeb measure spaces over hyperfinite sets.
The following is a brief introduction to [Keisler, 1988].
We continue to let (0, A, fi) denote Anderson's Brownian motion. Then
it is universal in the following sense:
Let (A, B, v) be an adapted space. Let y : A x [0,1] —> R be a stochastic
process. Then there exists a stochastic process x : fl x [0,1] —» M. having
the same finite dimensional distribution as a;, i.e. for any 0 < *i,
, tn <
1, (xtl,

,xtn)

has the same distribution as (ytl,

,Vtn)

It is homegeneous in the following sense:
Given any two stochastic processes x, y : SI x [0,1] —» M, x, y have the
same finite dimensional distribution iff there is an automorphism of Q, sending x to y.
As a matter of fact, the above remains valid for processes taking values
in a Polish space (a complete separable metric space), and such is a more
natural setting for many applications.
The proof of the universality property follows from a measure-theoretic
argument using the fact that (fi, L(A), HL) is atomless, and the separability
of M allows construction of a process on £2 matching the finite dimensional
distribution of the given one.
The proof of homogeneity uses internal approximation and wisaturation to construct an internal automorphism of the liftings. The argument is similar to the proof of the existence of liftings.
We let {i?i}te[o,i] be the standard filtration for Anderson's Brownian
motion as before.
The most significant part of Keisler's theory is the extension of the above
to the concept of an adapted distribution. This theory is best appreciated
in the framework of probability logic, and it can be found in [Keisler, 1985],
[Hoover and Keisler, 1984], [Keisler, 1986] and [Fajardo, 1985].
Let x, y be stochastic processes. Roughly, x, y are said to have the same
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adapted distribution, if given any procedure of any repeated application of
conditional expectation operation and bounded continuous functions, the
two new processes x' and y' obtained under this procedure have the same
finite dimensional distribution.
For example, let 0 and <j> be bounded continuous real-valued functions.
Let $ be the procedure
#(z) = </>(lS.[0(zs,zt)\Br}),

where E'[ \Br] is the conditional expectation with respect to some Br from
the filtration. Then <P(x) and $(y) are processes Cl x [0,1]3 —> R, having
the same finite dimensional distributions.
Now there are the following universal property and homogeneous property for adapted spaces.
Universality:
Given, any process y adapted to some space
(A, {G«}t€[oii],i'), there is for some filtration {Fl}te[o,i}
and a; on (fl,{J~i}t€[o,i\,PL) that has the same adapted
distribution as y.
Homegeneity:
Any two stochastic processes on fi that have the same
adapted distribution can be sent to one another by an
automorphism.
The key fact used in the proof of homogeneity is that if X lifts x, then
*$(X) lifts $(z) for any procedure $ of the above form.
The two properties together shows that for any process y adapted to
some space (A, {Gt}te[o,i], v), there is a; adapted to (ft, {^tjtefo.i], A*i) such
that x and y have the same adapted distribution.
We have proved Ito's lemma for Anderson's (12, A, n). As an application
of the universal and homogeneous property, we see that Anderson's model
contains every instance of Ito's formula up to adapted distribution. So we
can conclude that Ito's lemma holds for any models of Brownian motion.

Appendix A

Mathematica Programs

We give here examples of implementing some computations and formulas mentioned in this book. Although this is done in the language of
MATHEMATICA, obviously it can be done in other similar computer algebra systems such as MAPLE, MATLAB, REDUCE, etc.
The codes in this Appendix are meant to be of practical use and they
can be easily modified to suit other modelling methods. Note that, as
numerical errors can be accumulated in any computer algebra systems,
slight numerical discrepancy is expected and one should explore also various
number of iteration steps.
In § A.I, we include codes for the classical Black-Scholes formula and
the explicit formula for the down-and-out European barrier call option.
In § A.2, we implement the CRR matrix from § 5.2 to price European
call option, European put, American put, down-and-out European barrier
call, up-and-out European barrier call, European double barrier call option
and the digital option. Examples are shown and compared with those
results from explicit calculations in § A.I.
In § A.3, we show how some of the computations done in this book
can be carried out easily using MATHEMATICA. This is important in both
efficiency and exploring new ideas.
We assume throughout that the version of MATHEMATICA is 4.0 or
above.
For additional use of MATHEMATICA in mathematical finance, we refer
the readers to [Shaw, 1998] as well as the website for this book.
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A.I

Explicit formulas for pricing options

A.1.1

Classical Black-Scholes

formula

We are going to define a MATHEMATICA function using Eq. (4.14). We
first simplify the integral:

Simplify [

^-— J ^ [ K ] e" i t

V
(l-Kee-V**)
**) dz, Re[t] > 0

The following output is resulted:

gyVx _ e t x R .

Erf[

2 V t VK

2 V t VJC

Note that MATHEMATICA uses a built-in error function:

Erf[*] := - i /
Vn Jo

It's relation to the Gaussian distribution is:

Now we replaces y by
Input:
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Output:
A e - t (r+*)-log[x]
2
f

t (r + x)-Log[K]+Log[x]

2 Vt Vx
K] +Log[x]

c t K KErf [

2 Vt Vx
And in terms of a and the original time:
Input:
i . \K ->
L

, t -> ( T - t )

J

2

Output:
-(-t+T) [rH-^j

(-t+T) r + - ^ +Log[x]

e

s,-t+«)

\

* )

A. , . t + T )

^

- e2

K+

^ ^ j ^ W
V2 V - t + T Vo 2
o2*

( - t + T) ( r + ^-) - L o g [ K ] + L o g [ x ]
V
2 7
_^
__
V2 V - t + T VCT2

Next we define the classical Black-Scholes pricing formula by the above:

ClassicBS [x_, t _ , T_, K_, o_, r_] := Evaluate [ %] ;

The following input produces an output for Example 4.1:
Input and Output:
ClassicBS [120, 0, 0.5, 110, 0.25, 0.03]

15.1591
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A.1.2

Down-and-out European barrier option

We now consider the pricing formula for the down-and-out European barrier
call option.
We first define the Green's function in Eq. (4.22) and simplify the solution given in Eq. (4.24):
Input:
G[y_, z_, t_] : =

Simplify[x

| ^

(z-(y+gt))2
4t
- e

1

L o g f l c 1

S [

V 2

^

g

W

, «.tj

| l - « e

V2

|dz,

Re[t]>

e

t ^ a - V 2 Log[K] -VI
2 Vt a

Output:
1

I

—e

2

t (V2

P

-°>°K + X-X

1

V

2

P

^
V2"/3-

xErf

Erf [

t/3 0

a)a

2 Vt a
1

J

a

r * °

if

(/3 -

Via) - V2 Log[K] + V2

L

2V t

Log[x]

a

Then we substitute the original parameters back and simplify:
Input:
Simplify [% / . {/3 -> ——- +

V2

Log[x]

t a (/3 - V I CT) - V 2 Log[K] -- V2 Log[x]

WI Log[x]

- V2 Log[K]

2 Vt

.

, x -> — , t -> T - t , K -> — 11
CT

^*

^*
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Output:
2r
KT
X \ "p"
- L 2 + e r (t-T) KK „X - e_r (t-T)' A
l l 1—
J
+

1

2L2

L)
e*

(t-T)

Erf [

7T,

L'
Ll

e*

/X
1 L)

(t-T) ( 2 r - o2) - 2 L o g [ i ] +2 Log[f]
2 V2 V - t + T

CT

(t-T) (2r + cr2) -2Log[ — 1 +2Log[ —
*

Erf [
an [

-](t -T) (2 r - 0 2 ) +2Logf — 1 +2Logf — 1

(t-T)

Ll J

.—

L2

Hi

L

( t - T) (2 I

LlJ

]

2 V 2 V - t + T CT
+

CT2).

2 V2

2 Log f — 1 + 2 Log f — 1
1 L J
l l J ]
/
J
V - t + T CT

Next we define the pricing formula which is equivalent to Eq. (4.26):
BarOption[x_, t _ , T_, L_, K_, o_, r_ ] := Evaluate [L %]

Now we apply this to obtain the answer in Example 4.2:
Input:

BarOption[120, 0, 0.5, 108, 110, 0.25, 0.03]
Output:

12.1664
We can also get a visual representation of how the price varies with
respect to the barrier and volatility levels:

Input:

Plot3D[Bar0ption [120, 0, 0.5, L, 110, a, 0 . 0 3 ] ,
{a, 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 9 } , {L, 100, 109}]
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Output:

0.2
0.4

100

One can get information about the implied Vega and volatility (§ 6.1.2
and § 6.2) for various barriers L.
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Implementation of the C R R matrix

In this section we explain and provide codes for modelling options based
on the binary tree hypermodel and the CRR matrix as covered in § 5.2.
Because of the no early exercise for American call (p.82), the Put-Call Parity (p.74 ) and the In-Out Parity (p.81 ), we only cover European options,
American put, down-and-out European barrier call, up-and-out European
barrier call and the European double call option, the other combinations
can be easily obtained from these.
In all the programs below, we use the following notations for the inputs:
x = the current price of the underlying
t = the current time
T = the expiry time
K = the strike price
a — the annualized constant volatility of the underlying
r = the annual constant riskless interest rate
Num = the number of the time intervals dividing up [t, T — t]
Note Num is the finite approximation of the JV in § 5.2 and hence the CRR
matrix will be an (Num + 1) x (Num + 1) one.

A.2.1

European options

We define the European call option pricing formula based on the CRR
matrix method.
We use the Module function, and specify the local variables
P,A,R,u,d,p,q.
P will be the CRR matrix, A the subinterval size for the time, approximating the At in § 5.2.
The u,d,p,q are just like those in § 5.2, except that using normalized
time and current price, we have to replace
r by (T - t)r;
<T by y/T — to-;
K by K/x.
P is first set to by the zero matrix using Table. The first For function
replaces the main diagonal by the normalized option values at terminal
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time:

undNum-n - —) Y .
The second For function replaces recursively the second, third, ... diagonals
above the main one by taking the expectation with respect to the transition
probability given by p, q then discounting back using the factor R. Since in
Mathematica, the first entry of a list is indexed by 1 instead of 0, we have
to adjust for this.
Finally the current value of the option can obtained from the (1, l)-entry
of the matrix F, multiplied by x to take into account the normalized price
we have made.
Input:
EuroCallOpt[x_, t_, T_, K_, a_, r_, Num_] := Module [{P, A, R, u, d, p, q},
P = Table[0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Mum}];
Num

1 + (T-t) rA

u=l + VT-t a VA; d = l - V T - t aVi;
(T-t) rVA +VT-t a
VT-t a- (T-t) TVA
-==
; q=
= =
;
2 VT-t a
2VT-t a
For [n = 0, n < Num,
P=

P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] = ReplacePart [p [ [Num + 1 - n] ] , Max [un dNlml"n

, o],

For[i = 1, i <Num,
For [n = 0, n < Num - i , P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = ReplacePart [P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] ,
R (pP[ [Num + 1 - i - n ] ] [ [n + 2] ] +qP[ [Num + 1 - i - n + 1] ] [ [n + 1] ] ) ,
n + 1] ; n++] ;

We now apply the function to Example 4.1 with N = 20 :
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Input:
EuroCallOpt [120, 0, 0 . 5 , 1 1 0 , 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 0 3 , 20]

Output:
15.138

With N — 200, we see that the results is already very close to the one
given by the explicit formula:
Input:
EuroCallOpt [120, 0, 0 . 5 , 110, 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 0 3 , 200]

Output:

15.1592

Next we define the pricing of European put option using the Put-Call
parity:
Input:
EuroPutOpt [ x _ , t _ , T_, K_, o _ , r _ , Num_] : =
E u r o C a l l O p t [x, t , T, K, a, r , Num] + K e" r ( T t '

An example:
Input:

EuroPutOpt [100, 0, 0.5, 130, 0.25, 0.05, 50]
Output:
27.6137

-x
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A.2.2

American put options

For the American put option, the definition is similar to the last one, but
in the first For function we use the value for put:
x
and in the second For, we need to consider the maximum of the value of
carryover the option and the value of earlier exercise:

K

n Num_,-_n

X
Input:
AmerPutOpt [x_, t_, T_, K_, o_, r_, Num_] : = Module [{P, A, R, u, d, p, q},
P = Table [0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Num}];
1

1
;
R
=
Num
1 + (T-t)

rA

u = l + V T - 1CTVA , d = l (T-t) rVA
p=

+VT-t

2VT-t a

VT

- 1CTVA ,-

CT
VT-t
; q=

a-

(T-t)

2VT-t a

For [n = 0, n < Num, P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] =
ReplacePart [p [ [Num + 1 - n] ] , Max [

u n dHl3In"n, o] , n + l] ; n++] ;

For[i = l , i s Num,
For [n = 0, n < Num - i , P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = ReplacePart [P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] ,
Max[R (pP[ [Num+ 1 - i - n] ] [ [n + 2] ] +qP[ [Num + 1 - i - n + 1] ] [ [n + 1] ] ) ,
—

x
n+ l

[1]]

Now we try the same inputs from the European put example from the
previous page. As expected, one needs to pay more for having the earlier
exercise premium.
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Input:

AmerPutOpt[100, 0, 0.5, 130, 0.25, 0.05, 50]
Output:
30

This time the approximation using N = 50 is accurate enough. There
is no change by using larger JV :
Input:

AmerPutOpt[100, 0, 0.5, 130, 0.25, 0.05, 200]
Output:
30
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A.2.3

Down-and-out European barrier call options

For the Down-and-out European barrier call option, there is an additional
input L denoting the lower barrier.
We need to modify the two For steps from the vanilla European call
option by checking using the If function whether
X

X

i.e. whether the normalized lower barrier has been breached. If so the value
is set to be 0.
Input:
DownOutCallOpt[x_, t_, T_, L_, K_, o_, r_, Num_] : =
Module [{P, A, R, u, d, p, q},
P = Table [0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Num}];
1
1
A =

Num

; R

1 + (T - t ) r A

- t a VA; d = l - V l - t a VA;
P=

(T-t) r V A W l - t a
- = =
; q=
2VT-ta

Vl-ta-(I-t)rVA
j =

;

2VT-ta

For [n = 0 , n < Num,
P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] = R e p l a c e P a r t [p [ [Num + 1 - n ] ] ,
If[undHu"-n>

—, Max [u n d"™"-" - — , 0 ] , 0 ] , n + l ] ; n + + ] ;

For [ i = 1 , i <Num,
For [n = 0 , n < Num - i ,
P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = R e p l a c e P a r t [p [ [Num + 1 - i - a ] ] ,
I f

Jun dMom-i-n

>

^

R ( p P [ [Num+ 1 - i - n ] ] [ [n + 2 ] ] + q P [ [Num+ 1 - i - a + 1] ] [ [n + 1] ] ) ,

n + l ] ; n ++ ];
i++] ;
xP[[l]] [[1]]
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Now we try the inputs from Example 4.2. Indeed we have quite good
approximations, considering the possible accumulated errors from either
methods.
Input:
DownOutCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 108, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 50]

Output:

12.8418

Using JV = 200 :
Input:
DownOutCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 108, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]

Output:

12.5587
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A.2.4

Up-and-out European barrier call options

The Up-and-out European barrier call option is just like the Down-and-out
European barrier call option, except the barrier L is taken to be an upper
barrier and the condition is whether it is breached from below. If either
QJ.

X

Input:
DpOutCallOpt [x_, t_, T_, I^_, K_, o_, r_, Num_] : =
Module [{P, A, R, u, d, p, q},
P = Table [0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Num} ];
1
A=

Num

1
; R =

1 + (T-t) r A

u = l + V l - t a V A ; d = l - V T - t a VA ;
(I-t)rVi +Vl-to
VT-t a- (T-t) r VA
P =
:
;
q
=
2VT-t a
2VT-t a
For[n = 0, n < Num,
P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] = ReplaoePart [p [ [Num + 1 - n] ] ,
I f [ u n d""""11 < — , M a x f ^ d " ™ - " - — , 0 ] , 0 ] , n + l ] ; n + + ] ;
For[i = l, i < Num,
For[n = 0, n<Num-i,
P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = ReplacePart [p [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] ,
If[u»d l l u - 1 - n < - ,
x
R ( p P [ [Num+ 1 - i - n ] ] [ [ n + 2 ] ] + q P [ [Num + 1 - i - n

+ l ] ] [ [n + 1 ] ] ) ,

[[1]]

An example where the current price is $120, upper barrier is $150, time
to expiry is half year, call strike at $110, annual volatility 25%, riskless
annual interest rate 3% :
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UpOutCallOpt[120, 0, 0.5, 150, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 50]
Output:
7.47185

Using N = 200 :
Input:
UpOutCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 150, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]
Output:

7.1624
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A.2.5

European double barrier call options

The European double barrier call option is just like combining the up-andout and the Down-and-out European barrier call option, with an upper
barrier H and a lower barrier L, upon breaching either one from within,
the option becomes worthless.
Input:
DoubleBarCallOpt [x_, t_, T_, L_, H_, K_, o_, r_, Num_] : =
Module [{P, A, R, u, d, p, q},
P = Table [0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Num}];
A

1
Num

1

R

.

1 +

(T-t) r A '

u = 1 + V T - t a V A; d = l - V l - t OVA;
( T - t ) r VA + V T - t a

V T - t a- (T-t) rVA

2 VT- t a

2VT-t a

For [n = Ojr

n < Num,

P [ [Num + 1 -- n ] ] = ReplacePart [p [ [Num + l - n ] ] ,

If[(u'idHum-n

), Hax[u d

- - , 0],0], n+l]

X'

n ++l ;
F o r [ i = 1 , i < Num,
F o r [n = 0 , n < Num - i ,
P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = R e p l a c e P a r t [p [ [Num + 1 - i - n

If [ (u
( n rf»—i- > - ) / \ jjun
R ( p P [ [ N u m + l - i - n ] ] [ [ n + 2 ] ] + q P [ [Num + 1 - i - n + 1 ] ] [ [ n + l ] ] )

[[1]

An example where the current price is $120, upper barrier is $150, lower
barrier $100, time to expiry is half year, call strike at $110, annual volatility
25%, riskless annual interest rate 3% :
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Input:
DoubleBarCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 100, 150, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 50]
Output:
7.12012

Using N = 200 :
Input:
DoubleBarCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 100, 150, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]
Output:
6.75604
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A.2.6

Digital options

The digital option has a discontinuous pay-off function that pays $0 if the
underlying price is below the strike K and $1 if it is at or above the strike.
We don't normalize the prices here and define the function as:

Input:

D i g i t a l O p t [x_, t _ , T_, K_, a_, r _ , Num_] : =
Module[{P, A, R, u , d, p , q } ,
P = Table [0, {m, 0, Num}, {n, 0, Num}];
1
1
A =

Num

;

1+ (T-t)

rA

u = l +V T - t OVA; d = l - V T - t

(T-t)rVi +VT-to
P=

j =

OVA;

V T - t a - ( T - t ) r VA
;q=

2VT-t a
2VT-t a
For [n = 0, n < Num,
P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] = R e p l a c e P a r t [P [ [Num + 1 - n] ] ,
I f [ x u n d N u m ' n >K, 1 , 0 ] , n + 1 ] ; n + + ] ;
F o r [ i = 1 , i < Num,
F o r [n = 0, n < Num - i ,
P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] = R e p l a c e P a r t [P [ [Num + 1 - i - n] ] ,
R ( p P [ [Num + 1 - i - n ] ] [ [n + 2] ] +
qP[[Num + l - i - n + l ] ] [ [ n + 1 ] ] ) ,
n

An example where the current price is $120, strike at $110, annual
volatility 25%, riskless annual interest rate 3% :
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Input:

DigitalOpt [120, 0, 0 . 5 , 110, 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 0 3 , 50]
Output:

0.684258

Using N = 200 :
Input:

DigitalOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 110, 0.25,
Output:

0.659478

0.03,

200]
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A.2.7

Extreme cases

We now look at extreme cases of down-and-out and up-and-out European
barrier call options, by considering the following barriers:
L = 0 or L = x
for the down-and-out case and
L = x or K —» oo.
for the up-and-out case.
As expected, putting L = 0 in a down-and-out European barrier call
option, one gets the vanilla European call option. An example:
Input:

DownOutCallOpt [120, 0, 0 . 5 , 0, 110, 0.25, 0 . 0 3 , 200]
Output:

15.1592

as compared with
Input:

EuroCall0pt[120, 0, 0.5, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]
Output:

15.1592

Also one gets the same result with very large L in the up-and-out case
(here we set L = $1000000):
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Input:

OpOutCallOpt[120, 0, 0.5, 1000000, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]
Output:

15.1592

On the other hand, setting L = x, in the down-and-out case, i.e. the
barrier is the same as the current, then the option expires immediately and
is rendered valueless:
Input:
DownOutCallOpt [ 1 2 0 , 0, 0 . 5 , 1 2 0 , 1 1 0 , 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 0 3 , 2 0 0 ]

Output:
0

and similarly for L — x, in the up-and-out case:
Input:

UpOutCallOpt [120, 0, 0.5, 120, 110, 0.25, 0.03, 200]
Output:
0

The same results occur with extreme cases of the European double barrier call option in § A.2.5.
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A.3

Other computations

Here we demonstrate the usefulness of a computer algebra system such as
MATHEMATICA in assisting with doing tedious computations. We take as
examples some of the ticks that facilitates our calculations.
Computations on p . 4.8
Here we use the substitution given by Eq. (4.8).
Input:

^ y ' t | K * r ) ' tl

v[y_, t_] : =

y-t (x+r)

Then the following differential equation is obtained:
Input:

Simplify[D[v[y, t ] , {y, 2}] -D[v[y, t ] , t ] ]
Output:
_ e - y V K+t (r+x)

r u|"ey

ru(1'0) [ey^"fc

V x - t (r+K)

(r+K)

^"1 _ fi-y V x +t (r+x) -.(0,1) I" yVx-fc

, tl + ey^-fc

(r+K)

xu(2'0) [ e y ^ - t

Now substituting back:
Input:
Log[x] + t (JC + r) ,
y -

(r+x

>, t l
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Output:

ru[x, t ] + u (0 ' 1) [x, t ] - x (ru(1'°> [x, t] +xxu ( 2 ' 0 ) [x, t ] )

Computations on p . 4.22
Define the Green's function given by Eq. (4.22):
Input:
g[y_,

V 4 7Tt

The operator L[z] := ^t — zyy — (3zy vanishes at g :
Input:
Simplify[D[g[y, z, t], t] - D[g[y, z, t], {y, 2}] -/3D[g[y, z, t] , y] ]
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Computations in Lemma 5.2
In this Lemma, we consider the following expansion:
Input:

Series[

2a

, {x, 0, 2}

Log[l + mac2 - a x ] - Log[l + tax 2 + a x]

Output:
A (2IB-O 2 ) + A (-21E + O2)

1

2a

[ i (2—

2 m a

_

4 a2

a (_

3a

(A (2H-O2) + A (-2B+O2)) (2ma-a (-m+a2))

(A. (2m-o2) +A. (-2m+a2);

(I
2a

f

2

(-2m (-m + a ) - a ( m a - a (-m+ a2) ))

O[x]

Input:

Simplify[%]
Output:
1
— +

x

I

o*
-m+

—

3

0[x]'
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We define t h e function / :
1
f[x_]

:=

x

2a

Log[l + mx 2 - a x ] - Log[l +mx 2 + a x ]

and check the right limit at 0 :
Input:
Limit [ f [ x ] , x->0, D i r e c t i o n - > - 1 ]
Output:

and the same for the derivative:
Input:
Simplify [D[f[x], x] ]
Output:

x2

(1+IHX 2 -XCT)

4 (-1+mx 2 ) a2
(l+mx 2 +xcr) (Log[l + mx2 - x a] - Log[l + mx2 + x a] )2

Input:
Limit [ %, x -> 0, D i r e c t i o n -» - 1 ]
Output:
j

(-3ID + O2)
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Computing the A in Eq. (6.1)
We first use NN to denote the Gaussian distribution function and define
it using the built-in error function Erf; then classical Black-Scholes is expressed in terms of the error function.
Input:

NN[x_] := —
o2

\

Vl-t

a VT
VTr -

aVl-

o

Output:
-t+T
1

r-

V-t+T

1 + Erf[

a

~2

V-t+T

1

— X

1 + Erf [

-t+T a

2

Next, to get the A, we differentiate with respect to x and simplify:
Input:

Simplify [D[%, x] ]
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Output:
(t-T) ( 2 r + a 2 ) - 2 L o g [ f ] ) 2

((t-T) (2 r - a 2 ) - 2 Log [ £ ] )

22

8 (t-T) a

e

8 (t-T) a 2

e

K

-(t-T) (2r+ o2)+2Log[-]
«_
2V2 V - t + T a

1
~2

Since Erf is protected, to replace it by NN, we have to first unprotect it
and then redefine it. After this, we look at the previous output again.
Input:

Clear[NN];
(unprotect[Erf];
Erf[x_] : = 2 N N [ V 2 x ] - 1;
Protect[Erf]);

Output:
( (t-T)
8

e

It-?)

V27T V - t + T a
((t-T) (2r-a2)-2Log[|-])2
r(t

e

"

T)+

8 (t-T) o*
^

- ( t - T ) (2r

K

+

a2) +2Log[

+NH

Now we can check that the first two terms sum up to zero. We do this
by comparing the exponents.
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Input:
((t-T) (2r
Simplify[

+

cr2) -

8 ( t - T ) a2
((t-T)

( 2 r - o * ) - 2 L o g [ |-

r (t-T) +
8 (t - T) a2

Log — 1
L
KJ

Output:
0

Finally, to avoid interfering with later computations, we restore the
original Erf function:

Unprotect[Erf];
Clear[Erf]
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Computing Example 6.2 on p. 119
First define N = 100 and K = 199, we want use FindRoot to solve for R
from
09S

2199

^

199

\

L j
rre=0

V

'

i=0

FindRoot is based on the Newton's method and initial values are needed.
Note that since the solution must be between 0 and 1, we can use these two
numbers as the initial values.
Input:
Hum = 1 0 0 ;
1
A=

Num
K = 199;

;

FindRoot [

1 V"1 (
™
> Binomial [K, m] FT
K

2

Z_l {

Output:

{R-> 0.0421051}

^

0

1

\
1

l + R A f l +A) ]

= 0.93, {R, 0, 1}1J
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The plot in Example 6.2) on p . 119
We compute the previous R again with enough accuracy. (We write in
"standard form.")
Input:

Num = 1 0 0 ;
A = 1/Num;
K = 199;
FindRoot [1 / 2 AK * Sum [Binomial [K, m] *
P r o d u c t [ 1 / (1 + R * A * (1 + A) A i ) ,
{ i , 0, m } ] , {m, 0, K}] = = 0 . 9 3 , {R, 0, 1 } ]
Output:

{R -> 0.0421051}

Then we define a list L of points to be used for the plot. We define r
between 0 and 5 using —— where K is some multiple of 10.

Input:
L = Table [ {K, 1 / 2 AK * Sum [Binomial [K, m] *
Product 1 / 1 + 0.04210511512725839 *
* 1+
L / \
ioo \
ioo
{ i , 0, m}], {m, 0, K } ] } , {Kr 10 r 500, 10}]
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Output:
{{10, 0.997408}, {20, 0.995132}, {30, 0.992744},
{40, 0.990241}, {50, 0.987617}, {60, 0.984866}, {70, 0.981982},
{80, 0.978961}, {90, 0.975795}, {100, 0.972478}, {110, 0.969004},
{120, 0.965367} , {130, 6.961557}, {140, 0.95757}, {150, 0.953397},
{160, 0.94903}, {170, 0.944462}, {180, 0.939685}, {190, 0.934689},
{200, 0.929467} , {210, 0.924011}, {220, 0.91831}, {230, 0.912356},
{240, 0.90614}, {250, 0.899653}, {260, 0.892885}, {270, 0.885827},
{280, 0.878469} , {290, 0.870802}, {300, 0.862817},
{310, 0.854503} , {320, 0.845853}, {330, 0.836856}, {340, 0.827505},
{350, 0.81779}, {360, 0.807704}, {370, 0.797239}, {380, 0.786388},
{390, 0.775145} , {400, 0.763504}, {410, 0.75146}, {420, 0.73901},
{430, 0.72615}, {440, 0.712879}, {450, 0.699197}, {460, 0.685105},
{470, 0.670605} , {480, 0.655703}, {490, 0.640403}, {500, 0.624715}}

We then use ListPlot to obtain the graph:

Input:

ListPlot[L]
Output:

122.
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65

200

300

400

500
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